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ABSTRACT 

PROTECTED AREA CO-MANAGEMENT IN THE YUKON 

Jason David Thomson 
University of Guelph, 1998 

Advisor: 
Professor R G. Kuhn 

A nurnber of characteristics, unique to northem Canada, have together resulted in the 

adoption of hciamentally different procases for establishg protected areas in that region 

fkom those traditionally utilised in the south. Govemmental recognition of these 

characteristics, in combination with the 1993 settlement of the Yukon Umbrella Final 

Agreement P A )  comprehensive land claim, has led to the development of unique 

arrangements in the Yukon for protected area CO-management by state and aboriginal 

interests. 

This study airns to evaluate changes to Yukon protected area management strategies 

pursuant to the settlement of aboriginal claims and increased local cornmunity involvement. 

Based on prirnary data, recommendations are proposed in order to facilitate the overcoming 

of constraints to effective CO-management of Yukon protected areas. I n t e ~ e w s  were 

conducted with 30 key informants during fieldwork in Whitehorse and Haines Junction, 

Yukon, from June 9 to August 9, 1997. Nine principles necessary for the achievement of 

protected area CO-management goals are identified, and participants' perspectives are 

examined and presented in terms of similarities and differences according to key and 

measurable attributes associated with these principles. Although the various joint 

management structures are still in an early stage of development, results indicate that 

significant progress toward the goal of protected area CO-management is being achieved. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION AND COlYTEXT FOR WSEARCEI 

Until the mid- 1 WOs, natural areas within Canada's n o m  territories were generally 

under represented in terms of established protected areas', and, specifically, unrepresented 

within the national park system. Although a number of protected amis have been designated 

in the region over the past two decades, the necessity of developing innovative approaches 

for ensuring the attainment of northem protected area goals has become increasingly 

apparent (Bregha, 1989; East, 1991; Notzke, 1995a; Sadler, 1989). This need for 

developing protected area management processes which are fundamentaily different h m  

those traditionally utiliseci in southern Canada is directly related to the overlapping 

relationship behveen comprehensive land claims of aboriginal people, protected area 

establishment and management approaches, and regdatory policies for the management of 

northem natural resources. 

The Canadian goverment's acknowledgernent in 1973 that aboriginal rights and 

interests in areas not addresseci by previous treaties had never been extinguished - a situation 

particularly applicable to northem areas (Berg, et al., 1993) - led to the negotiation of 

cornprehensive land claims (Govemment of Canada, 198 1). The 1993 Yukon Umbreiia 

Protected areas are created to safeguard p r i d y  either biologicd diversity or cuItural 
resources; fkquently, however, their estabfishment results in the accniing of benefits for both, as articulated 
by RoszeU (1996,26): 

Though a distinction is often made between protected natural and cultural heritage areas, 
people and their environment cannot be separated. Protection and presentation of naturai 
areas provide an opportunity to recognise the ways in which people have lived within 
particdar environmenB. Likewise, protection and presentation of historic places provide 
insights into environmental factors that were influentid in the deveropment and history 
of our country and its peoples ... Since many national parks contain national historic sites 
or other histone places within their boundaries, managers are required to be conversant 
with the principles of cultural as well as natural resource management, 



Final Agreement V A )  was negotiated between the federal government, the Yukon 

Territorial Govemment (YTG), and the Council of Yukon Indians. This comprehensive 

c l a h  set out broad principles for each of the fourteen Yukon Fint Nations to negotiate their 

own claim settlement or "Fiinai Agreement" with the federd govemment (Govemment of 

Canada, 1 993d). Figure 1.1 illustrates the locations of First Nations' Traditional Temtories 

in the Yukon. h tec ted  areas are addressecl in UFA Chapter 10, Special Management Areas. 

The many conservation-oriented management boards and processes provided for by the 

agreement provide "a powemil set of twls to implement protection meanires" (Peepre, 1997, 

4)- 

The recognition by govemment of the existence of aboriginal interests led to a 

corresponding recognition of the need to incorporate increased aboriginal involvernent in 

developing new northem protected area proposais and managùig those areas already 

established. In 1979, the adoption of a new policy by Parks Canada e m e d  that aboriginals 

would be involved in the managing of any national park established concurrent with or 

pursuant to the settlement of land claims (Parks Canada, 1979). The Yukon Govemment 

pursues protected area designations following completion of - or as part of - Final Agreement 

negotiations. For exarnple, work on a park proposal for Kusawa Lake, a major recreation 

area located in the southem Yukon, has been suspended until Fint Nations with interests in 

the area have ratified their agreements (Govemment of Canada, et al., 1997). 

Because the federal govermnent owns and controls the great majority of the northem 

territones' land surface, the territorial park network is srnail (Bregha, 1989). However, the 

settlement of aboriginal land claims has proven to be effective in facilitating the 

establishment of protected areas in the Yukon (Bailey, 1994, Joe, 1994). Peepre (1995, 159) 

2 



Figure 1.1 : First Nations' Traditional Territories in the Yukon 

Source: Govemmentaf Yukon (1997% 10). 



noted that almost all Yukon protected areas have been established through abonginal claims 

and predicted that land claims would remab the "main tool for protection during the next 

half-decade." Table 1.1 illustrates the many different types of protected areas found withi. 

the Yukon, the govemmental jurisdiction under which they fd, and the generai purposes for 

which they are established. Locations of Yukon protected areas are s h o w  in Figure 1.2 and 

Iisted in Table 1.2, Histonc Sites in the Yukon. 



Table 1.1 : Types of Protected Areas EBsthg in the Yukon 

Jurisdiction 

federal F 
1 f e d d  

temtorial 

territorial t 
I territorial 

territonai 

territorial 

I territorial 

territorid 
municipal 

municipal 

Source: 

Type of l Usual Purpose for Establishing Area Yukon Example 
Protected Area 1 
Nationai Park - representation of natural region at 

national Ievel 
- maintenance of outstanding natural 

landscape 
- outdoor recreation 

Nationai Wildlife 1 - protection of nationally significant - Nisutlin Delta 
Area wiîdlife 

Historic Site I - protection of nationally simiificant 
historic site 

- Klondike, others 
(refer to Table 1.2) 

-- 

Territonal Park - representation of natural region at 
territorial level 

- maintenance of biodiversity 

- Herschel IsIand 
- Tombstone 

Ecological 
Reseme 

- protection of unique and/or sensitive - Cod River Springs 
natural feature - Fishing Branch 

Heritage Site - protection of heritage site I - Sha'wshe, others 
(refer to Table 1.2) 

Habitat 
Area 

Protection - protection of wiidlife species 
- protection of habitat 

- Horseshoe Slough 
- McArthur 
- Nordenskiold 

Wetiand 
- Ddhaw Ghro 
- Lhutsaw Wetiand 

Designated I - outdoor recreation 
Recreation Area I - Robinson 

- Scout Lake 

Heritage River - recognition of outstanding natural, 
heritage and recreational values I - Bonnet Plume 

- Thirty Mile 

Buffer Zone/ - protection of sensitive feature - designated green belt 
Green Belt - visual green space areas within city of 

- buffer fÏom development whitehorsez 

Municipal/ - protection of narurai or cultural - Whitehorse Rotary 
Community Parks features Peace Park 

- outdoor recreation 

A Yukon govemment representative commented that "in some respects. the Klrrane Wildlije Sancruary 
could be comidered a  bu^ zone for Kluane National Park, at leas? for protection of wildlife. " 



Figure 1.2: Protected Areas in the Yukon3 

The map does not include the four most recently established protected areas in the Yukon. These are 
Nordenslciold Wetland Habitat Protection Area, established under the Little Salmon/ Cannacks First Nation 
Final AgreemenZ and the three protected areas established through the Selkirk First Nation Final Agreement: 
Ddhaw Ghro Habitat Rotection Area, Lhutsaw Wetland Habitat Protection Area, and Tatla Mun Special 
Management Area. Both of these Final Agreements came into effect October 2, t 997 (Government of Yukon, 
1997% 4). 



Table 1.2: Historic Sites in the Yukon? 

l Klondike (Dawson City) National 
Historic Site (NHS) 

Site 

Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Canada (HSMBC) 

Year 
Estabiished 

1 Yukon NHS (SS Kiondike) 1 1967 1 HSMBC 

Meam of Identification/ Designation 

SS Keno MIS 

Dredge No. 4 NIfS 

Sha'wshe (Dalton Post) Champagne and Aishihrk Fina1 
Agreement! Government of Yukon 
Historic Resources Act (YHRA)' 

- - 

1961 

1967~ 

I Lansing Post 

-- - - 

HSMBC 

HSMBC 

I Nacho N'y'ak Dun Final 
A g r e e m e n r n  

Table 1.1 mcludes designateci historic sites, but not people or men& which have been designated as being 
of national histonc signifImce. For example, commemoration of the discovery of gold m the Yukon was first 
approved by the HSMBC in 1926; in 1959 it specificaiiy recommended the ûriginai Gold Discovery in 1896 
(Neufeld, 1996a). 

LaPierre House 

Rampart House 
I 

Fort Selkirk 

The HSMBC recommended m 1967 that "the cornmernorative undertaking at Dawson City should deal 
with the fûil extent of the Gold Rush and its impact on Canadian history" (quoted in Neufeld, 1996a, 3). Parks 
Canada's Yukon and Western Arctic Historian concluded that "it is clear that the initial [HSMBC] 
commemoration of Dawson buildings was inseparably iinked to the history of the gold rush" (Neufeld, 1996% 
3). 

The original HSMBC recommendation - that the operation of dredges in the Yukon be considered of 
national historic importance - occurred m 1967. Dredge No. 4 was acquued by Parks Canada in 1969, opened 
to the public in the late 1970s' and was recommended by the HSMBC as the centre for interprctation of the 
corporate period of gold extraction in the Klondike in 1987 (Neufeld, 1996b). 

1993 

1993 

1997 

All sites identifieci in specific provisions of Final Agreements wil l  be designated under the Government 
of Yukon Kistoric Resources Act. As of March, 1998 no such designations had yet ocamed. 

Vuntut Gwitcbin Fina1 Agreement/ YHRA 

Vuntut Gwitchin Finai Agreement, YHRA 

Selkirk Final Agreement/ YHRA 



Table 1.2 (con'd) 

Site 

I Tr'on ju wech'in (Klondike City) 

Year 
Estabiiihed 

Tr'on dek Hwech'in Final Agreement/ I Y-Hmv 

Means of Identification/ Designation 

Forty Mile, Fort Cudahy and Fort 
Constantine l Tr'on dek Hwech'in Final 

AgreemedYHRA 

I Hootalinqua acquired by YTG Heritage Branch/ l 

Tr'on ju wech'in Heritage Site may or may not be officially designated - Schedule B of the Tr'on dek 
Hwech'in Final Agreement indicates that site designation may be applied for through the National Historic 
Sites Act, the YTG Historic Resources Act, or any other appropriate Iegislation. 

Hootalinqua is one example of a historie site which has k e n  dehed  by a YTG Heritage Branch "historic 
reserve" application; others include Dawson City Sawmill Office, Ridge Road Heritage Trail, Montague Road 
House, Robinson Road House, and Yukon Crossing. 

Before passage of the Histone Resources Act in 199 1, ody  one heritage site had been "designated 
by the Governrnent of Yukon - the Old Log Church in Whitehorse, by the short-lived Yukon Historic Sites and 
Monuments Board, estabiished under the now obsolete Yukon Historic Sites and Monuments Act in 1978. The 
YTG Land Claims Heritage Coordinator commented that "Once that Board came to realize that the period 
legislation only empowered them to place plaques on willing victims it wasn't long until bickering and 
posturïng brought it to an ignominious end. " 

The Land CIaims Heritage Coordinator M e r  explained the process through which the Yukon's 
historic sites obtained official protection: 

The W G ]  Heritage Branch h m  been accumularing properties through [and transfen fiom the Crom 
to the Commissioner of the Yukon for historic site purposes. These "hutoric teserves " now number 
over 30. Soon afier the Branch began applying for these resentes in the '60s and early '70s many 
of the applications were 'Pozen " due to land claims. As claims become sertled the ownership of 
these is resolved. The current slate of sites listed to be designated [by the YHRA ; Table 1. Z] is an 
aample.. . 
[One] situation is Hootalinqua, where the Heritage Branch reserve application has been approved 
because Little Salmon/Cannacks and Ta àn Kwach 'an First Nations have complered their Iand 
daim negotiations and did not select the property [YTG Heritage Branch k ]  mosr interested in - 
the historic buildings - and Kwanlin Dun First Nation did not object during the application review. 
[A second example], Yukon Crossing, is not mentioned in the Little Salmon/Cannacks agreenzent. 
It was dealt with as a "pre-implementation " item. These are details that have to be sorted out before 
the effective date of an agreement. In this case / believe that the First Nation was amenable to ex- 
cluding the land as long as it did not fa11 into the hands of someone not respecting it as a historic site. 
To m u r e  this it had to be reserved as such. There are often many such details to clean up with re- 
gard to land tenure. 
Therefore, as expressions of interest are becorning more precisely defned we gain more certainty. 



In 1997, a process for developing a Yukon Protected Areas Strategy (YPAS) was 

initiated by the YTG in order to identiQ, select, and designate a network of protected areas 

in the territory ( G o v m e n t  of Yukon, 1997a). While discussing existing commitrnents to 

Yukon protected areas at the 1997 YPAS Workshop, a representative of the Govemment of 

Yukon Department of Renewable Resources (YDRR) stated that "the most binding 

commitments are found in the Land Claims [-] First Nation Final Agreements" (Government 

of Yukon, 1997b, 13).1° 

Regdatory policies for the management of northem resources are the third 

contribuhg factor to the development of unique northem processes for protected area 

establishment and management. In the Yukon, national park policy revisions and negotiation 

of the UFA resulted in the guaranteed establishment of "CO-management" structures for al1 

protected areas. Although there is no widely accepted definition of CO-management (Berkes, 

et al., 1991) the concept generally refers to a sharing of responsibility and authority between 

govenunent and local resource usen (Feit, 1988); as such, CO-management initiatives 

represent a "significant departure fiom traditional top-down bureaucratie resource 

management" (Wiity, 1994,23). 

The above summary outlines the significant decisions, agreements, and concepts 

which have shaped the context in which the research occurred. The following section will 

The YTG Land Claims Heritage implementation Coordinator (Keritage Branch, Department of Tourism) 
succinctly explained the connection between designation of heritage sites, development of the Yukon Protected 
Areas Strategy, and settlement of aboriginal claims: 

The [YTG] Heritage Branch views the designadon and protection ofheritage sites as a process 
being camèd out separateiy, but complementary to the Protected Areas Strategy. Land claim 
agreements will generally determine the ident$cation of sites within Traditional Temitones 
that will be designated for protection under the Historic Resources Act (and in fact most other 
protected areas ako). 



provide additional background and a specific rationale for the research problem. 

1.2 Rationale for Research Problem 

Protected area CO-management strategies in the Yukon will be irnplemented through 

- and are embodied in - provisions outlined in the UFA and pursuant Final Agreements, in 

management plans and strategies for protected areas in the Yukon (Canadian Wildlife 

Service and Teslin Renewable Resources Council, 1997; Govemment of Yukon, 1 997a), and 

in both the Parks Canada Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada, 1 994) 

and management plans for specific national parks. For example, New Parks North newsletter 

identifies areas of involvement for the Kluane National Park Management Board (KNPMB) 

as including park planning and management, traditional gathering and harvesting rights, and 

economic and employment opportunities (Governrnent of Canada, et al., 1995). Although 

the basic responsibilities and requirements for involvement are outlined in the agreements, 

no clear indication exists as to either how this involvement will be accomplished, or whether 

progress thus far has been viewed as satisfactory by the affected govemment managers, 

communities, and First Nations. it is possible that recently adopted strategies for CO- 

management are viewed by al1 interests as having led to positive results. Also possible is 

that strategies viewed as having been succasful by govemment managers may be interpreted 

very differently by the affected communities and First Nations, or vice versa. 

1.3 Purpose and Objectives of Research 

The purpose of this research is to evaluate changes to protected area management 

strategies in the Yukon pursuant to the settlement of aboriginal claims and increased local 

community involvement. There are four specific objectives: 

IO 



To describe the major philosophies and provisions of northem protected area 

management, land claims, and resource comanagement, before and after signing of 

the Umbrella Final Agreement in 1993; 

To determine the provisions of the Umbrella Final Agreement which relate 

specifically to protected area management; 

To develop a normative model for assessing protected area CO-management 

strategies; 

To apply this mode1 to detennhe the impact and effectiveness of local community 

and First Nations involvement on protected area management in the Yukon. 

Research Approach 

The overall methodology of this research is grounded in a qualitative analytical 

framework. This W e w o r k  will be utilised in evaluating primary research data acquired 

fkom key informants. 

Objectives one, two, and three were achieved through a review of both the UFA and 

published and unpublished materials pertaining to protected area management, aboriginal 

land claims, and resource CO-management. The first three objectives al1 contributed to the 

fourth objective: to apply the normative model to determine the impact and effectiveness of 

local cornrnuni~ and First Nation involvement on protected area management in the Yukon. 

Interviews with key informants fiom the federal government, the Yukon Territorial 

Govemment, First Nations' governments, and advisory boards involved in resource CO- 

management formed the initial basis of data analysis for objective four. Thirty key 

informants were each asked questions pertahing to the impact of the UFA on protected area 

Il 



management. 

1.5 Structure of Thesis 

This thesis is organised into five chapten, each of which targets specific study 

objectives. Chapter 2 summarises knowledge fiom the literature on northem protected area 

management, aboriginal land claims, and resource CO-management. Background on the UFA 

is provided, dong with a review of provisions within the agreement which pertain 

specifically to protected areas. A normative mode1 for protected area CO-management is also 

presented. Chapter 3 introduces the study site and descnbes the research design and 

methodology. A description and evaluation of intewiew responses is presented in Chapter 

4, organized around nine principles and twenty-four attributes of the normative model for 

protected area CO-management. Chapter 5 contains a synopsis of the data results, an 

evaluation of the normative model, and recommendations for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

2.1 BACKGROUND TO NORTltIERN PROTECTED AREA CO-MANAGEMENT 

Of the four distinct research traditions of geography - spatial relationships, area 

studies, earth science, and "man-land", or human-environment - this research is concerned 

with the latter, which "centres on resource use and conservation" (Paîtison, 1964,2 15). The 

human-environment tradition, now more commonly hown as resource management, 

investigates the allocation of resources over space and time according to human needs, 

aspirations, and desires, and within both political and social institutions and legai and 

administrative arrangements (OYRiordon, 1971). Resource management was defined by 

Mitchell (1979, 3) as representing "the actual decisions conceming policy or practice 

regarding how resources are allocated and under what conditions or arrangements resources 

may be developed." 

Over the past three decades, resource management has evolved fiom being a "purely 

technical exercise" to one which has incorporated more pluralistic, comprehensive and 

integrative approaches (Smith, 1993, 98). This broadening of approach has resulted in 

greater attention being accorded to the process of resource management by agencies, 

managers and the public. Smith (1 993) identified institutional anrangements for management 

and interest representation as being key variables aect ing this process. Both are 

inextricably tied to the sharing of responsibility and authority which is fbndamental to the 

concept of CO-management. Institutional arrangements provide the structure for resource 

management; such arrangements can be modified according to the context within which 

management occurç, the legithation of management authority and responsibilities, the 

management fiinctions assigned, the processes utilised, and the culture and attitudes of 
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participants. Interest representation is concemed with ensuring that all relevant stakeholders 

have input into decision making which affect them (Smith, 1993,99). 

This research is set within a context of previous policies, decisions, and initiatives 

conceming northern park and resource management and First Nations' land claims. The 

state of knowledge in the subject area will be summarised through a review of relevant 

Literature found within t h e  broad categones: nortfiern park and protected area management, 

land daims and First Nation empowennent, and resource CO-management. Protected areas 

are defined by The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (TtlCN) as "an area 

of land andor sea espmially dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biological 

diversity, and of natural and associated cultural resources and managed through legal or other 

effective rneans" (Govemment of Yukon, 1997% 4); the Yukon govemrnent States sirnply 

that protected areas "are special places which are established and designated for the 

protection of important cultural or natural values" (Govemment of Yukon, 1997% 4) .' 

2.2 Northern Park and Protected Area Management 

2.2.1 Difficulties Associated With Traditional Methods of Establishing and Managing 
Protected Areas 

The keynote address of the 1962 World Conference on National Parks was entitled 

"Nature Islands for the World" (Uddl, 1962). The intervening years have seen the 

emergence of a clear recognition that protected areas are not "conservation islands" to be 

considered in isolation fiom surroundhg land uses. There is now strong acknowledgement 

Turner, et ai. (1992, 117) cautioned that "because groups and agencies want to secure areas for quite 
varied reasons, the term 'protected area' is wideiy interpreted." 



that such areas make up an important component of a regional mosaic, and that linkages and 

relationships between them and adjacent areas rnust be explicitly considered - through 

regional integration and ecosystem approaches - in order to guarantee long-term protection 

(Garratt, 1984; Kutay, 199 1 ; Danby, 1997; Thompson, 1997). The 1962 conference title 

accurately reflected the traditional and romantic view of protected areas (particularly national 

parks) and wilderness2 as areas set apart, not only without human residents, but with, ideally, 

only minimal human usage- a flawed interpretation based originally on the Arnerican 

Yellowstone model for national parks. This isolationist model stmve to create parks without 

permanent habitation or extractive use, as public wildemess preserves (KeTnf, 1993; Pimbert 

and Pretty, 1995; Young, 1995) providing recreation for the "urbanized and amuent" 

(Edwards, 1989,24).' As pointed out by Lucas (1992,4), the adoption of such a narrow 

interpretation of what qualifies as a national park means that the concept's "application is 

inevitably li~nited."~ 

As National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, Georges Erasmus (1989,97) specuIated that "there 
is probably no native language anywhere in the world that contains the terni 'wilderness' ... to the native 
person it is an extension of his or her world and culture." 

The h t  Canadian national park, created at Banff, Alberta in 1885, "centred on the attractions of bathing 
in hot spiings"; the on& purpose of wildmess parics in Canada was '?O generate tourist revenue by 
catering to the romantic and nch, most of them American and European, [parks] were not estabiished out 
of concem for wiidmess preservation, although that cause eventually became a worthy end in itself' 
(Edwards, L989,25). 

The national parks of Great Britain are a notable exception. Because these protected areas are products 
of long traditions of overlapping prior usage, access, m i t ,  and ownership rights, an emphasis on 
landscape conservation rather than wildemess preservation has emerged. Such an emphasis both respects 
long-established systems of land tenures and recognises explicitly that landscapes are created jointly by 
natural growth and human cdtivation. As a result, the management of British national parks formally 
involves local governent bodies; it also includes special mechmisnu to ensure that local residents retain a 
direct influence over decision-making (Hannon, 199 1 ). 



This is particularly true in an area such as the Canadian north. There, traditional 

indigenous cultures, despite inhabithg vast territories, retai. a highly localized sense of 

"geopiety": a complex social, ernotional, and physical attachrnent to place (Tuan, 1976). 

Hannon (1 987, 153) demibed geopiety as meaning basically that "one place is not as good 

as another when it cornes to 'home'"; similarly, Duerden and Kuhn (1998, 34) stated that 

indigenous knowledge of land '"constitutes intense, highly functional local geographies." For 

aboriginal cultures, land has both value - for sustenance and economic support - and 

meaning, as a source of spirituality and cultural knowledge (Reed, 1990; Wolfe, 1994). The 

consequeme of this relationship is that '"Fim Nations approach resource-sharing with a hi& 

degree of cultural and social cornmitment" (Witty, 1994,22). Young (1995,56) viewed land 

as being the '"prime resource" for aboriginal people for cultural, economic, and political 

reasons; she M e r  stated: 

the interdependence of the aboriginal human-land relationship is so 
strong that breaking one part destroys the other. Thus when aboriginal 
people were tumed off their land they lost many elements of their culture 
(Young, 1995,45). 

In the establishment of protected areas, considerable negative effects upon abonginal peoples 

and cultures have resulted fiom the imposing of traditional conservationist beliefs, or a 

"culturally-bound vision of natusal resource management", without taking into account the 

different pnorities and perceptions of those affected (Colchester, 1 994, i). Among these 

effects are forced relocation, irnpoverishment, cultural destruction, and the replacement or 

collapse of traditional systems of resource management (Colchester, 1994; Gomez-Pompa 

and Kaus, 1992). 

Secondly, and perhaps even more significantly, northem First Nations remain highly 



dependent upon renewable naturd resources in general, and particularly upon subsistence 

harvesting of wildlife. As National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, Georges 

Erasmus (1989,93) succinctly stated "without renewable resources to harvest, we lose both 

our livelihood and our way of life." Sustainable land use practices, including rules for the 

eliciting of "behaviour conducive to rational and effective resource conservation and use" 

(Pimbert and Pretty, 1995, 8), are thus to the distinct benefit of local people. The practical 

relevance of the above to national parks and protected areas is twofold: traditional aboriginal 

owners desire both to continue inhabiting lands newly designated as 'protected", and to be 

able to continue subsistence harvesting of resources on those lands (Young, 1995). In the 

northern Canadian context, an early Parks Canada guideline to joint management regirnes 

indicated that 'hot only are [nonhem aboriginal people] interested in continuing their 

traditional activities but they aiso want to make sure they have control over the carrying out 

of those activities" (Downie, 1980,59). 

However, until quite recently the presentation of northern natural areas was 

accomplished by placing the land in question under federal govemment control and "banning 

human residency and resource extraction within" (Harmon, 1987, 148). For example, in the 

Yukon, hunting and trappïng were banned when Kluane became a Game Sanctuary in 1943, 

thereby causing local Natives "considerab le hardship" (Coates, 199 1, 1 S).' The decision 

was made without consultation 

lifestyle had, for generations, 

with the abonginai peoples whose traditional subsistence 

depended upon harvesting the resources of the area 

Access to resources has been a "central concem" of Yukon aboriginal people "since the days of the 
Klondike Gold Rush". However, ''untif the middle of this century, there were comparatively few 
challenges to ~ u k o n ]  Native harvesting rights, although there were periods and instances of intense 
cornpetition for comparatively Lùnited resources" (Coates, 199 1,  174). 



(McCandless, 1985; Slocombe, 1992; Wright, 1994). 

The origuis of Kluane National Park and Park Reserve (KNP) are far from unique. 

Worldwide, the reality is that national parks and protected areas in generd have often been 

created on the traditional temtones of abonginal pe~ples .~  Establishment of such areas has 

frequently occurred without input fiom those most affécted; on many occasions it led to both 

usage of and residency within the newly protected regions being denied to those who had 

resided there for generations (Adams and McS hane, 1 992; Calhoun, 1 99 1 ; Dasmann, 1 976, 

1984; Erasmus, 1989; Hannon, 1987; Nelson, 1978). A 1997 worldwide report by the 

NCN's Inter-Cornmission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples reached the following 

conclusion: 

Even in the field of conservation management, there is still a tendency 
to ignore or give low priority to the rights of Indigenous Peoples. 
Paternalistic, top-down govemance, displacernent of Indigenous Peoples 
from national parks and other protected areas, and economistic valuation 
and exploitation of indigenous resources and knowledge are still comrnon 
(IUCN, 1997,64). 

Ignoring of aboriginal rights and needs by traditional conservationist policies has had 

detrimental results, both for aboriginal societies and in ternis of meeting protected area 

mandates. In general, abonginal people desire access to parks for social, economic and 

spiritual purposes; the primary interests of govenunent agencies in protected areas are 

conservation and tourism (Walsh, 1992). However, the displacement of aboriginal people 

hem traditionai temtones serves to restrict access to the renewable resource harvesting which 

6 Australian aborigine Tony Tjamiwa used the following analogy: 
Aboriginal land that is just a national park is like a table with one leg or like a bird. It's 
not very stable. Shove it and it will fall over. Just one leg is not enough for Aboriginal 
land. It has to have the other legs there: the leg that Aboriginal Law and ownership pro- 
vides; that Aboriginal involvement in ninning the park provides; that an Aboriginal 
rnajority on the board of management provides (Tjamiwa, 1992,9). 



is integrai to their social and economic systems, leading to loss of cultural identity (Dasmann, 

1976; Tungavik Federation of Nunavut, 1985). By extension, a lack of local support for, or 

even cornpliance with, the management regulations of a protected area may result in its 

effectiveness and viabiiity as a conservation instrument being jeopardized (Berg, 1990; 

Bishop, et al., 1995; Notzke, 1994). 

It is therefore little wonder that until very recentiy northem aboriginal people viewed 

the establishment of protected areas with both suspicion - as institutions which had been 

"patemdistically devolved and implemented" (Clad, 1984, 68) - and fear - fkom their 

perspective, govenunent designations to protect land and resources have, time and again, 

"become hnpedirnents to their livelihood, particularly by restricting access to wildlife" 

(Bregha, 1989, 2 16). Thus, a proposa1 for a national park on the East Arm of Great Slave 

Lake, Northwest Territories (NWT) was viewed by Dene Nation elder Zepp Cassaway as 

follows: 

This land has not changed. It continues the sarne. The animais, birds 
and fish have been put on the land and it is still that way. We are carefùl 
in the way we treat the land. We look after the land. 

I live on the land. It provides for my needs. 1 do not want to give away 
my land. Many people don't want to have a park. They don't want to talk 
about it (quoted in Griffith, 1987,30). 

The overall objective of Canada's national parks policy is to protect significant natural 

areas which are representative of the thirty-nine terrestrial natural regions throughout the 

country (Parks Canada, 1 994). Until 1 976, natural regions of the Canadian northem temtones 

were unrepresented within the national park system. Eight national parks and national park 

reserves have been designated in the temtories over the past two decades, including three - 

Iwavik, Kluane, and Vuntut - within the Yukon Temtory (Figure 1.2). However, the 



continued existence of northern natural regions which are unrepresented within the national 

parks system illustrates a persistent need to develop innovative approaches for establishing 

protected areas in the north. Additionally, a number of other charactenstics, unique to 

northem regions, serve to reinforce the necessity of viewing northern protected area 

establishment as a fundamentalIy different process fkom that which has traditionally been 

utilised in southern Canada.' Notzke (1995% 49) summarized this need to develop an 

"innovative approach" for northern parks (including, potentially, arrangements for CO- 

management of park resources) as extending from three realities: 

1) the incompatibility of the traditional national park concept with northem aboriginal 

people's desire for input into decisions concerning their traditional temtory and its resources; 

2) the difficulties inherent in creating new national parks in areas with outstanding 

aboriginal comprehensive claims; and 

3) the importance to northem aboriginal economies of maintahhg access to renewable 

resources. 

Equally significant, and with application to protected area management worldwide, 

has been the recognition that al1 such areas are components of Iarger systems; as such, they 

possess ecological, economic, and cultural connections with their surrounding areas (Zube, 

1995). The majority of threats to protected area sustainability originate outside area 

The process of northern conservation was descriied by Bregha ( I989,2 16) as "tmly complex, highly 
politicized, frustratingly slow, and decidedly non-linear." He then highlighted two critical factors for 
consideration in developing northern protected area strategies: 
1) protected areas in the north play a different role than that performed by those in southern Canada; and 
2) the need to accommodate the interests of "many legitimate stakeholders in northern conservation" 
(Bregha, l989,2 16), iucluding temtorial govemments, federal departments, aboriginal organisations, local 
communities, resource industries, and conservation groups. 



boundaries (Davey, 1 997; Dearden, 1 995; Lucas, 1 992; National Parks and Conservation 

Association, 1979; Newmark, 1985), often due to the "insufnciency of park areas as self- 

contained biologicd ~mits" (Freemuth, 199 1, 15). Davey (1 997,s) concluded that 'Mess the 

[protected area] system is exp licitly set within an appropriate environmental, social, po litical 

and economic context it is unlikely it will be effective." 

Primacy is being accorded to ecological principles in protected area poiicy 

formulation. For exarnple, Parks Canada has adopted "protecting ecological integrity" as a 

guiding principle which will "take precedence. .. in every application of policy" (Parks 

Canada, 1 994, 16). Such measures correspond with general agreement in the li terature that 

maintenance of ecosystem integrity should "take precedence over any other management 

goal" (Grumbine, 1 994,27).' This convergence, in combination with the federal recognition 

of unextinguished aboriginal rights, has Led to significant revisions in legal procedures for 

establishing northern national parks. Thus, discussion has progressed from a debate between 

either rnaintaining site biodiversity or supporting local people (aboriginal or otherwise), to 

the question of how, through the conserving of entire ecosystems, "biodiversity can be 

optimally rnaintained while fuIfilIing the needr of the local people" (Gurung, 1995, 225, 

emphasis added). Ledec and Goodland (1988) concluded, for exarnple, that meaningful local 

Parks Canada defines ecological integrity as "a condition where the structure and fiinction of an 
ecosystem are unimpaired by human activity and are likely to persist" (Roszell, 1996,26). Referring 
specifically to ecoIogica1 integrity of protected areas, Woodley ( 1993, 157) stated: 

It impiies that ecosystem structures and functions are unirnpaired by human-caused stresses and 
that native species are present at viable population levels ... Parks and protected areas are part of 
larger ecosystems and determinations of integrity in parks and protected areas must consider these 
larger ecosysterns. 

Additionally, it should be recognised that ecosystem boundaries "are not fixed entities": for park managers, 
flows of energy, nutrients and species, as weli as the scale of an issue, are factors "more important than 
precise boundaries" (Woodley, l996,5 1). 



involvement in protected area decision-making and management could both prevent conflicts 

and increase econornic benefit flows to local cornmunities. Conversely, failure to consider 

the needs of those who will expenence the greatest impacts resulting £kom establishment of 

a protected area - particularly through "early, open and continuing consultation with local 

people" (McComb, 1997, 29) - has resulted in both failed park proposals (Bregha, 1989; 

Griffith, 1987; Olsen and O'Donnell, 1994) and parks with operational difficulties. 

2.2.2 Changes in Methods of Establishing Northern National Parks 

In terms of management of national park resources in Canada, state acknowledgment 

of the importance of access to renewable resource harvesting for aboriginal subsistence-based 

cultures dates back to the creation of Wood Buffalo Nationai Park (WBNP) in 1949. When 

the park was established, special regulations were implemented to allow for a continuation 

of hunting, trapping, and fishing by not only the local aboriginal population, but al1 local 

residents who had historically harvested wildlife within the area (Morgan, 1993). These 

regulations superseded the general National Parks Game Regulations of the eram9 

Bregha (1 989, 2 18) contended that al1 northem protected areas established pnor to 

1980 were protected '%y federal fiat." However, governmental recognition in 1973 of the 

continued existence of many abonginal interests corresponded with the first significant 

A number of difficulties were associated with the hunting regulations for Natives within Wood Buffalo 
National Park. Foremost among these was the fact that the rules were established without local 
consultation and inconsistentiy enforced, thereby fostering a "ciimate of distrust and cynicism", according 
to a former WBNP Superintendent (East, 1986,87). Knowledge of this "historical baggage" (Notzke, 1994, 
248) helps in explaining why the 1985 resource CO-management agreement between the Fort Chipewyan 
Cree and Parks Canada was described by Cree Chief Archie Waquan as "the starting point from which we 
and the Park c m  mutuaiiy explore, develop, irnplement and evaluate policies and program which affect us 
dl" (Waquan, 1986, 84). Despite this agreement, an unusualiy large number of stakeholders - including at 
l e s t  seven Native organizations and various hunting and trapping associations - have interests concerning 
WBNP. Notzke (1994,247) cautioned that "it would be a mistake to assume that al1 these groups and 
organizations share common goals and aspirations just because they are native". 



changes in provisions for designating future national parks. These changes were a recognition 

that, in the Canadian north, the traditional national park concept "CO-exists uneasily with the 

new economic and social realities" (Sadler, 1989, 2 90). Regdatory changes also support the 

contention that a guarantee of self-determination for those aboriginal peoples directly 

dependant upon local naturai resources is a necessary prerequisite for M e r  conservation 

advances (Nietschmann, 1994). 

Beginning with the 1974 arnendments to the National Parks Act, areas identified as 

being desirable national park locations wiihin the Yukon and NWT were designated as 

"national park reserves" pending settlement of Native clairns to the area. Designation as such 

allows for the continuation of aboriginal peoples' traditional subsistence activities. The land 

in question is withdrawn fiom consideration for development and managed under the National 

Parks Act and Regulations as though it were a full national park, yet the area remains subject 

to land disposais associated with f i e  claim settlements (Downie, 1980, Parks Canada, 

1994).1° Status as full "national parks" may be achieved only d e r  negotiation of a clairns 

agreement. This has proven to be a Iengthy process, often extending over many years 

(McComb, 1997). For example, lands were withdrawn for the proposed Auyuittuq, Nahanni, 

and Kluane national parks in 1972; d l  three were established as national park reserves in 

1976. To date, only pan of ISluane has attained full national park status - in 1995, with the 

A 1987 Canadian Parks Service Discussion Paper identified three "key events" which "set the stage" 
for the continuation of "certain traditional subsistence resource use activities in new national parks": 
1) a 1972 statement by the Minister that the traditional rights of aboriginal people would be respected in 
establishing new national parks within the territories; 
2) the 1973 agreement between Cana& and Newfoundland for establishing Gros Morne National Park, 
which provided for the continuation of tree cutting for domestic use by local peopIe; and 
3) the 1978 agreement between Canada and Ontario for establishing Pukaskwa National Park, which 
deIegated responsibility to Canada for negotiating local aboriginal treaty rights to hunt and fish for 
domestic use on park lands (Hughson, 1987,9). 



legal proclamation of the Yukon First Nations Land Claims Settfement Act, which 

implemented the 1993 CAFN Final Agreement (Government of Canada, et al., 1995). 

Nahanni remains a national park reserve, pending settlement of abonginal clairns, while 

Auyuittuq will become a national park as a result of the 1992 claùn agreement through which 

Nunavut will be established (Morrison, 1993). 

Despite the lag t h e ,  al1 concemed parties clearly benefit as a result of the park reserve 

concept. Withdrawing land fiom developrnentai pressures provides both intenm protection 

and the needed tirne penod for negotiation; Morgan and Henry (1996, 26) concluded that 

"through this process, the park establishment provisions become an integral part of the overall 

land claim." Fenge (1993) and MacLachlan (1994) both viewed the inclusion of co- 

management provisions for national parks within settlement regions as an effective 

mechanism in allowing indigenous peopIe to extend their influence and safeguard territory. 

For example, land designated for parks - on which abonginal people retain harvesting rights - 

in the Nunavut settlement was removed f?om the claim and Inuit settlement land negotiated 

from the remainder (Fenge, 1993). The result - both conservation for the park and the 

maintenance of its value to traditional residents of the area - is an attempt "to recognise the 

interests of two cultures within the constraints imposed by the goal of ecosystem 

preservation" (Craig, 1992, 140). 

This chapter will now proceed to an historical examination of the settlement of Fint 

Nations' land claims in Canada. Sadler (1989, 193) descnbed the link between (or "central 

goal" of both) creation of northem protected areas and settlement of northern land daims as 

being the preservation of wilderness. However, as illustrated above, Parks Canada and 

northern First Nations have until recently held sharply diverging views on the role which 
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people should play within protected areas: should it be strictly as visitors, or should humans 

remain as an integral component of the natural environment? Does wilderness imply 

unmodified and remote naturai terrain, or should parks be concemed instead with preserving 

"wilderness as home" (Peepre, 1994,7)? 

2.3 Land Claims and First Nation Empowerment 

The curent involvement of First Nations in national park management extends fkom 

the 1973 acknowledgrnent by the federal govemment of Canada that many aboriginal rights 

and Uiterests have never been exthguished. This recognition of &original rights, based on 

traditional use and occupancy, is leading to negotiation and settlement of comprehensive land 

claims in areas which had not been dealt with by previous treaties or specific legislation 

(Govemment of Canada, 1981)." Fundamentally, however, First Nations abject to their 

categorisation as claimants 

n i e  First Nations of Canada do not view their rights in ternis of 'claims'. 
We more properly view the claims process as one of the few mechanisrns 
available for irnplementing our constitutiooaily protected rights (Assembly 
of First Nations, 199 1, 244). 

The legd right of abonginai groups to participate in resource management decisions 

was established by the 1975 James Bay Agreement (Berkes, 1994). T oday, the creation of 

public institutions which guarantee local resource user involvement in resource management 

Georges Erasmus, former National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, stated that "îhe whole matter 
of  environmental preservation or conservation of lands and waters in several areas of Canada is bound up 
with the thomy issues of treaty rights, aboriginal titie, and land claims" (Erasmus, 1989,93). 



decisions is "a major thnist" of indigenous rights settlements (IUCN, 1997, 130)." Young 

(1995,56) viewed abonginai land rights agreements in Canada as reflecting both "the change 

fiom assimilationist to self-detennination development policies", and the growing conflicts 

over use of naturai resources. 

Canada's First Nations have maintallied that their aboriginal title provides three classes 

of rights: the right to govern and control land and resources; the rights to cultural survival and 

self4etermination, "which flow fiorn comrnon identity, language, culture, and values"; and 

the right of  a people to be exempt fkom laws of another jurisdiction to which they have not 

agreed (Ahenakew, 1985, 25). Aboriginal title, or the existence of indigenous peoples' 

temtorial rights, was recognised in the Royal Proclamation of 1763, which also established 

legal procedures for the giving up of those rights. Subsequently, a senes of treaties was 

signed in whic h many rights were extinguished. Hoivever, most of Bri tish Co lurnbia, Quebec, 

the Atlantic provinces, and the northern territories were never covered by treaties (Berg, et 

al., 1993). This situation led to acknowledgement by the govemment of Canada, through the 

1 973 Nisga' a (Calder) legai ruling of the Suprerne Court of Canada, that abori,@al " interests" 

were never extinguished in areas lacking unambiguous treaties or specific legislation 

(Govemment of Canada, 198 1). The decision was a recognition of the existence of aboriginal 

title as a legal right extending fiom the pre-colonial occupation and possession of temtory by 

Nes bitt ( 1 997) summarised the impacts upon resource co-management w hic h result from comprehensive 
land claim agreements as foliows: a clarification of First Nation peoples' rights (provisions outlining how 
the parties will share management decision-making); the assigning of responsibilities to co-management 
boards and First Nation organisations; the ensuring of resource conservation (including processes for 
harvest allocation); the advancement of knowledge of resources, through integration of scientific 
information with traditional ecological knowledge; and provisions for protection of habitat and the public's 
interest in wiIdlife management. 



abonguial peoples (Berg, et al., 1993). 

Canada's northem First Nations have pursueci comprehensive claims as their primary 

method of obtainuig security of tenure and control over traditional teni t~nes. '~ When 

addressed in concert, territorial, economic, and political control imply self-determination, a 

condition which (at least theoretically) ensures that rights and identity are not threatened 

(Knight, 1988). Cornprehensive claims - "based on the concept of continuing aboriginal 

rights and titie which have not been dealt with by treaty or other legal means" - are meant to 

conclude agreements outlining c lear definitions of aboriginal peoples' special rights to lands 

and resources (Govemment of Canada, 1993c, i). Claim agreements thus far have defined 

these rights to include full ownership of lands; preferential or exclusive wildlife harvesting 

rights; participation in land, wildlife, and renewable resource management within the 

settlement area; financial compensation for loss of land and past darnages; resource revenue- 

sharing; and economic development measures (Bailey, 1 994;Govemment of Canada, 1 993 c; 

Wolfe, 1994). Ln sumrnary, claims agreements ensure that traditional aboriginal lands "are 

formally identified as a settlement region, or territory" (MacLachIan, 1994, 21); they 

recognize both that a First Nation's identity is inextricably tied to the lands which it has 

traditionally and continually inhabited, and the desire which that group has expressed to have 

its nghts and title to those lands legaily formalised. 

The Federal Policy for the Settlement of Native Claims states that the pnmary purpose 

of comprehensive claims agreements is to "resolve the legal arnbiguities associated with the 

The usage of terminology such as "comprehensive" or "native claims" - rather than simply "land claims" - 
is dehierate; it implies that settlement of territory is only one part of the broader social contract to be 
negotiated between aboriginal people and the Canadian government packs, 1985). 



common law concept of aboriginal rights and title" (Government of Canada, 1 993c, i). Reed 

(1990) broadly interpreted the rationale for the claims' resolution process as being the 

translation of the concept of abonginal interest into concrete and lasting benefits in 

contemporary society. Increasingly, legal clarity and political agreement between the federal 

government and northem First Nations on the status of lands and resources is becoming 

critical. 

The relevance of cornprehensive daims to norfhem protected areas rnay be viewed 

fiom at least two broad perspectives: firstly, in ternis of guaranteeing aboriginal participation 

in northem resource development and land management, and, secondly, in ensuring that 

federal goals for conservation are met. Furthemore, the afTected First Nations have firmly 

stated that their claims m u t  be settled "either before or as part of any process of institutional 

development in the North" packs,  1985,251). "Institutional development" clearly includes 

the creation of national parks and other protected areas. 

The importance of the claim process to Yukon protected area establishment was first 

demonstrated in 1984 when Northern Yukon National Park (later renamed Iwavik) and 

Herschel Island Temtorial Park (Figure 1.2) were established as part of the Inuvialuit Final 

Agreement (Bregha, 1989). In becoming the first northem national park to be established 

with full aboriginal involvement and as part of a comprehensive claims agreement, Northem 

Yukon signified "a new era in renewable resource management in Canada" (Carpenter and 

Mair, 1990, 75). Its existence proved that CO-management structures instituted through a 

claims agreement have the capability of establishing a system of protected areas (Bailey, 

1994; Sloan and Hill, 1995). Subsequently, almost al1 protected areas in the Yukon have been 

established through negotiation of aboriginal land claims; protective options include national 
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or territorial parkç, habitat protection areas, wildlife management areas, special management 

areas, and heritage nvers (Peepre, 1995). There is thus a strong indication that - in areas 

where First Nations' title remains intact - northem protected areas rnay be rnost effectively 

established as components of Native daims legislation (loe, 1994). 

2.3.1 The Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement 

The 1993 Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement, a comprehensive land daim negotiated 

between the federal government, the Yukon Territorial Govemment, and the Council for 

Yukon Indians"', set out broad principles for allowing each of the fourteen Yukon First 

Nations to negotiate ternis for their own comprehensive claims settlements ("final 

agreements'? with the federal govemment (Government of Canada, 1993d). Both the UFA 

and the fint four completed final agreements and self-government agreements came into 

effect on February 14,1995 through the Yukon First Nations Land Claims Senlement Act and 

the Yukon First Nations Self-Governent Act (Governrnent of Canada, 1 997, 1 ) . Provisions 

included within the agreement include $246 million in cash compensation'" title to 41 439 

square kilometres of land (25 000 of which includes sub-surface nghts); nghts to participate 

in the management of resources through representation on various land and wildlife boards; 

and an obligation for the govemments of Canada and the Yukon to enter into self-government 

negotiations with any Yukon First Nation which requests this (Govemment of Canada, 1 997, 

The Council for Yukon indians was formed in 1973 by the 14 Yukon First Nations in order to pursue a 
comprehensive land daim with the federal government. in 1995, the organisation changed its name to the 
Council of Yukon First Nations (Govenunent of Canada, 1997, 1) .  

Financial compensation payments are in 1989 dollars. The shares of individual First Nations are paid 
beginning when their final agreement is reached and over a period of 15 years (Govemment of Canada, 
1997, 18). 



1 8). Judy GingeLl, Chairperson of the Council for Yukon Indians, articulated the significance 

of the claim for Yukon First Nations: 

The c lah  and self-government agreements will create a new and positive 
relationship between the govemments of Canada, the Yukon and First 
Nations. They will give Yukon First Nations the ability to govem them- 
selves, jurisdiction over settlement lands and shared jurisdiction on non- 
settlement lands, generate tax revenue and create laws. Certainty of owner- 
ship and jurisdiction over lands will help social, political, and economic 
growth (Governrnent of Canada, 1993b). 

Although UFA Chapter 24, Section 24.1.1 States that "Government shall enter into 

negotiations with each Yukon First Nation which so requests with a view to concluding self- 

govemment agreements ..." (Govemment of Canada, 19934 259), as opposed to simply 

defining self-government as an existing right, the importance of the UFA self-government 

clause 'should not be underestimated" (Wolfe, 1 994,256). This obligation means that rights 

and powers conferred through the constitutionally recognised final agreements can be 

exercised and adrninïstered by aboriginal govemments. In previous comprehensive claims 

agreements, rights bestowed through the claim settlement were exercised by a "specially 

constituted corporation" (Wolfe, 1994, 256), rather than by an aboriginal govemment. As 

articulated by Desjarlais (1995, 21), "self-government, if it is to mean anything, must 

encompass the right to manage one's basic economic resources". The result of the separation 

of land and resource management fiom the exercising of aboriginal self-government has been 

the vesting of considerable power in the corporation (through its control of settlement funds) 

Wolfe ( 1  994,245) felt that the outstanding issues surrounding self-government are "nurnerous". These 
issues include: fmancing aboriginal govenunents; intergovernmental tramfer payments to enable new 
govenunents to manage existing programs and address emerging needs; application of federal, provincial 
and aboriginal laws to aboriginal lands, to non-aboriginals on aboriginal lands, and to aboriginals away 
from their temtories; and the relationship between individual and communal rights (Wolfe, 1994). 



at the expense of local govemment. More firndamentally, such a separation results in the "de- 

coupling [of] economic development and social, cultural and spiritual revitalization fiom 

those matters most critical to their success: people, land and resources, and govemment 

(Wolfe, 1994,241). 

Pursuant to negotiation of the UFA, six of the fourteen Yukon First Nations have 

halized self-government agreements with the federal govemment. Each Final Agreement 

contains a chapter outlining provisions for rnanaging "Special Management Areas" (SMAs) 

identified within the First Nation's traditional temtory. In Chapter 10 of the UFA, a SMA 

is broadly d e h e d  as potentially including national wildlife areas, national or temtorial parks, 

special wi ldli fe or fish management areas, migratory bird or wi ldli fe sanctuaries, heritage 

sites, or watershed protection areas (Govemment of Canada, 1993d). The YDRR has stated 

that in the context of UFA Chapter 10, the terms "protected areas" and "SMAs" are 

"interchangeable" (Govemment of Yukon, 1 997b, x). 

National parks have been created within two of the six settlement areas negotiated thus 

far. The case of Kluane - one-third of which became a national park in 1995 - was discussed 

earlier (2.2.2). Vuntut National Park also was established in 1995 through provisions 

contained within the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation (VGFN) Final Agreement (Govemment 

of Canada, 1993e). Park establishment was supported by both the VGFN " and the federal 

Robert Bruce, Chief of the Vuntut Gwitchin, stated that "we wanted a national park that's going to be 
suitable for the Vuntut Gwitchin and that's what we got" (quoted in Locke, 1994, 32). Sunilarly, at the 
1993 Fonun on Norihem Protected Areas and Wilderness VGFN member Stanley Njootli voiced his 
perspective on the purpose of the claim negotiations: 

The idea of a claims negotiation was to protect some areas. The main objective that 
we have, by direction fiom the elders, is to protect the wiIciiife, to protect the land, 
and to have some authority given to Indian people so that we c m  exercise our rights 
and cany on with our way of life (Njootli, 1994, 133). 



govemment. At the 1993 Forum on Northem Protected Areas and Wilderness, Parks 

Canada's Chief of New Park Proposais voiced strong support' for the establishment of SMAS, 

particularly when established adjacent to a national park - as is the case with the Old Crow 

Flats Special Management Area (Figure 1.2) and Vunhit National Park: 

It contributes to resource protection and facilitates park management. 
National park management goals related to the maintenance of ecological 
integrity can be more easily achieved where land uses adjacent to the park 
are compatible and management regimes within the park and on lands that 
abut the park are complementary (Johnson, 1994a, 138). 

A number of other protected areas have also been established in the Yukon through the six 

negotiated Final Agreements. These include Nisutlin Delta National Wildlife Management 

Area, Horseshoe Slough Special Management Area, and Fishing Branc h Eco logical Reserve 

(Figure 1.2). 

2.4 Northern Protected Area Co-Management 

Clearly, the overlapping relationship between aboriginal peoples, protected areas, and 

regdatory policies for northem resource management merits particuiar concem in an 

examination of the evolving management practices for national parks and protected areas 

within the Y ~ k o n . ' ~  The recognition in 1973 that many aboriginal interests continued to exist 

The fmt protected area in the northem temtories was established in 1918, with designation of Victoria 
Island as a hunting reserve for the exclusive use of native peoples. Bregha ( 1989, 2 12) described the 
origin, expansion, and demise of the Victoria Island reserve: 

The creation of this reserve ... was not so much an example of far-sighted conservation 
policy as a belated response to an alanning decline in the wildlife populations upon 
which the native people depended, brought about by an infIux of whalers, trappers, 
and traders ... the preserve was &O meant to affirm Canadian sovereignty over the 
Arctic archipelago ... The preserve was gradually increased over the following twenty 
years until it covered over a third of the Northwest Temtories. It is a paradox that 



led to the cwent recognition of the need to incorporate increased aboriginal involvement into 

both the development of new northern protected area proposals and the management of those 

areas already existing. In the Yukon Temtory, it has been a combination of national park 

policy revisions and the 1993 negotiation of the UFA comprehensive land claim that has 

resulted in the guaranteed establishment of CO-management structures for al1 protected areas. 

Co-management refers broadly to a sharing of responsibility and authonty between 

govemment and local resource users, and to various levels of coordination between local and 

state management systems (Berkes, et al., 1991; Brechin, et al., 1991 ; Feit, 1988; Notzke, 

1995a; Pinkerton, 1996); the concept dates back at least to the nineteenth century. l 9  Because 

resource management systems are "steeped in the attitudes, beliefs and world views of the 

societies fiom which they flow" (Hawkes, 1995, 29), coordination arnong stakeholders is 

particularly vital in areas such as the Yukon which are populated by distinctive cultures. By 

extension, Peepre (1995, 154) felt that an understanding of northem protected areas could be 

attained only in the context of the "remarkable cultural diversity" of the region - a 

heterogeneity manifested through di fferent approaches to the meaning of "protected"." 

Footnote 18 (con'd) 
northem protected areas reached their maximum size when there was the lest threat 
to the North's wildLife or Iandscape. After 1948, the preserve was gradually dis- 
mantled until it was abolished altogether in 1966. 

At a 1995 workshop entitled "Circumpolar Aboriginal People and Co-Management Practice: Current 
Issues in Co-Management and Environmental Assessment", participants From Greenland reported that 
resource CO-management dates back to the late 1800s on that island, Cornmunity involvement and 
knowledge was incorporated through the election of local councillors who were or had been hunters to 
advise the govemment; one of the councillors' fmt  actions was the establishing of a harvest registration 
process. By 1880 the system was in use throughout Greenland (Roberts, 1996). 

The differing views of First Nations on what constitutes "protection" illustrates the challenges involved 
in resolving land-use issues. The case of the Bonnet Plume River, norninated as a Heritage River through 
the Nacho N' y'ak Dun First Nation Final Agreement, provides a Yukon example. Tn 1993, the Nacho 



Co-management schemes vary according to both the type of protected area being 

managed and the needs and aspirations of involved local people; there is no one single 

definition or b l u e p ~ t  for CO-management (Davey, 1993; Nesbitt, 1997; Puikerton, 1996)." 

Resource decision-sharing models operating in Canada range h m  consultative management 

to CO-operative management to joint and self-management (Witty, 1994). These various CO- 

management levels might best be described as "a continuum of power and responsibility 

sharing, fiom limited amounts of local participation in govemment management to delegation 

of full management authority to the local leveS7 (Berkes, 1 994, 1 8). The concept of resource 

CO-management and its applicability to northem regions will be examined more 

comprehensively in the following section. 

2.4.1 The Concept of Resource Co-Management 

The 1996 Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (citing a 1994 

presentation by the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada entitled "Co-Management in Inuit 

Comprehensive Claims Agreements") defined CO-management as: 

Footnote 20 (con'd) 
N'y'ak Dun First Nation supported both the Heritage River status and mining. The Canadian Parks and 
Wilderness Society (CPAWS) felt that mining within this area could both threaten the ecological integrity 
of the entire Peel River watershed and compromise the merit of the Hentage River designation. In 1994, 
CPAWS sued the federal government "over its interpretation of rnining and environmental [assessment] 
laws on mineral claims in the Bonnet Plume Heritage River area" (Peepre, 1995, 157). Although the 
lawsuit was viewed by some "as interference in local Native affairs", the Tetl'it Gwich'in First Nation - 
also users and landowners within the watershed - were supportive (Peepre, 1995, 157). 

Pinkerton (1989) descnïbed the possible variations in CO-management agreements as primarily relating 
to: the parties invoived; the formality or legality of arrangements; the scale of the group covered by the 
arrangement; the basis for the organisation of the group or local comunity; the species managed; and the 
management functiom undertaken. 



institutional arrangements whereby governments and Aboriginal entities 
(and sometimes other parties) enter into fomal agreements speciwng 
their respective rights, powers and obligations with reference to the 
management and allocation of resources in a particular area of Crown 
lands and waters (Govemment of Canada, 1996,666). 

The CO-management structures now in place originated in a "crisis of consent", a situation 

charactensed by a lack of good will and cooperation on the part of local resource users, 

thereby rendering government management operations ineffective (Pinkerton, 1989,23). In 

the north the federal govemment was further forced to c o ~ o n t  simultaneously both 

aboriginal land claims and the adverse effects of northern resource development (Govemment 

of Canada, 1 996). Actual negotiation of CO-management agreements, however, is driven not 

by forces of conflict, but rather by those which define stakeholders' cornmon interests: 

clarifjhg of rights, conservation and equitable allocation of resources, and cooperation in the 

management of those resources (Nesbitt, 1997). Negotiated agreements thus tend to outline 

provisions in three broad areas: a system of rights and obligations for those with an interest 

in the resource; a collection of rules indicating actions which parties are to take under various 

circumstances; and procedures for making collective decisions affecting the interests of both 

government and resource users (Osherenko, 1988). 

The evolution ofjoint governrnent-abonginal management partnerships in the north 

may also be considered as a function of three additional conditions: the remoteness of the 

region, its low population and limited infi-astructure, and the necessity of maintaining a 

healthy informal economy in order to ensure that future development is sustainable (Kofinas, 

1993). In sum, these conditions indicate that "maintaining [northem] cultural systems is best 

achieved through institutional arrangements which are backed with legal rights and support 

culhirally appropriate systems of govemment/community decision-making" (Ko finas, 1 993, 
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10). Nearly d l  arrangements finalized thus far reserve the final and most critical decisions 

for government; such agreements are therefore compromises between the ultimate objective 

of aboriginals (achieving self-determination) and that of government (retaining authority) 

(Governrnent of Canada, 1996). 

Co-management agreements are unique not so much because of the resource 

management rights and obligations which they specify, but because - at least ideally - of their 

ability to resolve problems by blending or reconciling two very distinct (and, at least 

aaditionally, conflicting) systems of management - thereby optirnising the advantages of both, 

while avoiding domination of one over the other (Bailey, 1994; Hawkes, 1996; Themen, 

1988). In the simplest terms, CO-management is intended to allow parties with an interest in 

resource ownership and management to power-share (Berkes, et al., 199 1 ; Pimbert and Pretty, 

1995; Witty, 1994). 

The state system of resource management relies heavily on the collection, 

organization, and analysis of scientific data; it tends to be highly comparûnentalised and 

strongly infiuenced by economic, social and political factors. By contrast, the consensus- 

based indigenous system of management, or self-management, makes use of the cumulative 

experiences of community members by passing on and sharing such knowledge from one 

generation to another (Bailey, 1994; Osherenko, 1988; Usher, 1 986, 1 98 7). Unlike the state 

system, self-management does not depend on the recognition by any govemmental authority 

for its existence (Feit, 1988). Self-management may also be considered to be one component 

of haditional ecological knowledge (TEK), defined by Johnson (1 992,4) as: 



a body of knowledge built by a group of people thmugh generations 
living in close contact with nature. It includes a system of classification, 
a set of empirical observations about the local environment, and a system 
of self-management that govems resource use. 

Duerden and Kuhn (1998,32) described the perspectives and TEK of northem aboriginals as 

"the h t  geographies of the north": landscapes, important routeways and productive resource 

locations were "encoded in the form of mental maps." A primary concem of contemporary 

aboriginal people is the extent to which TEK is integrated into the management arrangements 

designed through CO-management agreements; ideally, such knowledge should be considered 

equal to scientific data (Nakashima, 1993). 

Traditionally, the two management systems have been in conflict, "in large part due 

to the methods of Crown Land resource planning (or lack thereof) and allocation of public 

resources by distant provincial governrnents ... with little or no local input or consultation" 

(Witty, 1994, 22). Local participation was defined by Cemea (1985, 10) as "ernpowenng 

people to mobilize their own capacities, be social actors rather than passive subjects, manage 

the resources, make decisions, and control the activities that affect their lives." Co- 

management agreements are an attempt to reduce conflict by incorporating increased Ievels 

of local participation, thereby both altering the presumed dominance of the state over the 

indigenous system, and rnitigating the culhiral differences between the two through increased 

interaction, integration, and power-sharing (Berkes, et al., 199 1 ; Kofinas, 1993; Mitchell, 

1997). in doing so, CO-management may encourage cornmunity-based economic development 

by creating new and appropnate economic oppomuiities, redirecting resource benefit flows 

to comrnunities, and confionting external threats to community subsistence economies 

(Kofinas, 1993). 



The majority of CO-management agreements concluded to date in Canada have been 

in the north. This is clearly a resuit of the continued existence of aboriginal territorial rights 

within nearly al1 of the Yukon and NWT: virtually ail of northern Canada is now covered by 

one Native c l a h  or another. Technicaily, this means that discussions pertaining to northem 

CO-management are actually concemed with CO-management in the context of cornprehensive 

claims (Bailey, 1994). However, the region also possesses a number of unique characteristics 

which, in combination, are resulting in aboriginal-state power sharing becoming the n o m  

rather than the exception. Morgan and Henry (1996) include among these characteristics the 

small size of govemmental resource management staffs; the vastness of the region of 

responsibility; and the dispersion and large number (relative to the total population) of 

northem resource users. The combination of these factors results in conventional techniques 

of regulation enforcement often being impractical. Finally, throughout much of northem 

Canada aboriginal people form a majority of the population (the Yukon being an exception) 

and continue to have cultures that are intrinsically bound up, both economically and 

spiritually, with territory and natural resources (Griffith, 1987; Njootli, 1994). In recognition 

of this, the 1985 federal Task Force to Review Comprehensive Claims Policy affirmed that 

"as a matter of principle, abonginai people should be able to participate in the decisions which 

affect them" (Government of Canada, l985,55). 

Such decisions O ften involve protected areas, in terms of both their establishment and 

management. For exarnple, because national park reserves do not attain full national park 

statu until agreement is reached regarding applicable land claims (including provisions for 

aboriginal wildtife harvesting rights and involvement in park management), and this 

agreement is irnplemented through legislation (Parks Canada, 1994), "there is clearly a need 
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for an effective special mechankm to ensure [abonginal] rights can be exercised and park 

mandates can be met" (Morgan and Henry, 1996,27). Co-management has emerged as this 

mechanism. Because CO-management agreements with First Nations are of a government-to- 

govemment nature, the relationship of First Nations to protected areas within their temtories, 

and to the federal and territorial govemments, is "fundamentally different" - politically, 

legally, and culturally - than for non-native Canadians (Hawkes, 1995,46). Corde11 (1993, 

6 1) succinctly articulates the necessity for cooperation and the strong relationship between 

northem land daim settlement and northem protected area establishment: 

... the premise on which partnerships rnust be founded is suppoa for land 
rights. In many cases, future negotiations over the establishment and 
operation of protected areas of al1 kinds, where indigenous homelands are 
affected, will have to take place in the context of campaigns for self- 
determination and self-government. 

2.4.2 Sharing Management Responsibility for Northeni Protected Areas 

In 1979, a new Parks Canada Policy dictated the need to create a "joint management 

regime" which would allow for both aboriginal and state involvement in the planning and 

management of any national park established concurrent with the settlement of Native land 

claims (Parks Canada, 1979, 40). Both the joint management concept and the term itself 

onginated fiom the federal govemment 's 1973 acknowledgment of the possibility of unsettled 

aboriginal rights, titles, and interests in northem Canada (Downie, 1980). Although there has 

been "considerable uncertainty" surroundhg the exact meaning and interpretation of "joint 

management regime" - particularly in terms of whether it implies an eqrial delegation of 

management authority to governrnent and aboriginal peoples - (Berg, et al., 1993,235), the 

new National Park Policy was adopted eight years before the concept of CO-management was 

endoned by the federal govertment's land-claims policy (Task Force on Park Establishment, 
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1987).= Because claims agreements dso specifically address concem related to resource 

management, often through joint aboriginal and govemmental decision-making structures, 

strong bonds are being created between First Nations' territorial agreements and northem 

national parks. Usher (1984,390) went so fat- as to assert that "the conservation problem and 

the native claims problem cannot be resolved independently of each other." 

Additional provisions are contained within the most recently updated National Parks 

Policy which fuaher solidi@ First Nations' nght to be involved in management of northem 

national parks. Section 1.4.3 of the revised 1994 Policy states explicitly that "National parks 

in the temtones wilI be established pursuant to agreements with the territorial govemment 

and with relevant aboriginal organizations" (Parks Canada, 1994,28). The document also 

guarantees both involvement in park planning and management and the continuation of 

renewable resource hawesting activities to aboriginal peoples who either possess treaty rights 

or are negotiating comprehensive land claims. 

Considerable documentation also exists within the literature of the role which has been 

played by F h t  Nations in northern park planning and management (for example, Berg, et al., 

A document prepared by Parks Canada representatives explained that the term 'joint management" was 
intended to mean that Park-Ievel managers and local aboriginal representatives would "jointly have a role 
in the decision-making process and the underlying principle and practice of advising the Minister ...". 
However, some aboriginal groups "took the word 'joint' to mean equal with the Minister in decision- 
rnaking." The document states: 

This was sornething govenunent could not accept, given the wording of the National Park 
Act. The National Parks Act states that "the administration, management and control of the 
parks shall be under the direction of the Minister ..." Because of this semantic misunderstanding, 
and based on discussions with the Department of Justice, Parks Canada no longer uses phases 
Iike "joint management" or "CO-management". The phrase "cooperative management" is now 
used. Park-level oficials and the local community (or communities) cooperate in managing 
the national park. This is a meaningfiil and uhirnately very powerfld voice that the community 
has in deciding on management issues related to the park, and infiuencing the Minister's fmaI 
decision on any contentious matter (OIsen and O'Donnell, 1994, 5). 



1993; Carpenter and Mair, 1990; Dearden and Berg, 1993; Doubleday, 1989; East, 1991 ; 

Fenge, 1994; Johnson, 1994b; Morgan and Henry, 1996; Notzke, 1995a, 1995b; Sadler, 

1989). Hawkes (1995) concluded that three options exist for achieving agreements to CO- 

manage protected areas: negotiation as part of a negotiated land cl& (for exarnple, Iwavik 

and Vuntut national parks); negotiation nftr a claim settlement, through provisions set out 

in the settlement itself (the case with North Baffin Island National Park); or achievement 

through interim measures prior to land claim resolution, as in the 1993 Canada-Haida 

Agreement to CO-manage Gwaii Haanas National Park. Additionally, three broad assurnptions 

may be made in support of involving aboriginal peoples in park management: 

1) abonginal involvement in management will reduce conflicts, thereby leading to improved 

management of resources; 

2) the traditional ecologicai knowledge of aboriginal peoples might serve as a useful resource 

for park management; and 

3) preservation of aboriginal lands and culture, and the protection of natural regions, are goals 

which are often Linked or convergent. This commonality of hterests supports an assumption 

that benefits rnay be gained through cooperation (Berg, 1990). 

Even more specifically, and in addition to Parks Canada policy, a number of 

explanations have been advanced to support the specific applicability of CO-management 

regimes to northern national parks. Included arnong these explanations is the recent creation 

of a11 northern parks (resulting in management structures which are less entrenched and, 

presumably, more receptive to alternative management strategies) (East, 199 1 ); the increased 

likelihood of direct negotiation between the Canadian government and afEected First Nations 

that results fiom the federally administered political statu of the northem territories (East, 
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1991); and the importance of land protection rneasures within comprehensive clairn 

settlements of northem aboriginal peoples (Bregha, 1989; Government of Canada, 1984; 

Njootli, 1994; Sadler, 1989). 

In 1997, the Yukon temtorial governent initiated a process of developing and 

implementing the Yukon Protected Area Strategy: a plan for the identification, selection and 

designation of protected areas in the Yukon. This strategy followed previous Government of 

Yukon initiatives and commitments to estabiishing protected areas, including the 1990 

(revised 1996) Yukon Conservation Strategy and the 1992 Yukon Parks System Plan. A key 

objective of each of these documents was the establishment of pro tected areas representative 

of al1 23 ecoregions in the Yukon (Governent of Yukon, 1997% 7). The YPAS is being 

developed through a process of broad public and stakeholder participation which includes 

cooperation with federal and Yukon First Nation governments; use of both scientific and 

traditional knowledge; and involvement of interest groups, industry representatives, 

comrnunities, and mandated boards and councils created through the UFA. The YPAS 

Discussion Paper States that the Yukon governrnent respects the "special re1ationship"of 

Yukon First Nations with the environment - which the UFA recognises - and that it is 

"cornrnitted to developing protected areas in close cooperation with First Nation 

govemments" (Government of Yukon, 1997% 3). 

The iiterature reviewed suggests a number of benefits which might be expected as a 

result of both establishing national parks and protected areas through a comprehensive claims 

process and, more specifically, of implementing CO-management provisions for managing 

protected areas. Johnson (1994b) views the prime benefit of parks established as components 

of land claïms agreements as being their ability to guarantee both protection of natural areas 
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and continuation of traditional aboriginal wildlife harvesting, in addition to the spin-off 

opportunities afTorded for co-management of resources. The co-management regimes 

associated with protected areas introduce recognized forums for conflict resolution, through 

consensus building and participation - thereby leading, presumably, to improved resource 

management (Garratt, 1984; Mitchell, 1997). Co-management structures also provide 

guaranteed access to valuable abonginal lcnowledge of area resources for state managers, and, 

conversely, an assurance that First Nations representatives have access to decision-making 

apparatuses of the state (East, 199 1; Nietschmann, 1984; Robinson Consulting and Associates 

and Gary Schaan Consulting, 1995). Agreements are a means of formalising the "vested 

interest" of afEected First Nations in the fiiture of the temtory contained within the protected 

area (East, 199 1 ; Waquan, 1986). Finally, in a broader sense, the mere implementation of co- 

management arrangements is O fien in itselfa "tangible bene fit" of estab lishing pro tected areas 

in the noah, particularly fiom the perspective of the affected First Nations (Peepre, 1994, 10). 

2.4.3 A Normative Mode1 for Protected Area Co-Management 

Through this review of two broad bodies of literature - that pertaining to northern co- 

management initiatives and that relating to protected area management - a normative model 

for protected area co-management was developed. Development of the model was 

accomplished by proceeding through a number of stages. B y drawing upon the li terature, and 

in particular the work of Hawkes (1996), an initial list of seven principles (or critena) 

necessary for the achievement of protected area co-management goals was drawn up. Further 

refinement led to the addition of two principles. The final model consists of nine protected . 

area co-management principles - Ecological and Cultural Protection, Clearly Defined 

Boundaries, Shared Idormation, Continuity and Dedication, Management Flexibility and 
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Responsiveness, Conflict Resolution, Enforcement, Govemmental Support, and Community 

Economic Development - each of which has been explicitly referred to in the literature as 

being a necessary component of both successfùl protected areas and co-management regimes 

(Table 2.1). In other words, the presence of each principle is deemed as being necessary for 

the achievement of protec ted area co-management goals. 

Table 2.1: References to Protected Area Co-Management Prhciples in the Literature 

Principle 

Ecological and 
Cultural Protection 

Shared 
information 

Continuity and 
Dedication 

Management 
Flexibility and 
Responsiveness 

Conflict 
Resolution 

- 

Enforcement 

Governrnental 
Support 

Community Economic 
Development 

I Northern Co-Management I Protected Area Literature 
Literature 

Bourque, 1996; CaulfieId, 1988; 
McCornb, 1997 

Beaziey, 1997; Johnson, 1994a; 
McNeely, 1993; McNeely and Miller, 
1984; Nesbitt, 1997 

Roberts, 1996; Weiis and 
Brandon, 1992 

Erasmus, 1989; Government of 
British Columbia, 1990; Mitchell, 
1997; Morgan and Henry, 1996 

Berkes, 1994; Fenge. 1993; Johnson, 
1994b; Keiter, 1988; MacLachlan, 
1994; Newmark, 1985; Turner, et al., 
1992; Woodley, 1993 

Haugh, 1994; Roberts, 1996 

IUCN, 1997; Thompson, 1997 

I Witty, 1994 

Notzke, 1994; Robinson Consulting 
and Associates Ltd. and Gary Schaan 
Consulting, 1995 

Bailey, 1994; Pinkerton, 1989 

Garratt, 1984; Haugh, 199 1 ; 
Lewis, 1993; Nesbitt, 1997; 
Pinkerton, 1996 

Bregha, 1989; Hawkes, 1996; 
IUCN, 1997; Roberts. 1996; 
Witty, 1993 

Berg, et al., 1993; Cordeii, 1993; 
Joe, 1994; Peepre, 1995; 
Roberts, 1996 

Berkes, 1994; Craig, 1992; 
Erasmus, 1989; Pirnbert and 
Pretty, 1995 

CaulfieId, 1988; McComb, 1997; 
Saskatchewan Indian Federated 
Coliege, 1996 

Robinson Consulting and Associates 
Ltd. and Gary Schaan Consulting, 
1995; Weaver, 199 1 

Each principle, if present in a given situation, may be viewed as exhibiting certain key, 
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Davey, 1993; Fenge, 1994; 
Pinkerton, 1996; Wells and 
Brandon, 1992 

Berkes, et al., 199 1; Kofinas, 1993; 
Witty, 1994 



and measurable, attributes. Forty-three attributes were listed as being relevant to the seven 

principles of the original model; in the final model the nurnber of significant aitributes has 

been reduced to twenty-four. For purposes of data organisation, each attribute was fonnulated 

into question form. Table 2.2 Lists the nine principles and twenty-four corresponding 

attributes which make up the normative model of protected area CO-management. 

Table 2.2: Protected Area Co-Management: Normative Mode1 Principles and Amibutes 

Principle 

1. Ecologicd 
and Cultural 
Protection 

2. Clearly 
Defmed 
Boundaries 

3. S h e d  
information 

4. Continuity and 
Dedication 

Attributes 

A. 1s an ecosystem approach to protected area management being adopted? 
B. Is critical d d l i f e  habitat being protected through creation of new protected 

areas? 
C. Do Iocal peoples gain an officia1 ownership voice in the management of 

protected area resources on which they depend? 
D. Does the agreement lead to improved data collection and therefore a better 

information base with which to manage protected area resources? 
E. Are regional species management plans being developed and implemented? 
F. 1s cultural understanding being promoted or enhaaced by the management 

system? 

G. Are the biophysical and culhiral boundaries well-defmed? 
H. Are ownership and allocation of resources clearly identified? 
1. 1s there clarity in reguiatory authority and jurisdictional responsibility 

among ali relevant agencies? 

J. Are structures in place for consultation and cooperation in decision-making 
between federal, temtorial, and First Nations' govements, governments 
and cornmunities, and within co~lll~lunities? 

K. 1s traditional knowledge recognised by a11 stakeholders'? 1s there integration 
of traditional and scientific knowledge in new structures and working 
arrangements? 

L. Does the public have increased accessibility to information? 
M. 1s there recognition of an equal and cooperative relationship between First 

Nations' govemments and federal-territorial govements? 
N. 1s there networking between structures created through agreements and 

other resource management organisations? 

O. 1s there a dedicated core group- originating from federal, territorial, or 
First Nations' govenunents, or fiom cornmunities- consistentiy applying 
pressure to advance the process of agreement implementation? 

P. 1s there continuity of knowledge, skilis, and interest in key federal, 
territorial, and First Nations' governments, and community actors? 



Table 2.2 (con9d) 

5. Management 
Flexibiiïty and 
Responsiveness 

8. Govenimental 
Support 

9. Community 
Economic 
Development 

- 

Attribute 

Q. Are adaptable and situation specific management regulations and 
procedures being developed and impIemented? 

R. 1s a cornmitment being demonstrated by govemment agencies to new 
sîructures, processes, and working arrangements? 

S .  1s there an ability to respond quickly to local community or resource 
concems, conflicts, or crisis situations? 

T. 1s there a prescnied method of negotiating conflicts among Iocal users 
and government representatives? 

U. Have the structures created through the agreement fostered increased 
trust, respect, or understanding between government and resource 
users? 

V. Do the agreements have the necessary legal and community support'? 

W. 1s there provision of adequate financial and technical support resources to 
handle logistics and implement protected area or board mandates and 
agreement provisions? 

X. Are the agreements creating new and appropriate econornic opportunities, 
such as econornic benefit flows fiorn protected area resources, for local 
communities? 

The nine principies making up the normative mode1 for protected area CO-management 

may be further divided into the four very broad categones of Environment, Government, 

Iriformation, and Community Development (Figure 2.1). Failure to fùlly incorporate any one 

of these four categones into the negotiation and irnplernentation of protected area CO- 

management provisions may hinder full attainment of outlined goals. 

Confirmation of the applicability of the identified CO-management principles to the 

specific context of protected areas in the Yukon was required. To accomplish this, a review 

of the UFA was undertaken. This review clearly demonstrated that each of the nine principles 

of protected area CO-management is reflected in specific provisions contained within Chapter 

10 (Special Management Areas) of the comprehensive claim (Table 2.3). 





Table 2.3: Protected Area Co-Management Principles and Relevant Provisions of the 
UFA 

Principle 
- - 

1. Ecologicd 
and Culturai 
Protection 

2. Cleariy 
Defined 
Boundaries 

3. Shared 
information 

4. Continuity 
and Dedication 

5. LManagement 
FIexibility and 
Responsiveness 

UFA Provision 
- - -- - -- - 

1 O. 1. Z The objective of this chapter is to maintain important features of the 
Yukon's natural or cultural environment for the benefit of Yukon 
residents and all Canadians while respecting the rights of Yukon Indian 
People and Yukon First Nations. 

10.2.0 Defrnitions 
In this chapter, the foiIowing definition shall apply. 
"Special Management Area" means an area identified and established 
within a Traditional Temtory pursuant to this chapter and rnay include: 
a) national wildlife areas; 
b) National parks, territorial parks, or national park reserves, and 

extensions thereof, and national historic sites; 
c) special Wildlife or Fish management areas; 
d) migratory bird sanctuaries or a game sanctuary; 
e) Designated Heritage Sites; 
f) watershed protection areas; and 
g) such other areas as a Yukon First Nation and Govemment agree fiom 

t h e  to tirne. 

Except as provided in a Yukon First Nation Final Agreement, where 
Govermnent proposes to establish a Special Management Area, 
Govenunent shail refer the proposa1 to the affected Renewable Resources 
Council for its review and recommendations. 
Govenunent may refer proposais to establish historic temtorial parks, 
national historic sites administered by the Canadian Parks Service or to 
designate Heritage Sites as Designated Heritage Sites to the Heritage 
Resources Board established Pursuant to 1 3.5.0 instead of the affected 
Renewable Resources Council for its review and recommendations. 
The management plan and any proposed amendments therto shall be 
referred before approval to the relevant Renewable Resources Council or 
to the Yukon Heritage Resources Board, as the case may be, for its 
review and recommendations. 

10.5.3 Governent  shall make best efforts to complete the management plan 
within five years of the establishment of the Special Management Area. 

10.5.4 Govemment shall review each management $an at least once every 10 
years. 

10.4.2 Agreements negotiated pursuant to IO.4.l [see below]: 
10.4.2.4 may include such other provisions as Govemment and the affected 

Yukon First Nation rnay agree. 
10.4.8 Any agreement concluded-between Govemment and the affected Yukon 

F b t  Nation pursuant to 10.4.1 may be amended according to the terrns 
set out in that agreement. 



Table 2.3 (con'd) 

Principle 

6. Conflict 
Resolution 

7. Enforcement 

I 8. Governmental 
Support 

9. Community 
Economic 
Development 

UFA Provision 
- -  -- - - -  -- 

10.4.3 Where Govemment and the affected Yukon First Nation do not agree on 
the terms of an agreement pursuant to 10.4.1 [see below], the parties 
may refer the outstanding issues to the dispute resolution process under 
26.4.0. 

10.4.4 Where mediation under 10.4.3 does not resdt in agreement, the 
govemment may establish the Special Management Area. 

10.4.5 Notwithstanding 6.2.3.2 [where access or use by the public is h t e d  or 
prohibited], access by a Yukon indian Person to a Special Management 
Area established pursuant to 10.4.4 for Harvesting Fish or Wildlife 
pursuant to a Sedement Agreement may be iimited only for reasons of 
Conservation, pubiic health, or public safety. 

10.4.1 Where a Special Management Area is proposed to be established which 
will adversely affect rights of a Yukon First Nation under a Settiement 
Agreement, Government and the affected Yukon First Nation shaii, at 
the request of either Party, negotiate an agreement to: 

10.4.1.1 estabiish any rights, interests and benefits of the affected Yukon First 
Nation in the establishmenq use, planning, management and 
administration of the Special Management Area; and 

10.4.1.2 mitigate adverse effects of the establishment of the Special Management 
Area on the affected Yukon First Nation 

10.4.2 Agreements negotiated pursuant to 10.4.1 : 
10.4.2.1 shall address the rights Yukon indian People have for Hameshg Fish 

and Wildlife within the Settiement Area; 
10.3.2.3 may address whether, and on what terms, including provisions on 

management, Settiement Land may be included in the Special 
Management Area; 

10.5.2 Government shaii prepare, or have prepared, a management plan for 
each Special Management Area established pursuant to a Yukon First 
Nation Final Agreement after the Effective Date of that Yukon First 
Nation Final Agreement. 

10.4.2 Agreements negotiated pursuant to 10.4.1 [above]: 
10.4.2.2 may address the economic and employment opportunities and benefits 

for the affected Yukon First Nation; 

2.4.4 Summary and Research Opporhinity 

Subsequent chapters of this thesis will utilise the normative mode1 for protected area 

CO-management in evaluating CO-management initiatives related to protected area 

management in the Yukon, pursuant to negotiation of the UFA. A paucity of literature exists 

on CO-rnanaged protected areas (Hawkes, 1 999,  although speci fic researc h has evaluated and 



developed recommendations for CO-operative wildlife management systems within Canada's 

northem national parks (Morgan, 1 993). Yet this research was undertaken prior to ratification 

of the UFA in 1 993. Ratification of this comprehensive land c l a h  agreement allowed the 

subsequent negotiation of individual claims agreements specific to the fourteen Yukon Fint 

Nations, six of  which have now been completed. National park and protected are2 

management strategies for implementing Special Management Area provisions contained 

within these Final Agreements have never been studied. In a paper subtitled "Overcoming 

Bamers to the Exercise of Co-Management", Pinkerton (1992, 331) indicated that only 

limited research into CO-management has been undertaken at "the stage be tween agreements 

and full implementation." However, a recent investigation into natural resources co- 

management descnbed ail stages of co-management as being bbessential". In discussing 

implementation, the report stated unequivocally that "once an agreement is signed, it is not 

the end of the co-management process. An agreement is only as good as the paper it is written 

on if it is not implemented properly" (Saskatchewan Indian Federated College, 1996, 5,8). 



CIBAPTER 3 

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

The approach utilised to acquire and analyse information obtained nom individuals 

involved in CO-operative protected area management and land c l a h  implementation in the 

Yukon will be addressed. Data collection was also based on reviews of academic literature 

on qualitative analysis and research into northem CO-management and protected areas. 

Following a brief description of the study are% the process of developing i n t e ~ e w  questions 

and conducting interviews will be outlined. The method and rationale of data organization 

and analysis is then described. 

3.2 Study Area 

Primary data were obtained during fieldwork conducted between Sune 9 and August 

9, 1997. The primaxy site for data collection was Whitehorse, the capital of Yukon temtory 

(Figure 1.2). In December, 1997, Whitehorse had a population of 24, 0 12 people; the total 

population of the territory was 33, 390 (Govemment of Yukon, 1997c) . Approxirnately 

23% of the Yukon's population is of aboriginal ancestry (Govemrnent of Yukon, 1996~). 

A number of govermnentai departments, First Nations' offices, and non-govemment 

organizations with protected area involvement are based in Whitehorse, including the federd 

departments of Heritage (Parks Canada) and Indian Affhirs and Northem Development 

@LAND), the Govemment of Yukon departments of Renewable Resources and Heritage 

Resources, and the Yukon chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wildemess Society. As a 

result, Whitehorse provided access to both key individuals and relevant literature. A 

substantial amount of documentation was available fiom the DIAND library. 
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Two field visits were made to the village of Haines Junction, located adjacent to 

Kluane National Park and Park Reserve (Figure 1.2), to meet with Parks Canada officials and 

individuals representing the KNPMB and Alsek Renewable Resource Council (RRC). 

Materials within the Parks Canada library in the Kluane Park headquarten were consulted. 

3.3 Data Collection 

In collecting idormation on the impact of comprehensive claims agreements on 

protected area management, two qualitative data gathering techniques were utilized. 

Personal i n t e ~ e w s  were completed to obtain insight into the impacts the agreements have 

on day-to-day management procedures and delivery, and on overall protected area 

management directions. As well, academic literature and various other published material 

were reviewed to supplement and provide context for the field data. 

3.3.1 Inteniewing 

The goal of conducting persona1 interviews is to obtain an understanding of the 

perceptions, attitudes, and knowledge of individuals. The opinions or assessments of 

participants on the evaluation issue - specifically, the identification of changes to protected 

area management strategies in the Yukon pursuant to the settlement of aboriginal Final 

Agreements - form the basis of this data collection method (Government of Canada, 1991). 

Participants were clearly informed regarding the purpose of the research and consent for 

participation was obtained kom potential interviewees. Oppominities were provided to pose 

questions and to decline to offer responses throughout the interview. The interviews were 

semi-stnictured, incorporating a set of concise, clear, focussed and stnictured questions 

which were formulated in advance. To the extent possible, al1 respondents were asked the 
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same set of questions to ensure consistency (Sommer and Sommer, 1980). 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with thirty individuais representùig 

various federal, temtorial, and First Nations' governments, management boards, and non- 

governmental organizations identified as being key to protected area management in the 

Yukon (Table 3.1). Twenty-four of these interviews were comprehensive, while the 

remaining six were brief and yielded only limited data Two of the interviews were 

conducted by telephone after completion of the field season. Sixteen of the thirty interviews 

were supplemented with information obtained through e-mail comespondence during 

November and December, 1997. 

Development of the interview questions occurred in stages. The initial draft of 

questions was compiled following a comprehensive review of the CO-management Literature, 

especially that pertaining to management of national parks. The work of Morgan (1993) 

proved particularly relevant during this stage. Questions were arranged into two broad 

categories: Park Management (35 questions), and Co-management Structure (20 questions). 

The Park Management questions were divided into four groups: management plan key 

components, management plan deveiopment, implementing management plan objectives, 

and the Umbrella Final Agreement. The Co-Management Structure questions were 

organised into three groups: authority, mandate, and interagency coordination. 

Upon amval in Whitehorse, and prior to the commencement of forma1 interviews, 

informal discussions were held with five key individuals associated with federal, temtorial, 

and First Nation governments. Feedback was obtained regarding the appropriateness of the 

original questions. From these discussions, a second shorter draft emerged, totalling 37 

questions and concerned primarily with the resource CO-management bodies formed through 
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Table 3.1 : Interview Respondents 

Association 

Federal 
Govenunent 

Temtorial 
Governent  

First Nations' 
Governments 

Non-Goverurnent 

Affiliation1 Position 

- Parks Canada Yukon and Western Arctic Historian 
- Department of Indian Affairs and Norihem Development Claims Analyst 
- Chief Federai Claims Negotiator 
- Park Canada Ecological Integrity Coordinator, KNP 
- Parks Canada Heritage Manager, KNP 
- Parks Canada Manager, Heritage Integris, Yukon 
- Manager, Northern Conservation Division, Environment Canada 
- Parks Canada Ecological Management Coordinator, KNP 
- Department of Fisheries and Oceans Claims Negotiator 
- Head, Resource Management, Canadian Wildlife Service 
- Warden,Vunnit National Park 

- Renewable Resources Land Claims Coordination Manager 
- Renewable Resources SpeciaI Projects Officer, Parks and Outdoor 

Recrea tion 
- Renewable Resources Regîonal Biologist, Kluane Region 
- Renewable Resources Field Operations Manager 
- Heritage Resources Land Claims Heritage Coordinator 
- Renewable Resources Habitat Protection Coordinator 
- Renewable Resources Head of Regional Biologists 

- White River First Nation Representative 
- Lobbyist, Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation 

- Yukon Land Use PIanning Council- Coordinator 
- Porcupine Caribou Management Board Secretary 
- Canadian Parks and Wiiderness Society, Yukon Chapter- President 
- Consultant (Kluane Historical Management Research) 
- Secretary, Kluane National Park Management Board 
- Secretary, Alsek Renewable Resource Council 
- Member, Kluane National Park Management Board 
- Chair, Alsek Renewable Resource Council 
- Member, Kluane National f ark Management Board 
- Consultant (former Chair, F A  WiIdlife Management Advisory Council, 
NWT) 

the UFA. These questions were arranged under seven headings: structure, authority, 

mandate, coordination with other bodies, intemal processes, cornmunity involvement, and 

local empowerment. 

The two primary difficulties perceived to have been associated with the original draft 

of i n t e ~ e w  questions- inclusion of rnany questions too specific to be answered adequately 



(primarily because an insufficient amount of tune had passed since signing of the UFA), and 

simply too many questions overall- were only partially rectified by the second draft. Thus, 

a final cirafi of twenty-seven questions was prepared in late June, comprishg three broad 

categories: Government Agency or Board Mandate, Community Involvement, and Overall 

Impact of the UFA on Protected Areas. These were the questions posed during the 

interviews, although it was rare for any one respondent to m e r  each one- applicability and 

time constraints often resulted in discussions being concentrated on the one or two most 

relevant of the three broad categories. 

The applicability of the twenty-seven intewiew questions to the normative model of 

protected area CO-management developed in Chapter 2 is illustrated by Table 3.2. Listed are 

each of the nine principles of protected area CO-management and corresponding i n t e ~ e w  

questions (certain i n t e ~ e w  questions are considered applicable to more than one principle). 

3.3.2 Document Review 

As outlined in Table 2.1, fiterature pertaining to northem CO-management initiatives 

and protected area management was reviewed to develop the normative model of protected 

area CO-management. While in the Yukon, a number of additional documents were obtained, 

primarily from the DlAND public library in Whitehorse. These included various Yukon 

comprehensive claim final agreements, unpublished (or limited circulation) investigations 

into CO-management arrangements (KPMG Peat Marwick Management Consultants 

WMG],  1987; Nesbitt, 1997; Roberts, 1996; Robinson Consulting and Associates Ltd. and 

Gary Schaan Consulting, 1995; Saskatchewan indian Federated College, 1996), unpublished 

Parks Canada documents (Bennett, 1976; Bourque, 1996; Hughson, 1987; Olsen and 

O'Donnell, 1994; Otton, 1996), and previous research reports completed within the study 
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Table 3.2: Intemew Questions and Protected Area Co-Management Prînciples 

1. Ecological 
and Cultural 
Protection 

2. Clearly 
Dehed  
Boundaries 

3. Shared 
Information 

4. Continuity 
and 
Dedication 

-- - 

5. Management 
Flexïbility and 
Responsiveness 

6. Conflict 
Resolution 

8. Govemmentai 
Support 

Interview Questions 

- 1s a cornmitment being generated among local resource users to share the 
benefits and costs of maintaining and conserving protected area resources? 
- in your opinion, are the provisions of the UFA and frnal agreements 
contn'buting to improved protected area management? 
- Ln the £hure, what initiatives do you see your agency being involved in? 
- How would you measure the success of the UFA and final agreements? 

- How is the management of areas outside your jurisdiction tied to your 
management practices? 
- in the future, what initiatives do you see your agency being involved in? 

- How are you working with your new partuers? 
- 1s traditional knowledge formally recognised as an information source? How? 
- Are meetings open to the public? Are they alwayç in the same location? 
- Are translations of publications and meetings available in the relevant First 

Nation language? 
- 1s there a communication strategy in place to d o m  the public of your 
agency's mandate and role? 
- Have the UFA and final agreements led to increased cooperation within local 

communities of resource users? 
- How wodd you measure the success of the UFA and fmal agreements? 

- Is there a core group of peopIe pressuring to move forward the provisions in the 
agreements? 

- Do uivolved communities have the capacity to handle responsibilities outlined 
in the agreements? 

- What actions have your agency taken that differ from the general provisions for 
managing protected areas? 

- What difficulties have been encountered in rnaking decisions'? 
- In the future, what initiatives do you see your agency being involved in? 
- How would you measure the success of the UFA and fmal agreements? 

- Do any provisions of the Iand claiin conflict with the overall mandate of your 
agency? How are you dealing with or negotiating these conflicts? 

- What diff~culties have been encountered in making decisions? 
- Do you see the UFA and fmal agreements playing a role in reducing potential or 

existing confiicts over protected area resource use and development? 
- Have the üFA and final agreements led to increased trust and respect between 

protected area resource users and governrnent? 
- How wodd you measure the success of the UFA and fmal agreements? 

- How are you implementing provisions of the agreements? 
- What are you doing differently as a result of the agreements'? 
- How has the regulation amending process changed for you? 
- What difficulties have been encountered in making decisions? 

- Are you adequately resourced (money, people, timing) to carry out your 
mandate? 
- What dficulties have been encountered in making decisions? 



Table 3.2 (con'd) 

Principle 1 Interview Questions 1 
9. Community 

Economic 
Development 

- What do you feel are the current priorities of involved communities? 
- Have the provisions of the UFA and final agreements Ied to improved economic 

benefits for communities surrounding the park? How? Do you think this will 
occur? 

- Has the establishment of public boards improved the "voice" of local 
communities (native and non-native) in managing protected areas? 

- How would vou mesure the success of the UFA and fuial ameements? 

area (Jones, 1 997; Lotenberg, 1995; Reid, 1990; Slocombe and Nelson, IWO). 

3.4 Data Analysis 

The normative mode1 incorporates nine p ~ c i p l e s  and twenty-four corresponding 

attributes necessary for achieving protected area CO-management goals. It was developed 

primarily for the purpose of data analysis. By proceeding through a nurnber of analytical 

steps, interview data were organised, surnmarised according to protected area CO- 

management attribute, and evaluated. The hc t ion  of evaluation is to determine the 

adequacy of resource policies, programmes and projects, and the variables that account for 

their success or lack thereof (Mitchell, 1979). Rossi and Freeman (1982) indicated that 

evaluation research is conducted to judge the worth of policies in terms of efficiency, 

effectiveness, accountability, efficacy and implementability. Thus, the application of 

evaluation methodologies to resource policy assessrnent can provide valuable insights 

(Kreutzwiser and S laats, 1 994). 

Data collected through interviews during the field season were initially organised by 

respondent. Table 3.1 provides an anonymous listing of al1 interview respondents. Upon 

conclusion of the field season, an initial reorganisation regrouped the data into twenty-seven 



categories, each of which corresponded to an i n t e ~ e w  question asked. Following the 

identification and venfication of protected area CO-management pnnciples, the data were 

disaggregated, coded and reorganised according to the amibute with which each point of 

response most closely corresponded. Figure 3.1 summarises the sequential steps in the data 

analysis procedure. A coding system was adopted in order to provide a method of tracing 

responses back to both the initial respondent and interview question. Sumrnaries of al1 

responses were prepared, organised by both specific attribute (twenty-four summaries) and 

by principIe (nine summaries). 

At this stage, interview data had been organised into twenty-four categones 

representing the necessary attributes of protected area CO-management. One final analytical 

step was then undertaken. Data in each of the twenty-four atûibutes were rated by using the 

categories of  es", "somewhat", and "no". For example, a "yes" rating for attribute A, "1s 

an ecosystem approach to protected area management being adopted?" would afErm that 

anaiysis of al1 relevant i n t e ~ e w  responses had revealed the existence of a strong consensus 

(over 80% of responses indicated that an ecosystem approach to protected area management 

is indeed being adopted). A rating of "somewhat" for attribute A would indicate that 

response analysis revealed only weak consensus (50-80% of responses) on the adoption of 

an ecosystem approach. Finaily, a rating of4'no" (existence of the attribute supported by less 

than 50% of responses) would signiw that response analysis had not indicated the existence 

of a consensus, meanhg that an ecosystem approach to protected area management is not 

being adopted at this tirne. The response percentages chosen as being representative of the 

rating categones were determined pnor to the rating exercise. Consistency was ensured by 

utilising the same percentages for al1 24 attributes. 
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Figure 3.1: A Conceptual Pramework of the Research Design 
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Chapter 4 describes evaluations of the results obtained fiom the rating procedure, in 

nine sections corresponding to the principles of the normative model. Chapter 5 sumrnarises 

the results obtained through data mdysis; suggests research contributions of the normative 

model for protected area CO-management; and concludes by reviewing research limitations, 

presenting recornrnendations, and discussing future research opportunities. 



4.1 RESULTS AND EVALUATlON 

This chapter will present and evaluate the results obtained through the data rankùig 

procedure descnbed in Chapter 3. Data relevant to each of the twenty-four amibutes were 

ranked. The results are presented in nine sections corresponding to the principles of the 

normative model. 

4.2 EcoIogicaI and Cultural Protection 

4.2.1 1s an ecosystem approach to protected area management being adopted? 

A significant majority of the relevant responses indicated that an ecosystem approach 

to protected area management is being adopted.' This corresponds with public statements 

made by the Government of Yukon in, for example, a recent newspaper announcement 

advertising for a position of Duector, Fish and Wildlife: 

The Department of Renewable Resources is moWig towards a process 
of adaptive ecosystem management in efforts to ensure that the Yukon's 
renewable resources are sustained in a way that respects natural processes 
while providing Yukoners with economic, social, cultural and recreational 
opportunities (Government of Yukon, 1998). 

Success was described by a respondent as "long-term ecosystem preservation " and it was 

stated that "wildlife management is broader than just the temTrZtorial con f a t .  " The UFA and 

Final Agreements may be viewed as providing an ''earo layer ofprotection " because of their 

ecosystem focus (as illustrated by UFA Chapter 10, Section 1 O. 1.1 relating to Ecological and 

The critical difference between ecosystem and more traditional management practices is the emphasis 
of a more holistic and smcturally-encompassing approach, displacing the emphasis on protecting only 
individual elements, such as popular species or unique natural features (Goldstein, 1992). Therefore, 
under such a management strategy, protected areas should be evaluated "in light of how well they do or do 
not function as natural ecosystems and preserve entire faunal assemblages" (Harris, 1984, 124). 



Cultural Protection; Table 2.3). One respondent desaibed the land claim as being " a  vehicle 

for adopting a holistic view. over a Iarger geographical settzng- this is now ingrained. In 

the south. parkr have to create the infrastructure that are built into the Yukon Territory 

Parks Canada's mandate states that al1 operations are to be conducted on an 

ecosystem basis (Parks Canada, 1994). Ecological integrity was identified in the 1995 

Management Plan Review Program Scoping Document (hereafter referred to as "Scoping 

Document") for Kluane National Park and Park Reserve as a "fundamental issue ... having 

the potential to impact on the management plan review program" (Parks Canada, 1995,6). 

The Scoping Document is the initial component of strategic planning; it is intended to 

identiQ 'Viemes and objectives, research/data collection and issues" (Payne, 1 997). On the 

issue of ecologicd integrity, the document states: 

Crucial components of the Park and Park Reserve are shared with adjacent 
multiple use areas, and in some cases the management strategies in those 
areas directly oppose the mandate of the Park and Reserve to sustain 
ecological integrity (i-e. Yukon wolf cull). In addition, many wildlife 
species such as moose, caribou, sheep, wolf, and bear move back and forth 
across boundaries and are subject to outside pressures beyond the control 
of park managers. 
Primekore habitat for specific species lies outside the Park. Watersheds 
are not entirely within the Park and Park Reserve boundaries and c m  be 
contaminated by outside sources. Diseasel insect infestations, forest fire, 
and pollution originating outside the Park can have significant impacts on 
the ecological integrity of the Park and Reserve (Parks Canada, 1995,6). 

However, the 1990 Kluane National Park and Park Reserve Management Plan included 

neither the concept of ecosystem management nor the goals of protecting ecological integrity 

and cultural resources. Both will be incorporated into the revised management plan, for 

which a review is underway (Parks Canada, 1997). A district ecologist has been hired for 



the Yukon and there are plans to hire a park planner. This individual will be involved in 

revising the management plan for Kluane and creating a plan for Vuntut. 

The only concem expressed about this amibute related particularly to the national 

parks within the territory and to the possibility that "localpriorities may supercede national 

objectives. 'Severai  respondents were concerned that "only local interests will be heard" 

at the expense of broader national goals such as maintenance of ecological integrity. One 

respondent felt that Renewable Resource Councils (RRCs) - established through UFA 

Section 1 6.6.1 "as a primary instrument for local renewable resources management in [each 

Yukon First Nation's] Traditional Temtory as set out in a Senlement Agreement" 

(Govemment of Canada, 1993d, 163) - may "Balknnize wildltye issues and interests " once 

they are operating for al1 14 Traditional Territories within the Yukon. The individual added 

that "it will be dzfimlt for the various councils to consider in al1 instances. issues of a 

broader concern (Le.: Yukon, Canada. or international). " 

4.2.2 1s critical wildlife habitat being protected through creation of new protected 
areas? 

Responses associated with this amibute indicated unanimously that critical wildlife 

habitat is being protected through creation of new protected areas. One respondent viewed 

land claims as "an eflective tool to advance protected areas " and added that "without land 

claims we'd be nowhere for protected areas. " Another noted that newly-established 

protected areas have "increased protection for caribou ... a significant impact." A 

respondent associated with the YTG Department of Renewable Resources indicated that "we 

are implernenting various portions of the First Nation Final Agreements includîng the 

establishment of parks [and] heritage rivers. " Examples include Tombstone Temtorial 



Park, established by the Tr'on dek Hwech'in First Nation ( T m  Final Agreement, and 

Bonnet Plume Heritage River, established through the Final Agreement of the First Nation 

ofNach0 N'y'ak Dun (FNNND). Final Agreements have also had significant impact upon 

the territory's protected areas under federai jurisdiction, most notably in the establishment 

of Vuntut National Park and Nisutlin River Delta National WildIife Area. 

In May, 1997 the Yukon territorial government uiitiated its Yukon Protected Areas 

Strategy "for the identification, selection and designation of protected areas in the Yukon" 

(Govemment of Yukon, 1997a, 2). A Discussion Paper released for public consultation 

explicitly States that 'ive need to protect critical wildlife habitat, important heritage sites, 

significant wetlands and representative areas in each of the Yukon's 23 ecoregions ... by 

using principles of sound ecosystem management" (Government of Yukon, 1 997% 1). 

Virtually al1 interview respondents who replied to follow-up contact via email in November, 

1997 mentioned the Yukon Protected Areas Strategy in response to the question "Have there 

been any significant developments in terms of Yukon protected areas in the past few 

months?" 

At the 1997 Annual RRC Workshop a resolution was passed to support the 

proclaiming of habitat amendments to the 1982 Yukon Wildlife Act. Because managing 

wildlife includes both managing individuals using the wildlife and the ability to protect 

habitat for wildlife (Istchenko, 1997), an amendment is needed which would enable the 

Minister to make regulations to protect habitat. Such an amendment might allow the 

Minister to select areas of special protection and develop regulations and management plans 

for those areas. This would provide RRCs with a tool to protect key habitat within 

Traditional Territories (Istchenko, 2 997). 
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4-23 Do local people gain an official ownership stake/voice in the management of 
protected area resoarces on which they depend? 

Responses associated with this attribute indicate clearly that local people and 

communities are gaining an officia1 voice and ownership stake in the management of 

protected area resources. This represents a significant departure fiom the traditional and "top- 

down" " Whitehorse as capitaUrest of temîtov as hinterland " arrangement. The results also 

correspond with principles - including "Give Responsibility to Local People" and "Involve 

Local People in Preparing Management Plans" - developed by McNeely (1993) for 

integrating conservation with development of local human comrnunities. 

Increased community empowement is a result of both structures created through and 

provisions contained within the UFA and Final Agreements. One respondent, however, felt 

that the increased nurnber of stakeholders now involved in Yukon protected area 

management is not due directly to the UFA, which he contends only "describes the 

mechanihm to facilitate [involverneniJ It 's just a reflection of today S realiîy. .. the UFA is 

part of the larger trend or picture, a milestone of it. " Nevertheless, the clairn "parantees 

a level of involvement, incorporating local expertise and affected interests. " For instance, 

regional biologists now routinely meet and make recornmendations with RRCs and First 

Nations: "men Firsl Nations without [Final] Agreements - it 's a very drfferent way of 

dealing with wildlife becawe of the UFA. " A representative of the federal govemment 

confïrmed that the agreements have led to "direct contact and Nivolvement in wildlife 

management - there had been no forum for this before. " 

Proposed amenciments to temtoriai regulations affecting wildlife are also subject to 

comment fkom the Yukon Fish and Wildlife Management Board (YFWMB, or the Board) - 



officially established through UFA Section 16.7.1 "as the primary instrument of Fish and 

Wildlife management in the Yukon" (Govenunent of Canada, 1993d 166) - and affected 

RRCs. One respondent emphatically stated that: 

My opinion on the UFA provisions that have contributed to park and 
protected area management would be the ones that speczjically require 
Resource Council and First Nation input. mese provisions hnve pro- 
vided the opportunity for the Protected Area Strategy to be done at a 
more local level, meaning basically that government is "mandated " to 
involve RR Cs. 

It was noted in the Rotected Area Strategy section of the Annuai RRC Workshop Surnmary 

that "UFA [Section] 10.3.3 gives us tools to deal with protected area strategies. Government 

is obligated to refer [proposedl SMAs to RRCs for review and recommendation at a local 

level" (Istchenko, 1997). 

A number of interview respondents viewed the public's dramatically increased 

official stake and voice in decision-making as a strong mesure of the UFA's success. For 

example, whereas two decades ago the First Nations in the southwestern Yukon "woke up 

and [Huane] is a park. but it S still part of their Traditional Tem-tory- now t h q  know where 

they hnve input. " From the point of view of a DIAND claims' analyst, success is a 

settlement "with both sides feeling they can do what they need: non-First Nations can still 

use the park. and First Nations get back some of what they lost in the creation of the park - 

therefore, an increased balance. " Similady, for one territorial govemrnent employee, 

success in terms of the W A  and Final Agreements will begin once the traditional and 

confiontational "First Nation versur Govmrnent " aûnosphere is replaced by one in which 

"place becomes the overriding factor. " 

The Final Agreements outline the terms and extent of First Nation participation, 



rights, and obligations in the establishment and management of specific protected areas and 

sites. Although establishment of a protected area nearly always results in an increase in land 

regulations - and ofien precludes some uses - an involved First Nation can benefit by 

obtaining "an increased area of influence outside their settlement land. " On matters 

conceming settlement lands, management planning is carried out by the federal or territorial 

government directly with the First Nation (resulting in the RRC taking on a role equivalent 

to other stakeholders). For example, there currently are several protected area management 

plans being prepared by First Nations and the YTG Department of Hentage Resources. A 

plan for Sha'wshe (Dalton Post) Heritage Site is cmently being developed "under a rather 

in formai parinership " between the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations ' Heri tage Office 

and YTG Department of Heritage Resources. The Rampart House and LaPierre House 

management plans are being prepared under the guidance of a Hentage Cornmittee (called 

for in Chapter 13, Schedule B, Section 3.1 of the VGFN Final Agreement) consisting of three 

appointees from both the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation and the Yukon govemment. 

Similarly, the Fort Selkirk management plan will be developed under a Fort Selkirk 

Management Group, also consisting of three appointees from both the First Nation and the 

temtorial government. Tryon ju wech'in Heritage Site (also known as Lousetown or 

Klondike City) will be managed under a plan developed by TdKF'N and Parks Canada. 

In December, 1997, Parks Canada initiated the management plan review for Kluane 

National Park and Park Reserve with the release of a newsletter (Parks Canada, 1997) and 

public meetings in three cornmunities. The Kluane National Park Management Board 

O(NPMB), established through the CAFN Final Agreement, has expressed its purpose as 

being "to connect people with decisions that are made about Kluane National Park" 
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(KNPMB, 1997, 1). A detailed outline of matters considerd to be within the mandate of the 

KNPMB is listed in CAFN Final Agreement Chapter 10, Schedule A, Section 6.3 

(Government of Canada, 1993% 118-1 19). The board "will be represented on the park 

management planning team throughout the review process" (Parks Canada, 1997, l).' Public 

involvement in the management plan review was described by a KNPMB member as the 

board's "most important " responsibility for the near friture. The respondent M e r  stated: 

We also inszsted that the flrst meetings be advertised as "communal brain- 
storming sessions" meant tu g e t f i m  the public their ideas and concems 
BEFORE any fonnal plan is devised. In the past the approach h m  been for 
govemments to consult with the public when there is already something su 
for along that people have felt their opinions were not used, rhey were 
consulted too late in the process. We suggested a great effort to avoid that 
attitudefrorn the beginning. .. It is a memure of success from my point of 
view ifpeople will uctually believe they can have some Nlfluence. that they 
are not simpiy being asked for their reaction to a plan devised by the usual 
gang of bureaucrats. 

A participant at the 1996 Parks Canada Western Workshop suggested several forces which, in combination, 
are moving the agency toward shared decision rnaking and away from the "old style of decision making 
and consultation titled DEAD (decide, educate, announce, defend)" (Wright, l996,65). Results presented 
during the workshop summary presentation incIuded a reminder that "'wildemess management prirnarily 
involves managing people, their influence on the natural environment and on each other7' (Otton, 1996, 
73). Workshop participants described shared decision-making as "a valuable means of gainîng support for 
wilderness management in our parks" (Otton, 1996,73). 

The extent of local input on the park management plan, and the appropriate process to utilise in obtaining 
input, have been ongoing issues since the 1972 announcement that Kluane would fmally becorne a national 
park. In a 1973 Whitehorse Star artide, Kiuane Park Superintendent Sandy Rolfson was quoted as saying: 
"Local input at the conceptual level can be a big problem. The planners can't handle it. A plan establishes 
a talking base then if there are problems, change is possible." Rolfson's insinuation that public 
consultation during the initial stages of management planning would be inappropriate elicited an angry 
response from Bob Sharp of the Yukon Conservation Society: "Under this situation public input is at best 
reactive and at worst openly confionting ... it is at the point of setting the general objectives and policies 
that we [the Yukon public] should have the broadest opportunity to participate" (quotations fiom Jones, 
1997, 29-30). 

When the management planning process was begun in 1977, meetings were held in local communities to 
gather information concerning public aspirations for the park. AIthough this process appeared to 
incorporate local people fiom the beginning stage in developing park management options, Nancy 
Macpherson of the Yukon Conservation Society stated Iater that "the general consultation approach that 
Parks took [was] much more consultation than any real participation" (quoted in Jones, 1997,39). 



Effective facilitation of co-management is integral to the structures and provisions of 

the newly-created Yukon protected areas under federal jurisdiction. For example, the h t  

draft of the management plan for the Nisutlin River Delta National Wildlife Area 

(NRDNWA) - created through the Teslin Tlingit Council (TTC) Final Agreement - was 

written by the Teslin RRC. This initial stage provided "a c o m m u n i ~  sense of ownership 

and involvement " in a process which was driven jointly by the Teslin RRC and the Canadian 

Wildlife Service (CWS), while also involving consultation with the TTC and the 

Govemment of Yukon. The management plan, which "stands as a prime example of how 

a shared vision for conservation can be achieved through a First Nation Land Claims 

Settlement" (CWS and Teslin RRC, 1997,3) stipulates that Teslin RRC will be responsible 

for reviewing permit applications, issuing permits, and reviewing the entire plan in three 

years. 

A minority of respondents, although clearly in favour of the new management 

arrangements overall, expressed the viewpoint that the establishment of public management 

Footnote 3 (con'd) 
Correspondence sent in 1980 by W.J. Masyk, Superintendent of Kluane National Park Reserve, to Bruce 
Downie, Director of the Parks Canada Prairie Region, appears to support Macpherson's contention that full 
public participation at al1 stages of management planning was not viewed innocuously by the governent  
agency. in the letter, Masyk comments on the guidelines for joint management regirnes which the agency 
was then attempting to clarifjc 

The basic question still remains: who is responsible and accuuntable for the management of 
a national park? 1s it Parks Canada and its appropriate officers or is it going to be a cornmittee 
responsible only to itseif or some other confiising combination ... we embark upon the develop- 
ment of vague concepts which would relegate the management of national parks to the con- 
census of cornmittees ... 
Another area that should be addressed also deals with the apparent jurisdictional expansion of 
the joint management concept. Can we guarantee that other local cornmittees especially in the 
north will not dernand direct involvement in the management of neighbouring national parks. 
For exampIe, Haines Junction and Destruction Bay in the Kluane area ... 
The broad interpretation now being considered will undoubtedly have a "snowballing" effect 
and dtimately result in an avalanche destroying the essence of the national park ideal (letter 
reproduced in Downie, 1980,4743). 



boards has yet to result in an increased voice in protected area resource management for local 

people. One individual stated that communities have not, '30 far", gained an increased 

voice in management, and that the Heritage Resources Board has been "dysfunctional - it 

needr to l e m  even things such as Robert 3 Rules [of parliamentav procedure]. A second 

respondent felt that "the Kluane National Park Board hasn 't done a lot yet. so as of yet it 

hmn 't improved the cornmunity voice "; a third was of the opinion that "it hasn 't been the 

[.luune National Park] board that has improved the [communityl voice - instead it 's been 

the direct discussions. " An individual associated with the KNPMB acknowledged that, 

shortly after its establishment, the board experienced difficulties in meeting due to 

unexpected changes in personnel, and that it now is in "a restart phase. " However, as 

articulated by a member of the KNPMB, the success of the W A  and Final Agreements 

might be rneasured by "a process Being;l initiated for management with community and user 

input - now, rhe smicture for this is there. " 

4.2.4 Do the agreements lead to improved data collection and therefore an improved 
information base with which to manage protected area resources? 

The responses indicated that the UFA is leading to improved data collection. Most 

notably, a harvest monitoring system is being developed by the YDRR. An interviewee 

elaborated: 

This is a project that the Department is undertaking as a land daim 
implementation initiative. Under the Yukon First Nation Final 
Agreements, First Nations are required to provide harvest data. n i e  
Department is interested in developing one single system that reflects 
our in formation requirements and meets the First Nations ' interest. 

Another respondent felt that a "First Nation needs reasons to be on the land. [Developing 

and implementing/ management plans should build support for this -for erample. in hanest 



monitoring positions. D P 

Initiatives have already been undertaken either as a result of the UFA or in order to 

satisQ provisions contained within it. For example, the Canadian Wildlife Service has 

completed field nirveys in the Old Crow Flats SMA, created by the VGFN Final Agreement. 

An impacts and Benefits Plan for Vuntut National Park and the srnoundhg OId Crow Flats 

SMA has been prepared for Parks Canada and the VGFN; in preparing the plan, extensive 

biop hysical baseline research was undertaken, as well as researc h into the arc haeological, 

historical, and cultural resources of the area and consultation with local residents regarding 

their concerns and interests (W.J. Klassen and Associates Ltd., et al., 1997). A representative 

of the Canadian Parks and Wildemess Society (CPAWS) indicated that elders are now being 

invited to join that organisation's field expeditions; this is "a direct result of the agreement. " 

Finally, although not related exclusively to protected area resources, the "Action Agenda 

1997-2000" for the Alsek Moose Management Plan (AMMP) cites 'hot enough local input" 

into moose population monitoring as a concem (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997, 4). The 

management plan draft States: 

Composition counts (cow/calf ratios) by aircraft are a good rneans of assess- 
ing how well rnoose are doing but it cm only be undertaken periodically and 
it only involves a few trained people. Additional information is available in 
the community about moose status and it needs to be combined and corn- 
pared with the 'standard' method for greater accuracy and to get a better 
understanding and general acceptance of moose monitoring information ... 
Valuable information can best be obtained fiom the community through a 
permanent system that people will remain involved with (Alsek RRC, et al., 
1997, 4). 

The AMMP solution is to initiate an "on-the-land observers program" in the planning area, 

compnsed of "certain reliable people [who] are known to spend considerable time on the 

land" (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997,4). The program will be organised by the Champagne and 



Aishihik First Nations. 

A need exists to conduct future resource inventories on a Traditional Temtory basis 

in order to provide geographic consistency with RRC mandates. At the RRC Annual 

Workshop, a comment was made that "there are no inventories in the Traditional Temtories - 

RRCs have nothing to work with" (Istchenko, 1997). 

4.2.5 Are regional species management plans being developed and implemented? 

The literature indicates that decisions regarding the allocation and management of 

resources "must be linked to, or at least take into consideration, broader [ t e m t o d ]  and 

regional strategies and policies (Witty, 1994,23). I n t e ~ e w  responses indicate that regional 

species management plans are being developed and implemented in the Yukon. 

A representative of the temtonal govemment stated that, as a result of the 

agreements, the YDRR is "jorrning partnerships - wildlge management is now more 

community focused through regio~zal biologists. rather than species biologists. " Such 

partnerships may include working arrangements with First Nations which have yet to sign 

Final Agreements. For example, the regional biologist for Kluane Region is "rvorking ad 

hoc with White River First Nation on a moose management plan "; a representative of that 

First Nation felt that the biologist "is great at working with communities and developing 

cornmuniw concerns into workable management plans, and has worked with success with 

the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations. " The YDRR intentionally shified its 

management focus fkom species to regional. A respondent explained what this altered focus 

means in terms of service delivery: 



The species f o m  had several regional biologists [reporting to] a species 
biologist. whereas the regional focus has rnany different species biologists 
[reporting to] a regional biologist, falong with] regional plans. budgets. 
and regulations. 

Several regionai species management agreements have been announced or completed 

in the period following the UFA. Completed in 1996, the NRDNWA management plan calls 

for a Cooperative Cross-Boundary Management Protocol in order to coordinate the 

management of fish and wildlife populations which cross the boundaries of NRDNWA. The 

protocol will be developed and implemented by the Canadian Wildlife Service, the 

Goverrunent of Yukon, the Teslin Tlingit Council, and the Teslin RRC. A moose harvest 

strategy for the portion of Kluane National Park and Resewe within CAFN Traditional 

Temtory was developed by Barichello (1996) to provide advice and recommendations to 

Parks Canada, C A M ,  the Alsek RRC, and the KNPMB. Co-management recommendations 

included within the strategy emphasised the benefits which arrangements for CO-management 

would afford the park moose population: 

A CO-management agreement may better accommodate multiple interests, 
including native and non-native hunters, and commercial and non- 
commercial viewing activities, and would include components of pro- 
tection and enhancement over the entire rnoose range ... Cooperation would 
also facilitate the gathenng, exchange and application of information, as it 
pertains to moose and moose hunting (Barichello, 1996, 57). 

In 1996, the YDRR, the Champagne/Aishihik Department of Renewable Resources and the 

Alsek RRC invited other management authorities to cooperate on the preparation of a moose 

management plan for the "Alsek Area" (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997). A management planning 

workshop in 1997 was attended by the above stakeholders, the remaining plan "partners" 

(Kluane National Park, KNPMB, British Columbia Parks, and British Columbia 

Environment), and invited participants. A representative of the Alsek RRC explained that 



"th& Alsek Moose Management Plan does include the park but not when it comes to harvest. 

Park Harvest Strategy is totully separate. " 

Parks Canada reached agreement with YDRR to irnplement a "no-kill" buffer zone 

between Kluane National Park Reserve and the surrounding region, thereby mitigating the 

impacts of a wolf control program on park wolves. The interagency agreement set out 

"mechanisms to reduce the potential conflict between the two agencies diEerent management 

objectives" (Government of Yukon and Canadian Parks Service, 1992). A Parks 

representative indicated that the agency will become increasingly involved in 

"transboundary harvest management " in order to take areas surrounding the Park and Park 

Reserve into account. One respondent stated that a need exists for "a bear CO-management 

agreement, for consistency in management within and outside of the park. " 

4.2.6 1s cultural understanding being promoted or enhanced by the management 
system? 

Responses associated with this attribute indicate clearly that cultural understanding 

is being enhanced by the provisions for protected area management contained within the 

UFA. Several FUst Nations, including Champagne and Aishihik and Vuntut Gwitchin, have 

established heritage branches in their Land and Resource Departments. One representative 

of Parks Canada stated that, as a result of the UFA, the agency has "direct contact and 

involvement in cultural hirtory - there had been no forum for this before. " A second 

respondent, also associated with the federal govemment, indicated that his responsibility is: 

To facilitate communication on issues of cultural heritage -for example, 
training people to interview elders. [Government] needs to negotiate 
cuhral accommodation - the ownership of heritage resources is an 
expression of cultural identity and preservation ... nie UFA is part of 
a greaterprocess of cultural accommodation and acknowledgment ... 
In my opinion, cultural accommodation is of national signzjicance. 



As outlined in 4.2.3, management plans for a number of First Nations' Heritage Sites, 

established through provisions of Final Agreements, are now being developed. For examp le, 

the TdHFN Final Agreement, completed in 1997, includes two heritage sites in the Dawson 

vicinity: the previously mentioned Tr'on ju wech'in Heritage Site (on settlernent land, and 

to be managed under a plan developed by the TdHFN and Parks Canada), and Forty Mile, 

Fort Cudahy and Fort Constantine Historic Site (to be jointly managed by the First Nation 

and YTG's Hentage Branch). 

The 1995-1996 Annual Review of UFA irnplernentation notes that the agreement 

"obliges the Department of Canadian Hentage to work toward equity in program delivery 

between the culture and heritage of Yukon uidian people and Yukon at large" (Government 

of Canada, 1997, 15). A Yukon-wide investigation into potential First Nation national 

hiçtonc sites, including support for First Nations' oral history and hentage research projects, 

was undertaken by Parks Canada in 1993. One result was the establishment by Parks of 

cornmunity-based cultural research projects with six First Nations; these projects have 

contributed to "interpretive and cultural resource management programs" at Chilkoot Trail 

NHS, Kluane National Park Reserve, and Vuntut National Park (Government of Canada, et 

al., 1995, 25). The Parks Canada search recognised identification of aYukon First Nation 

national historic site(s) "as a prioriv for heritage site representation. because th- are 

arrrentiy underrepresented - but this [search] is not completeiy drïven by the hnd daim. " 

As part of this selection process, the agency provided money to the TdHFN for selecting 

historic sites, and Parks Canada archaeologists and historians have been working with the 

Tr'on dek Hwech'in. Both Carcross/Tagish First Nation and the Champagne and Aishihik 

First Nations also received Parks h d i n g  for researching the human history of their 
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Traditional Temtories (Governrnent of Canada, 1997). 

As a result of both organisational restnicturing and provisions contained within the 

UFA, changes are aiso being initiated in the manner in which Parks Canada presents 

information to the public. The Scoping Document for Kluane National Park and Park 

Reserve identifies Public Appreciation, Understanding and Enj O yment of Park and Reserve 

Values as a "fundamental issue." The document states that: 

Reductions in department program resources have Mpacted on the Park 
and Park Reserve interpretation and information programs and consequently 
the services and facilities to support public appreciation, understanding and 
enjoyrnent of Park and Reserve values. In light of these reductions, inter- 
pretation and information programs are in need of revised strategic objectives 
to guide what seMces and facilities are required for the Park and Park Reserve 
Parks Canada, 1995,8). 

The first objective (Section 1.1 . l)  of CAFN Final Agreement Chapter 10, Schedule A 

(Kluane National Park) is "to recognize Champagne and Aishihik First Nations history and 

culture ... in the establishment and operation of the Park"; an additional Schedule A objective 

(Section 1.1.7) is "to recognize the interest of Champagne and Aishihik People in the 

interpretation of abonginal place names and Heritage Resources in the Park directly related 

to the culture of Champagne and Aishihik People" (Government of Canada, 1993% 109). 

The Heritage Communications Department at Kluane National Park and Park Reserve is 

therefore beginnuig the process of changing the park's four interpretive themes "used to 

categorize the stories associated with the park's resources" (Environment Canada Parks 

Service, 1990, 10). (The four themes were 'The Icefields", "Man in the St. Elias 

Mountains", "Life on the Edge of the Icefields" and 'bongins of the Landscape".) Now, 

"Champogne-Aishihik and Kluune [First Nations] have involvement in planning. 

presentation. and evaluation; it is ull done in conjunction with them. " A respondent 



associated with Parks Canada acknowledged that Heritage Communications "needs to 

commun icate the benefts of the service. to change with the times - a big change. " 

4.2.7 Eeologicd and Cultural Protection Summary 

The ecosystem focus of the UFA and subsequent Final Agreements will provide for 

more ho listic protected area management over larger geograp hical areas. Speci fically, 

Chapter 10 of the UFA "provides a means of protecting land &om specified activities 

through designation as a Special Management Area" (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997, 18). The 

needs and goals of governrnental agencies that have traditionally been responsible for 

protected area and species management - including Parks Canada, CWS, and the 

Government of Yukon Departments of Renewable Resources and Heritage Resources - are 

becoming more integrated with the needs and goals of the RRCs and First Nations' 

governrnents. Integration is occuning through increased levels of direct local contact, input, 

and levels of involvement. The literature suggests that such CO-management initiatives will 

lead to a better information base with which to manage resources, through measures such as 

information sharing, integration of TEK with scientific data, and more effective usage of 

budgets (Nesbitt, 1997). 

Clearly, there is now widespread recognition that the survival of a protected area is 

heavily dependent on local interests' support for, and understanding of, the area's mandate. 

As stated by Beazley (1997,37, author's emphasis): 

Parks and similar (traditional) protected areas alone will not serve to main- 
tain ecological integrity and levels of native biological diversity we have 
now. Protected area planning needs to go beyond parks and into the broader 
landscape: to sustainable regional landscape planning and integrated manage- 
ment of adjacent lands through partnerships and cooperative arrangements. 

Nesbitt (1997) concluded that the UFA and Final Agreements have clearly led to the 



protection of critical habitat duough creation of new protected areas. They also have had a 

significant impact upon CO-management of protected areas within the territory. Success over 

the long-term, however, will necessarily be measured in terms of maintenance of resource 

sustainability and ecosystem preservation. 

Table 4.1: Ecological and Cultural Protection Ratings 

Attribute 1 Rating 

A. 1s an ecosystem approach to protected area management being adopted? Yes 

B. 1s critical wildlife habitat being protected through creation of new protected areas Yes 

C. Do local users gain an oficial ownership voice in the managemet of resources on which 
they depend? 

E. Are regional species management plans being developed and implemented? 1 YeS 

Yes 

D. Does the agreement lead to improved &ta collection and therefore a better 
information base with wbich to manage protected area resources? 

F. 1s cultural understandhg being promoted or enhanced by the management system? 1 Yes 

Yes 

4.3 Clearly Defmed Boundaries 

4.3.1 Are the biophysical and cuItural boundaries well-defined? 

A rating of "somewhat" was assigned to this attribute, thus indicating a weak 

consensus relating to the positive impact of the UFA on well-defined boundaries. For 

example, one respondent viewed the UFA as being "in the field, not the object [with 

provisions to be advanced]. It establirhes the boundaries for discussion." A second 

interviewee felt that the claims "could provide certainty in defining the bonndarïes of 

[Khane Wildl$e] Sanctuary ", once Kluane and White River First Nations complete their 

respective c l a h  negotiations. 

During the negotiation phase, "everyone [First Nations] wanted the same land areus 

-for example, highway corridors. " However, once a claim is settled, the boundaries of a 
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First Nation's Settlernent Land and Traditional ~emtory '  become h e d  and definite: "the 

parcel boundanes are surveyed, so this should solve most of the problems in river valleys 

and along roadr. " An interviewee predicted that several years will be required to complete 

this task: 

It may take up tu ten years to get it al1 surveyed and in some cases the sur- 
vqy will only be by GPS [Global Positioning System] readings. not a phy- 
sical cut line. Thus there will not be any physical line for the generai 
public to reference. But this will happen mainly on the large rural parcels 
in remote areas. 

Alîhough overlap in land selections is required "to be settled by the First Nations 

prior to the Effective ~ a t e ~  of their daim ", a degree of overlap will remain in Traditional 

Temtory boundaries after al1 claims have been settled. A respondent highlighted a possible 

ramification of an area being within two Traditional Temtories: 

n e  main problem this is likely to cause is in the areas of projects or 
problems that have tu be reviewed by boards or committees. It would 
end up being reviewed mice and each First Nation may have a d%feent 
idea about what would be an acceptable use of a particuhr area. 

The individual further noted that First Nations do not necessarily consider boundaies of 

Traditional Temtories to correspond with those of provincial or international borders: "they 

[may] overlap into other jurisdictions which then require nego tia tion of claims. For 

erampie. the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations are m w  negotiating with British 

Columbia on its claims into British Columbia. " 

Issues related to boundaries - both physical and cultural - have received increased 

These ternis are defmed in UFA Chapter 1 - Defuiitions (Government of Canada, 1 9934 7). 

5 

"Effective Date" is defmed in UFA Chapter 1 as "the date on which a Yukon First Nation's Final 
Agreement takes effect" (Government of Canada, 19934 3). 



recognition by Parks Canada in recent years. At the 1993 territorial Fonim on Northem 

Protected Areas and Wilderness, representatives of Parks stated that "origùial compromises 

reflected in protected area boundaries mut be mitigated by changed priorities and approach 

on our parts6 We mut practice management on an ecosystem basis" (West and kenneman, 

1994, 154). The past difficulties in attracting public support were attributed, by an agency 

representative speaking at the 1996 territorial Workshop on Conservation Biology, at least 

partially to "'the boundary muidset ... keeping decisions to ourselves has been an issue" 

(Lewis and Paish, 1997, 168). 

Due to senous depletion of game which was related directly to constmction of the Alaska Highway 
(Coates, 1991), a large tract of land in the Kluane region was removed %om entry or dienation" by the 
federal government in December, 1942 for the purpose of creating a national park in the future. However, 
the order in council which established the reserve covered only "the land feature1*of the area; it completely 
lacked jurisdiction over wildlife. As a result, the Yukon Territorial CounciI created the Kluane Game 
Sanctuary in April, 1943, "along the same boundaries as the proposed park reserve to bring a wildlife 
management component to the new reserve at Kluane." 

Although the federal and territorial govemments initially proceeded cooperatively in establishing the new 
reserve, in September, 1944 the federai govemment uniIatemlly decided to alter the boundaries "to exclude 
potentially minerai-rich areas from protection." The temtorial govenunent followed suit, revising the 
EUuane Game Sanctuary boundaries to maintain consistency. One of the changes was the removal of a 
strip of land ninning adjacent to the Alaska Highway from the reserve (following considerable political 
maneuvering, the strip was reincorporated into the sanctuary in 1947), resulting in the boundary being 
much more dificult to recognise on the ground. The boundary change, in combination with a decline in 
off-road Iaw enforcement due to the advent of automobile transportation, had a disastrous result: "poaching 
in the sanctuary became rampant." 

Only one month later, the federai govemment Iearned that "some of the richest minera1 deposits of the 
muane region" were contained within the recently-added reserve lands. This dilemma was rectified by the 
passing of a new order in council which opened the entire reserve to prospecting - and, by extension, to 
illegal hunting of protected wildlife by hungry prospectors (but not by local First Nations' people). The 
impact of the decision was devastating for conservation in the region. Clearly, it was the beginning of an 
era when "wildlife management catered to economic priorities, which in this case were controlled by the 
mining industry, not First Nations' people (Lotenberg, 1995, 7- 10). 

in his study of Native Access to Resources in the Yukon, Coates ( 199 1, 186) concluded: 
Although much has changed in the lives of Yukon indians since the building of the Alaska 
Highway, the demand for continued and preferential access to game remains very much in 
place. indeed, Native harvesting has persisted in the face of tremendous pressures to aban- 
don what non-Natives see as an out-dated, non-industrial and uneconomic way of life ... For 
the Natives in the temtory, the land claims process offers a vital - and perhaps fmal- op- 
portunity to regain the rights and access to resources that they enjoyed before 1942. 



Designation of protected area boundaries continues to provoke heated debate among 

Yukon interest groups. A May, 1997 panel discussion - part of a Yukon government 

workshop launchhg the territorial Rotected Areas Strategy - resulted in a polarised 

stalemate between representatives of CPAWS and the Yukon Chamber of Mines over the 

acceptability of "fluid protected area boundaries, which could be moved to accommodate a 

mineral discovery" (Macleod, 1997, 32). 

Certain boundary-related zoning provisions contained within Final Agreements may 

require greater clarity. For example, the CAFN Final Agreement establishes "No Harvesting 

Zones" w i h  Kluane National Park; a respondent felt that a need exists 'Tor a clear. simple. 

defned, No Harvest Zone map. for harvesters and visitors - the current one is not clear. I *  

4.3.2 Are ownership and allocation of resources clearly identified? 

Responses indicate that the UFA is leading to clear identification of resource 

ownership and allocation - amibutes central to both CO-management theory and practice 

(Haugh, 1994). One respondent felt that resource use conflicts will be reduced because "this 

situation provides certainty - the daim serves to con+ interests. For example. [creation 

off Vuntut National Park provided local levez certainty. " in terms of detenninùig the 

success of the UFA, a respondent viewed the "estublishing of management rights overfish 

and resources " as an important indicator; a second respondent felt that success might be 

measured through "jaimess and justice - paying for poor pmt decisions. This mzght include 

preferentia access for First Nations. " 

Pre ferential access to protected area resources for Yukon First Nations i s guaranteed 

through UFA Section 10.4. Furthemore, each Final Agreement includes specific provisions 

outlining both First Nation Harvestuig Rights and preferential Economic Oppominities. For 
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example, Chapter 10, Schedule A, Section 4.1 of the CAFN Final Agreement States: 

Champagne and Aishihik People shall have the exclusive right to Harvest 
for Subsistence within the Park, ail species of Fish and Wildlife for them- 
selves and their families in al1 seasons of the year and in any numbers, 
subject oniy to limitations prescribed pursuant to this schedule (Govem- 
ment of Canada, 2993% 1 12), 

while Section 9.2 of the same Schedule asserts that: 

Subject to any commercial horse riding operation existing in the Park at 
the tirne of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Champagne and 
Aishihik Fint Nations shall have the exclusive opporhmity to provide 
commercial horse riding operations that may be permitted within the 
Park (Govemment of Canada, 1993% 123). 

One respondent, speaking specifically of Kluane National Park, speculated that "under co- 

management. a new set of rules for traditional use may develop in the park. as opposed to 

outside it - though, technically, the rules are the same. " 

Several respondents indicated that many "critical interests" or conflicts over 

resource ownership and allocation are being identified and addressed during negotiation of 

agreements, as in the followïng statement by a YTG representative: "me rnajoriq of 

conflicts regard public access across First Nation lands and retention of pubtic lands for the 

public 's tue. This is resolved through negotiations. prior to completion of agreements. " A 

second respondent admitted that "the No Harvest Zones are diflcult to negotiate ", while a 

third commented that "there are not enough resources for everyone who wants a pzece. " 

In looking toward the future, however, a clear sense of optimism was often evident: "People 

are becoming more alike. Hopefully. eventually. residents will have IO remind one another 

why one person can do something and another can % " 



4.3.3 1s there clarity in jurisdictional responsibility and regulatory authority? 

Analysis of responses associated with this atûibute resulted in a rating of "somewhat" 

- a weak response consensus indicated either that clarity exists in juisdictional responsibility 

and regulatory authonty, or that (as a direct result of the UFA) measures aimed at c l a r i m g  

responsibilities are being taken by the federal and temtorial govemrnents to "identzfi 

legis iative and policy areas to be changed. Legislative review is enstiring that negotiated 

rights aren 't being infinged upon. " 

A number of respondents felt that provisions contained within the land claims are 

clarifjmg governmental and community responsibilities. One respondent felt that ''a settled 

agreement means more certainty for investing companies - if clanfies what is or isn 't 

settlement land. what the niles are in or outside of settlement land. and what wili or can 

happen to land. " Responsibilities are also being defined with regard to protected areas. A 

representahve of Parks Canada, responding via email, wrote that "For Vuntut National Park. 

the land daims clearly states that the M C  functions as our CO-management body in relation 

to developing management pians. renewuble resource issues. etcetera. " Representatives of 

both the KNPMB and the Alsek RRC stated that, in future, iheir boards would be involved 

in only "our mandate. " Board mandates are outlined in the UFA and Final Agreements. 

The 1 995- 1 996 YFWMB Annual Report clearly delineates the respective roles of 

govenunent and the Board. The report identifies the responsibilities of govemments as: 

day to day fish and wildlife management and enforcement of laws. They 
employ biologists, technicians and managers who gather information on 
fish and wildlife resources and propose management approaches based 
on their anaIysis (YFWMB, 1996,7). 

By contrast, responsibilities of the Board diverge £?rom those attributed to govemment as 



follows: 

... the Board is free of day to day management responsibilities and much 
of the pressure that can be brought to bear by special interest groups. This 
means that the Board can concentrate on the 'big picture' and the 'long 
term'. It can focus its efforts on the policies, legislation and protective 
rneasures which will protect habitat and guide management for wildlife far 
into the future ( Y F W ,  1996, 7). 

However, the 1997 Annual RRC Workshop revealed the existence of RRC concem relating 

to the relationship bebveen the YFWMB and RRCs. The Workshop Summary indicated 

RRC displeasure with Board review of RRC proposals; the Summary stated further that no 

common agreement exists on what constitutes a local management issue, and suggested that 

the YFWMB and the RRCs together develop a protocol to define "local" and "'territorial" 

(Istchenko, 1997). ' 

Other respondents were also of the opinion that the responsibilities, areas of 

authority, and provisions outlined within the UFA and Finai Agreements continue to be open 

to interpretation. Several individuals felt that difficulties in decision-making had arisen for 

a nurnber of similar reasons; these include: "many on all sides don 't have good knowledge 

of the agreements"; "there is unwritten tension over who wiZZ drive the process "; and 

"growing pains-figuring oztt which organisations have which responsibilities. " Several 

In a presentation at the 1995 Circumpolar AbonginaI People and Co-Management Practice Workshop, 
YFWMB representative Gerry Couture stated that "the main issue facing [renewable resource] counciIs is 
defming council functions, linkages between councils, and council relationships with govenunent 
agencies" (Roberts, 1996, 12). 

h t e  rjurisdicbonal issues were cited as a "primary issue" in the Executive Surnrnary of the 1995 
Circumpolar Aboriginal People and Co-Management Practice Workshop. The summary States: 

Overlapping jurisdictions and responsibiiities between different government (federal, 
temtorial, provincial, state) departments, between land claimant groups, and between 
land claimant groups and government departments are a major difficulty of co- 
management. A key concem with different jurisdictions is inconsistency of laws and 



YTG representatives offered more specific comments. One stated that difficulties have been 

encountered as a result of: 

the youth of First Nations ' governments. ïheir hierarchy and delegation of 
authority are not yet established - as a result. both big and srncill decisions 
go to chief and council. Also, the "catch u f l eep  up " clauses [UFA Sections 
13.4.1 and 13.4.21 are open to interpretation. It is dzficult sometimes to 
know wh ich side of the FirSl Nationshort-First Nations ledger a project 
should be considered to be on. 

An individual speculated that dificulties may arise "when al1 14 First Nations have settled 

claims - how will we deaL with them all? ntere could be conflicting recommendations &om 

Summary notes fiom the 1997 Annual RRC Workshop stated that "the big need is 

to revisit the 11982 Yukon] Wildlife Act because of the inconsistencies between it and the 

Final Agreements" (Istchenko, 1997). A representative of YDRR agreed that certain sections 

of the Wildlife Act no longer apply because they are now "contradicted" by Final 

Agreements : 

With respect to the Wildlife Act, there needs to be amendments made 
because of various inconsistencies with the agreements. As the agree- 
ments are paramount, en forcement officers generally "read down " the 
Wildlife Act provisions until amendments are made ... not all First 
Notions have completed agreements and there may still be some 
additional amendments necessary depending on the outcorne of the 
remaining eight claims. 

4.3.4 Clearly Defmed Boundaries Summary 

Analysis of responses associated with the three attributes making up the protected 

area CO-management principle of clearly defined boundaries provided mixed results. The 

Footnote 8 (con'd) 
enforcement practices across their boundaries (Roberts, 1996, DC). 



UFA and Final Agreements are providlig a clear structure with which to ide&@ various 

stakeholders' rights and obligations. Although some overlap will remain in Traditional 

Temtory boundaries, the finalisation of claims will provide certainty in terms of definhg 

areas as Settlement Lands. However, there remains a degree of uncertainty regarding 

jurisdictional responsibilities - and mandate for taking the lead role in the implementing of 

those responsibilities - outlined within the UFA. As articulated by Pinkerton (1 992, 33 1, 

author's empharls), "the criteria for inclusion in the agreement is not necessarily agreement 

on the goals, but rather the power to further or tofrustrate the management function." 

Additionally, certain inconsistencies and contradictions between UFA provisions and 

regulations outlined in pnor territorial legislation are muddling regulatory authority. 

Additional legislative amenciments may be required. 

Table 4.2: Clearly Defmed Boundaries Ratings 

Attribute Rating 

G. Are the biophysical and cultural boundaries well-defmed and of an appropriate scale? somewhat 

H. Are ownership and allocation of resources clearly identified? 

4.4 Shared Information 

Yes 

1. 1s there clarity in jurisdictional responsibility and regulatory authority among al1 
relevant agencies? 

4.4.1 Are structures in place for consultation and cooperation in decision-making 
between federal, territorial, and First Nations governments, governments and 
communities, and within communities? 

somewhat 

Responses indicated that structures are now in place which are contributing to an 

increased degree of consultation and cooperation between stakeholders than was evident 



prior to negotiation of the WA.' A respondent felt that the agreements have led to increased 

cooperation because they 'put murual obligations into writing - therefore people are forced 

to cooperate. " This sentiment was echoed by a second individual who viewed the UFA as 

"a vehicle for communication - the claim gives direction, a change fiom the pre-claim 

environment. It is a formai mandate to build bridges." As a result of the agreements, a 

representative of YDRR confinned that there is "more direct communication wirh First 

Nations: an increased openness, dialogue, and attempts to reuch consenstrs. We are 

exploring each other 's interests of the agreements. " A second respondent stated that 

govemment is now "more integrated with the community. But the biggest adjurtment has 

been increased integration of First Nations on every level. " An individual associated wiîh 

the federal govenunent commented that 

the agreements place a lot more onus on federal departments to constrlt 
with and incorporate First Nations into our activities. The concept of 
"odequate consultation " has probably caused the biggest concern among 
ail parties ... the biggest d~ficulw is matching consultation efforts with 
consulration expectations. 

Several respondents cited specific examples of how increased cooperation is 

occurring. A YDRR representative wrote that "increased levels of consziltation on the 

preparation of management pla m... and participation by First Nations in the planning and 

establlîhment of parks. heritage rivers, etcetera has occurred. " Another respondent no ted 

that the Yukon Protected Areas Strategy includes public service announcements, release of 

The positive rating for this attribute contrasts sharpIy with hdings of research conducted in 198 1 by 
geographers Gardner and Nelson. Then, the "ad-hoc approach" to Parks Canada's interaction with 
aboriginal people at Kluane National Park Reserve was criticised because "neither natives nor park 
managers are certain of the native role in the Parkn; the study conciuded that "in the Yukon Territory, 
neither the national parks agency nor the native people are highly motivated to interact" (Gardner and 
Nelson, I98I.213-214). 



a discussion paper (Governrnent of Yukon, 1997a), and two rounds of public consultation 

and information meetings. The individual explained that "once the overall strategy 's 

principler and goals are agreed upon, it wiff go tu the cornrnunities. This is the l o g i d  and 

only route to go given the land daim provisions. " 

Parks Canada respondents stated that the agreements have led to the agency ' 'sending 

out communication issues to Champagne-Aishihik and Kluane First Nations for their 

comment " and that "in formai diseussions " now occur regularly between Parks, First 

Nations, and RRCs: 

ntere is a willingness to sit down and discuss what is occumng; this is 
now sanctioned by the agreement. Informal discussions give a sense of 
whether a move wdl be greeted favourabfy by First Notions. There have 
been big changes over the fast ten years. 

A representative of the Alsek RRC ammied that "our relationship with Park where it 

pertazns to the park and our cornmon interests has always been pretty good. " 

A major Parks Canada initiative now currently undeway in the Yukon is the 

Management Plan review for Kluane National Park and Park Reserve. A Parks 

representative explained that "Instead of having public meetings to present the plan. we 

opted for a go-slow ' approach and hosted Open Houses to heur people first. " nie 

Management Plan Review Newsletter States that 'These Open Houses will help us to identify 

the key issues that need to be addressed during this review process. This is your opportunity 

to identiQ concems, interests and to make suggestions" (Parks Canada, 1997, 2). Parks has 

officially recognised the value of incorporating a public participation process into 



management planning for over two decades.1° However, the agency now recognises that, 

until recently, its "cummunications hm been a weakness. " (An article included within a 

recent Parks Canada Ecosystem Senes publication cited failure to involve stakeholders, 

overreliance on "extemai experts" and insuflïcient cornmitment and involvement of local 

people as factors which can lead to unworkable plans pavey, 1997, 31. Sirnilarly, at the 

1993 Forum on Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness, Kluane Park and Park Reserve 

representative W. Brent Liddle offaed the following evaluation of Parks Canada's strengths 

and weaknesses: 

We do a reasonably good job of trans-border protection, operations, 
planning and other aspects of park management. What we do not do 
quite as well is reaching out to the public to make them more aware 
of, and more sensitive to, the resources we are mandated to protect, 
preserve and present biddle, 1 994,3 50, author's emp hasis] .) 

A member of the KNPMB suggested that improving the image of Parks locally may require 

both effort and time: 

In 1970, Parks Canada instituted public hearings on Provisional Master PIans for national parks. In an 
agency document entitled "General Introduction to Public Participation", Olsen ( 1976'6) explained that "it 
soon became apparent that the public wished to have considerabiy more input into the [park] planning 
process, starting with the policy and goal formulation phases and C O ~ I M U ~ ~ ~  through to the implernentation 
phases." A second Parks document from that year defmed participation as "an open, mutually educative 
process to facilitate and improve decision-making in the public interest at a11 key stages during the 
conceptualization, planning and development, use and management of a Park" (Bennett, 1976). 

A 1995 United Nations Research Institute for Social Development Discussion Paper on Protected 
Area Management stated that the tenn 'participation' 

has often been used to jus- the extension of control of the sbte ... it has been used to 
justify extemal decisions ... the dilemma for authorities is that they 4~0th need and fear 
people's participation. They need people's agreement and support, but they fear that this 
wider involvement is less controllable, less precise and so Iikely to slow down planning 
processes. But if this fear persists only stage-rnanaged f o m  of participation, distrust 
and greater alienation are the most iikely outcornes (Pimbert and Pretty, 1995,25). 

The discussion paper went on to state that, until the 1970s, participation was viewed as a "tooI" for 
"achieving the voluntary subrnission of people to protected area schemes ... no more than a public relations 
exercise, in which local peopIe were passive actors*' (Pimbert and Pretty, 1995, 25). 



In Haines Junction people are quite cynical about the park, particularly 
the business types; the park h m  not spent a lot of effort in meanzngfully 
involving the public before so they don 't really think this time will be any 
dtfferent; it will be hard to give the park a better image - it will take some 
time. 

A mùiority of respondents felt either that structures for consultation and cooperztion 

are not yet in place, or that structures which have been established are not being adequately 

utilised. A board member felt that "cooperation is mostly yet to corne ", while provision of 

adequate consultation was mentioned by a second board member as a difficulty: "DINVD 

stiil consults when it feels Iike and how they feel like ... nie govemment provides what they 

think you need to h o w  - but things are improving. " " At the 1997 Annual RRC Workshop, 

dissatisfaction was evident in the RRCs' relationship with DLAND in terms of the present 

forestry process. Concerns expressed included lack of recognition by DIAND of UFA 

Chapter 17 (Forestry) as "the new operating manual for forest management in the Yukon" 

and, accordingly, of the agreements' requirements for forestry management on a Traditional 

Temtory basis, with RRCs involved through a partner relationship with DlAND (Istchenko, 

1997).12 

Caulfield (1988.55) determined that the process of establishing public boards for CO-managing northern 
resources and protected areas "is not without serious obstacles." in the case of Alaska's national parks, 
Caulfield cited both Park Service reluctance to share decision-making power and management perceptions 
of protecting a broader national interest against "nmower" local interests as having the potential to 
undermine efforts to implement CO-management. 

In the Yukon and Northwest Temtories, the federal governent acts as a permitting agency for the 
rnining and forest industries. Peepre (1995, 158) stated that "most Yukon lands are owned by the federal 
govemment which appearç reluctant to relinquish subsurface rights for protected areas." 



4.4.2 1s traditional knowledge recognised by federal and territorial governments? 1s 
there integration of traditional knowledge and scientific knowledge in decision- 
making? 

Responses associated with this amibute were grouped into two categories- those 

which stated opinions or definitions of traditional ecological knowledge, and those citing 

specific ways in which TEK is being utilised. The existence of TEK is clearly recognised 

by ail govemments in the Yukon - an intewiewee with involvement in negotiating 

agreements stated that "'traditional kmwfedge is a big part of the negotiation process - if has 

to be accepted as fuct. and then we deuf with it. " Furthennore, responses indicate that TEK 

is increasingly being utilised and integrated with scientific lmowledge in the management 

of Yukon protected areas." 

De finitions of TEK varied considerably, but generally related to "an acknowfedgmen t 

of local concerns. input. and knowledge. '"ne respondent stated that "you can 't separate 

Recent Iiterature indicateii both concern over the failure to incorporate TEK into research and co- 
management decisions (Roberts, I996), and evidence that integration of TEK with scientific information is 
beginning to occur in noden i  Canada. Duerden and Kuhn (1998,34) identifïed the five most prominent 
contemporary applications of TEK as relating to cultural preservation, land-claim processes, resource 
management, land-use planning, and environmental monitoring. In specifically discussing the relation of 
TEK to land claims, they stated: 

indigenous geographies were used in land-claims processes as a basis for land selection 
and for developing systematic approaches to maintenance of native controi over land ... 
the land-retention strategies of numerous tndian bands throughout the Yukon and NWT 
were based on historic and current rnaps of land use and occupancy (Duerden and Kuhn, 
1998,34). 
The literature is replete with documentation of efforts to incorporate and blend TEK with 

scientific knowledge in the north. For example, the NWT govemrnent has adopted a foxmal Traditional 
Knowledge Policy in an effort to situate "the policies and practices of territorial govemment closer to 
refiecting the values and needs of all northern residents"; the policy refers to TEK as "a valid and essential 
source of information" which "should be considered" in govemment program design and delivery (Abele, 
1997, iii). Desjarlais ( 1995) highlighted ways in which geographic information systems may be utilised in 
Traditional Land Use and Occupancy Projects and comanagement decision making, focusing specifically 
on issues pertaining to AIberta. Explmations also exist which descriie how TEK has been incorporated 
into scientific research within the Yukon. For exampte, TEK significantly expanded the information base 
in an ecosystem maintenance indicators study which was rnapping the Mackenzie River basin: the 
traditional knowledge data filled gaps in historical information and i d e n ~ e d  historical trends, such as the 
disappearance of key habitats, through interviews with community elders (Kanomata, et al., 1996). 



information /rom people - people S knowledge is traditional knowledge. ' A  second 

describeci it as being "mimi with mlturd expression - interpretation biased by worldview. '" 

To one interviewe, TEK is 'more a philosophy than specifc knowiedge ... Aldo Leopold had 

traditional knowledge, and there are people like that in evey culture. We need to get away 

from the view that it is race related. " Several other respondents agreed that "local 

knowledge " would be a more appropnate term because 'Lou don 't need to be a First Nation 

member or elder [to possess it] " and in order "to not disenfanchise non-First Nations 

members of local communities. "'' Al1 responses bore at least some resemblance to the 

following definition of TEK taken f?om the literature: 

A cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs handed down through 
generations by cultural transmission about the relationship of living 
beings (including humans) with one another and with their environ- 
ment (Gadgil, et al., 1993). 

There are a number of ways in which the federal govemment is both recognising 

TEK and integrating it with scientific knowledge in the management of protected areas. A 

respondent representing the Canadian Wildlife SeMce stated that "traditional knowledge 

is incorporuted routinely in our projects, although there is no agreed upon methodology of 

collecting and utilising szrch knowledge. however - thus 'Jomally ' [recognised] might be too 

A review of TEK scale, context, and application cautioned against making TEK-related "inferences" 
beyond the imrnediate geographic context at which the information was collected; the review concluded 
that "the prirnary validity of TEK is with describing and explainhg detailed local geographies and 
prescribing locally appropnate resource-management strategies" (Duerden and Kuhn, 1998,3 1,37). 
Corsigiia and Snively (1997) indicated that TEK could improve the effectiveness of resource management 
strategies through means such as helping to locate and identify rare and endangered species and aiding in 
the defrning of protected areas. Similarly, a United Nations Discussion Paper on Protected Area 
Management concluded that participation of local people in management is most effective and appropriate 
at the local, or meso-level (rather than at the macro or micro-level) because "the collective knowledge that 
ruraI people have of their watersheds, forests ... wetlands gives them distinct advantages at the meso-Ievel at 
wbich the protected area management schemes are ultimately aimed" (Pirnbert and Pretty, 1 995.30). 



strong a worà. " A representative of Parks Canada stated: 

for my job, I need to support the expression of traditional knowledge, 
and to work with park managers to have a more usefil presentotion 
of the scientz~cfiamework Traditional knowledge is Zooking at 
experience and knowledge: it is important for bringhg together 
cultural accommodation. 

in terrns of oral history, the respondent explained that "ad/'ustments within the system " are 

For oral histow sole sourcing is to First Nations. This means that its 
presentation is not up for bids, because no one else can legitirnately do 
it - so sole sourcing must somehow be made tu 'ftt the rules '... In terms 
of ownership: generally. the Crown expects to own what it pays for - 
but in these cases, it is paying to support the opportunity to bring out 
in formation. 

One respondent summarised the effect which the UFA has had upon the expression of TEK 

within the temtory's national parks: 'yor Khane [Notional Park and Park Reserve] 

traditional knowledge m u t  now be dealt with -for Vuntut [National Park] it can initially 

be acknowledged and addressed. "A Parks Canada representative stated that in investigating 

the existence of TEK relating to Kluane National Park, "Champagne and Aishihik First 

Nations are taking the responsibiliv and lead - more research is reqiiired, allowing it to be 

incorporated through consultation. " However, although the park's recognition of TEK 

means "incorporafing thoughts and ideas into programming when appropriate", a Parks 

Canada respondent stated that this is not happening "at this point. " 

Representatives associated with the temtoriai govemment also indicated that use is 

being made of TEK in managing protected areas. One respondent answered that YDRR 

interpretive programs involve "consultation with First Nations- programs are possibly 

interpreted fiom a First Nations ' perspective", while a second stated that "nearly all 



[Deparnent ofl Heritage Resources First Norion research ir oral histop 'X~eprentatives 

of both the temtorial government and the Alsek RRC cited the AMMP as an example of a 

plan in which TEK is "recognised and becoming incorporated "; one individual explained 

that "traditional knowledge is a valuable source of infonnation for hanest monitoring. " 

4.4.3 Does the public have increased accessibility to information? 

Analysis of results led to a rating of "somewhat" for this attribute: associated 

responses indicated that although the public does have increased accessibility to information, 

widespread public ignorance of the processes and structures now being instituted remains a 

source of difficulty for many respondents. Kutay (1 99 1) stressed the importance of ongokg 

relations between national park administration and surroundhg communities in order to 

ensure public knowledge of the objectives, resources, programs, and benefits of the protected 

area; improve communication; and ease conflicts between park administrators and local 

tesidents. 

A nurnber of factors contribute to the increased availability of infonnation to the 

public. For federal and tenitonal governments, UFA provisions for the establishment of 

public boards have resulted in "more public review in the replation process. " For exarnple, 

the KNPMB holds "monthly meetings, usztally in Haines Junction ", and has sent out two 

information letters to interested parties. Federal government interviewees stated that the 

agreements have led "JForn govemment decision-making to a vey  public process. with more 

obligations Uor government] ': and to "increased understanding of Park ' mandate &y the 

public as a result of boards. " 

Public understanding and support is particularly crucial for Park Canada, in iight of 

the organisation's significant h d i n g  reductions: between 1994-95 and 1999-2000, 
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government appropriations are being reduced by over 25% (Borbey, 1997,49), translating 

to approximately a 20% budget reduction for each national park within the systern (Payne, 

1997,90). Although these reductions wiU be partially offset by a plan to increase revenues 

fiom 10% to 25% of total budget (Payne, 1997,90) through "cost recovery initiatives", the 

overall result is "a lot less money than we had before" (Borbey, 1997'49). The relevance 

of this reduced fiinding in ternis of public access to information is sumrnarised by Bourque 

(1996,69): "as budgets shrink, stakeholder ùiformation is crucial. Stakeholders may have 

the ability to identiQ gaps that parks staff are unable to fi11 at a given the." 

In ternis of protected area management planning, the public process being adopted 

by YDRR includes: 

public meetings. conducted in the appropriate ci& town or cornmuniv 
depending on the program 3 impact or relevance. There is no general 
communication strategy in place; however when speczfic initiatives such 
as an area being developed as a park [are initiuted] a specifc commun- 
ications strategy is developed. 

A number of respondents indicated that communication strategies are being or will be 

developed to increase the public's accessibility to information - for example "to describe 

Heritage legislation to Yukoners", or to facilitate "communication about the UFA S 

implications for users. First Nations, non-First Nations. and visitors. " 

Several respondents mentioned experiencing difficulties wiîh lirnited public awareness. 

Comments included 'people don 't realize that the M C  is here because of the UFA - they 

don f understand the e m n t  to which [the UFA] affects them "; people don 't attend meetings 

unless they are directly affected "; "ignorance is a source offncration for the board" and 

"First Nations need to educate their members as to what 's in the agreements. " One 

respondent suggested that the public's limited howledge rnight result fiom "the agreements 
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Faviirgj went through so many stages. over nearly 1.5 years, that people became 'immune' 

to them. Now that changes are ocamhg  thot affect them. public awareness is increasing - 

and we must deal with the impacts. " " 

4.4.4 1s there recognition of an equal relationship between First Nations' govemments 
and federaikerritorial governments? 

Responses indicate that there is recognition of an equal relationship between First 

Nations' govemments and federdtemtoriai govemments, although "a great disparity in 

resources " continues to exist. Govermnent of Yukon representatives stated that "First 

Nations are approached as govemments " and that the agreements are leading to "a levd of 

legislated respect. " The development of CO-managed pro tected areas (suc h as Vuntut 

National Park, Tr'on ju wech'in Heritage Site, and Sha'washe Historic Site) "recognizes 

their importance to both governments. " Consequently, a steering commitîee for hentage site 

management plan development is funded through cost sharing; the committee is composed 

of equal representation of First Nation and territorial govemments. 

Representatives of Parks Canada indicated that management of national parks within 

the temtory is now subject to "a govemment to government relationship, rather than First 

Nations being just another stakeholder", and that Parks - First Nations working 

arrangements now begin "j?rstZy, by viewing them as partners. " One federal respondent 

stated that the agreements have led to "more stnictured, fomtalised relations - First Nations 

have been elevated to a new laiel, there is more to the process than in the past. " 

Pinkerton ( 1992) identified five distinct stages involved in the implernenting of CO-management 
arrangements: negotiating posture, negotiations, producing agreement, implementing agreement, and 
institutionalising procedures. 



4.4.5 1s there networking between structures created through agreements and other 
resource management agencies? 

A rating of bbsomewhat" was assigned to this attribute following review of responses. 

Although some networking is occurring, both between boards and between boards and 

government departments. a number of responses indicated that effective CO-management of 

protected area resources would benefit fiom increased departmental interaction. For 

examp le, "a lack of coordination between departments leads to independen t initiatives. 

which al1 arrive, ovenvhelmingly, ut the First Nation at once. " A sirnilar comment was 

made at the 1997 Annual RRC Workshop: "how can you do a Protected Areas Strategy 

without land use planning? [There are] too many segments of land planning but nothing is 

CO-ordinated" (Istchenko, 1997). 

Several respondents offered specific examples of networking. A board member 

stated: 

I feel that conversations are now occurrzng regarding cooperation 
amongst and between boards. The Yukon Land Use Planning Council 
planted the seed to have the boards look at holdingjoint meetings and 
to begin discussions regarding issues which affect all boards such as 
in formation sharing, director 's liability, etcetera. 

A territorial govemment respondent indicated that a positive relationship exists between the 

YFWMB and YDRR: 

n>e Fish and Wildlife Management Board is defin itely advantageozcs in 
many ways to YTG Renewoble Resozrrces department when they suppon 
initiatives and sponsor public reviews, encourage progressive action and 
generally provide broadly based input to departmental actions; to govern- 
ment when they provide broadly based input to elected members on which 
they may base policy and spec~fic decisions; and tu the public whom they 
represen t. 

= The 1995-1996 YFWMB Annual Report stated that "'under the Final Agreements V A  



Section 16.7.1 51, the Board is required to meet annuaily with the Chain of the Renewable 

Resources Councils. A meeting took place in March of 1996 and focused on developing a 

protocol for dealing with wildlife issues" (YEWMB, 1996, 15). 

Interaction is aiso occurring between boards and non-govemmental organisations. 

A representative of CPAWS stated that as a result of the agreements, "we are working 

cooperatively with First Nations on a CPA WS campaign " ; he added that "CPA WS hopes 

tu show that protected areas are a viable option - so we need to engage the RRCs to achieve 

our objectives ... It is mm? effetive to work directly with First Nations. " 

4.4.6 Shared Information Summary 

A substantial majority of respondents indicated that more direct communication, 

increased accessibility to information, and increased levels of consultation between 

communities, First Nations' governments, and federai and temtorial governments is 

occumn& dong with some integration of traditional knowledge. Much of the improvement 

may be attributed to the structure, direction and objectives provided within the UFA and 

Final Agreements. The agreements led to F h t  Nations being approached on a government 

level. They have also contributed to a greater willingness by al1 parties to initiate informal 

contacts, important both for sharing information and ensuring smooth working relationships 

(Govemment of British Columbia, 1990). Concerns cited include the difficulty in defining 

a level of "adequate consultation" acceptable to al1 affected interests, and the widespread 

public ignorance of the structures and processes now being implemented. 



Table 4.3: S hared Information Ratings 

Attribute Rating 
I 

J. Are structures in place for consultation and cooperation in decision-making between 
govemment and First Nations, govemment and communities, and within communities? 

K. 1s traditional knowledge recognised by aii  stakeholders? 1s there integration of 
traditional knowledge and scientific knowledge in new structures and working 
arrangements? 

L. Does the public have increased accessïbility to information? sornewhat 

M. 1s there recognition of an equal and cooperahve relationship between First Nations 
governments and federal-territorial governments? 

4.5 Continuity and Dedication 

Yes 

I N. 1s there networking between structures created through agreements and other resource 
management organisations? 

4.5.1 1s there a dedicated core group consistently applying pressure to advance the 
process of agreement implementation? 

sornewhat I 

Analysis of responses associated with this attribute revealed a rating of "somewhat": 

a weak consensus indicated that pressure is being exerted to advance agreement 

implementation. Much of the rernainder of the data highlighted respondents' concerns 

regarding a shortage of involved people, especially in smaller communities. 

Respondents who believed that a core group is applying pressure to advance 

agreement irnplementation were divided on the question of whom that group is made up of. 

Answers ranged fiom "[there is] a core group from the government b e l  " to 'principat& 

within the First Nation - the board [KNPMB] is also trying hard" to " I  do feeI the pressure 

is being exerted mainly by infernal organisations. both First Nation and public interest 

groups. They are supported, however, by large national and international orgnnizations 

such as CPA WS. " b e  respondent felt that "most people seem committed and motivated to 

change the process and learn new protocol ", while a second stated that "the process is 
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moving - remember thar there are no precedents for the UFA to follow; if  is nav and open 

to intepretation. " Other i n t e ~ e w e e s  offered more specific examples of how agreements 

are being implemented, as in "the Alsek RRC is on schedule and coming together - things 

just take time. " A respondent associated with the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation noted that 

two implementation coordinators had been hired by that First Nation. Finally, two 

respondents pointed out that implementation of Final Agreements is evaluated by the 

tripartite - federai, First Nations, and territorial governments - hplementation Working 

Group (IWG). The IWG met five times during the first year of UFA and final agreement 

implementation (1995-1996) '90 monitor the implementation of the agreements and to 

address irnplementation issues" (Government of Canada, 1997, 3). 

The major concern expressed by respondents related to overworked people, and to 

an overall lack of capacity - especiaily a shortage of people, or "bench strength " - in the 

smaller communities and First Nations. One individual stated simply that "in the 

communities, the average Joe isn 't going to think a bout [the agreements]. There are other 

things to worry about in ~heir day to day lives. " Local involvement, however, is central to 

the agreements' success, as articulated by Bailey (1 994,96): 

Regardless of how stnichued [CO-management] is in a Land Claim, or 
by some other paper process, it still takes the cornmitment of govem- 
ment agencies, land claim beneficiaries, and when you get right down 
to it, to individuals and people, they have to have a reai sincere belief 
that it's going to work, in order to make it work. 

Similady, an interviewee noted, "it al1 cornes down to individuals, regardless of what 's in 

the agreement': while a second added that "the intent is to bring decision-moking to the 

local. human Zevel - so personalities are important. " The presence or absence of a single 

individual can determine whether an entire board is able to function. For example, a 
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respondent stated that "KNPMB needs an alternate who knows the issues and comes to al1 

meetings. " This opinion was shared by a board member: 

Thefirst actual recommendation [made &y the board] is one made recently 
about what might seem iike a relatively small issue: we recommended that 
an altemate be appointed for both Sides' of the CO-management board. 
The reason is the long deluy in replacing [an original board member] and 
the present delay in finding a replacement for [a m e n t  board member] 
who announced in summer her desire to resign. This M a y  ... essentially 
shut down the boardfar almost 9 months. Secondly, an altemate would 
serve as a good apprenticeship-type training. Some boards and councifs 
hadprovisionr tu cover this question of alleniates. No one knows why this 
board WQS overlooked. Possibiy because when Kluane First Nation signs 
[its Final Agreement] there could be signif cant changes. 

Lack of personnel has dso hampered govemment initiatives. A Parks Canada 

representative, speaking speci fically of Vuntut National Park, stated that "Be biggest 

dificulty has been the lack of a person dedicated solely tu the park. due to organisational 

restnlcturing (which is done now). " Witty (1994,26) viewed the presence of commiîted 

government staff as being essential to the successfùl implementation of CO-management 

initiatives; he stated specifically that "field and headquarters staff support is especially 

important, since these inciividuals have the resources, knowledge and connections necessary 

to convince various interests of the opportunities presented by CO-management." 

4.5.2 1s there continuity of knowledge, skills and interest in key actors? 

Responses revealed a number of concems related to this attribute, with the result 

being a rating of "no", indicating that continuity of knowledge, skills and interest in key 

acton - or a shortage of key actors - is problematic at this time. A temtorial govemment 

respondent both comrnented on the necessity of reorganisation following cornpletion of 

negotiations and provided an example of an UFA provision which now is being widely 

misunderstood: 



The big dzfference between negotiation and irnplemeniation is that in many 
cases the players have changed. Those responsible for implementation are 
not the same as those who were involved in negotiation. As a result, there 
is a learning cunte. and during the interim some dzflerent perspectives on 
the provisions in the Final Agreements. As one eromple, the application of 
a new wildlve harvesting regime that applies to benefciarïes of Final Agree- 
ments is not clearly understood. A beneficary of a First Nation with a Final 
Agreement no longer h m  an unrestricted ability to hunt for subsistence 
throughout the Yukon. This ability is limited to their specifc Traditional 
Temlory and, with the consent of other First Nations, in other First Nation 
Traditional Tem-tories. In the absence of consent, the laws of general 
application appl)tJ6 

The same respondent also offered one explanation as to why there have been so many 

changes in the key individuals involved with temtorial protected area and wildlife 

management: 

Much First Nation expertire has been fiom outside [the Yukon]. People 
corne and go when the negotiations are compiete, or the negotiator has 
been refained in a new capacity. but now more [people] are required - 
for eurmple, harvest, social issues, education. These are al1 areas for 
expertise, dots that need to be filled. .. 

Other interviewees echoed the sentiments expressed above, through statements such as 

"Native political institutions are fiagile", "the govemment speed of demands is perhaps too 

fast for communities", and "First Nations organisations are not readj. to meet 

[implementation ] deadlines. which were too optimistic. They need more erperïence. " 

The Action Agenda for the AIsek Moose Management Plan cirafi expresses concern regarding the fact 
that "harvest monitoring for CAFN and other First Nation harvesters in the Alsek Area does not currently 
exist" (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997,9). One proposed solution is to issue pennits to other First Nations' 
harvesters hunting any species on Champagne/Aishihik Traditional Temtory. The plan elaborates on the 
problem: 

A popular (but not universal) interpretation of the UFA is that section 2 of the Yukon pildlife] 
Act has been repealed [-] which means that any other First Nation hunter c m  either get consent 
to hunt in the traditional territory fiom [its respective] First Nation and be subject to that govern- 
ment's laws, or the hunter can buy a territorial hunting licence and hum under the laws of general 
application for Yukon residents. A definitive interpretation of these relationships is urgently 
required (Alsek RRC, et al., 1997, 10). 



Nevertheless, changes in the identity of key actors is not necessarily problematic: a 

representative of Parks Canada stated that "there 's been a change in key phyers. but 

progress has been made on dfferentfronts It 's different with each First Notion. " 

4.5.3 Continuity and Dedication Summary 

Responses revealed a rating of "somewhat" on the question of  whether a core group 

is advancing the implementation of agreements. Respondents indicated that continuity of 

knowledge and skills arnong key actors is problematic, resulting in a rating of "no" for that 

attribute. 

The intent of CO-management is to bring decision-making to the local level - to have 

"as much local-level control and responsibility as possible, and oniy so much government 

regulation a s  necessary" (Berkes, 1994,20). This means that individual personalities assume 

roles of critical importance. Ultimately, a11 CO-management agreements, regardless of 

provisions, depend upon relationships between people (Pinkerton, 1989). To advance the 

Pace of the implementation process, an increase in the number of involved local people is 

needed, which may be difficult for small communities. individuals are also needed to fil1 

specific and essential capacities - for example, an alternate for the KNPMB, and a 

representative of Parks Canada dedicated soleiy to Vuntut National Park. Nevertheless, the 

rnajority of respondents remain very optimistic about the processes that have been initiated. 

A sense exists of a cornmitment to change and to leaming new processes, a sense that 

"things are just beginning. " 



Table 4.4: Continuity and Dedication Ratings 

Attribute 

O. 1s there a dedicated core group- originating fkom government, First Nations, or 
communities- consistentiy applying pressure to advance the process of agreement 
implementation? 

4.6 Management Flexibility and Responsiveness 

Rating 

sornew hat 

P. 1s there continuity of knowledge, skilIs, and interest in key government, First Nations, 
and community actors? 

4.6.1 Are adaptable and situation specific management regulations and procedures 
being developed and implernented? 

no 

Analysis of responses resulted in a positive rating for this attribute. However, it is 

clear that at this tirne the major@ of new management regulations and procedures are being 

developed, as opposed to being implemented. Aithough an hplementation Plan exists for 

the WA,  one respondent described it as being "in general, not a very specific plan. and it 

does not deal with administration and enforcernent issues very well. " Nevertheless, a Parks 

Canada representative confirmed that 'priorities have shifted due to iniplementation 

tirnelines. " A number of respondents made statements to the effect that "regulations haven 't 

really changed at this point. " These included representatives of Parks Canada ("no 

regulatiom [at Kluane National Park and Park Reserve] have changed yet as a residt of the 

board"), the territorial government ("no park management has been undertaken pursuant 

to a Firzal Agreementyet - we are still in a consultation stage'?, and a Fint Nation ( "[UFA 

provisions] hnven 't yet contributed IO improved park management - they haven 't had the 

opporrunity to implement them yet. '7 Although these responses may reveal that few new 

management regulations are yet being implemented, they do not indicate the extent to which 

new regulations are being developed. 



There are now some protected area management regdations in place that have been 

developed subsequent to the UFA, such as the NRDNWA Management Plan, developed in 

order to address Chapter 10, Schedule A, Section 7.0 of the TTC Final Agreement. A 

respondent descnbed the process utilised in developing the plan: 

the Nisutlin River Delta National Wildlife Area Management Plan was 
based on the input provided by the RRC. the First Nation [Teslin ningit 
Council]. and the Community in a very fomed ~ O O  day workshop. ïXis 
same format was uko followed in Mayo for the Horseshoe Slough Habitat 
Protection Area Management Plan. .. The workshops offer an opportunity 
to set out all the issues for discussion and to reach consensus on making 
a recommendation concerning each item. 

Several federal and texritonal government respondents indicated that they are, as a result of 

the agreements, "implementing post-daim management plans " and that the UFA has 

'~orced government to review management plans andpolicies - it foctises government more 

internally on how things are working, or no? working. ' A  representative of Parks Canada 

attnbuted partial responsibility to the UFA for "a broader understanding of how regtdations 

can be applied. "However, the individual elaborated by citing the broader economic context 

in which provisions of the UFA must be implemented: 

This [broader understandingj is also partially due to cutbacks - which 
are a healthy thing, in thar it makes people more receptive to listening 
to others. becawe they can no longer do all the same rhings with their 
o wn shrinking resources. 

Although initiation of the management plan review for KIuane National Park and 

Park Reserve did not occur as a result of the üFA, the CAFN Final Agreement requires that 

revisions be made to the management plan. For exarnple, Chapter 1 0, Schedule A, Section 

4.1 of the CAFN Final Agreement recognises the exclusive right of Champagne and Aishihik 

people "'to Harvest for Subsistence within the Park" (Governent of Canada, 1993% 1 12). 



Section 7.2.2 of the same chapter states that the Park management plan shaU "provide for the 

protection of Fish and Wildlife habitat as a fkst pnority" (Government of Canada, 1993% 

121). A Parks Canada representative descnbed Kluane as  clurently being "a site without a 

management identity" and indicated that the Scoping Document contains the "ternzs of 

reference to run a [management plan review] process. v r I 7  

A number of M e r  examples of regulations and procedures affecting protected area 

management which have arisen directly due to the UFA were offered by respondents. One 

interviewee stated that his job description - "to deveiop the YTG mandate, and participate 

in [Final Agreement] negotiations " - is intimately tied to the UFA. Various public boards - 

also formed through the agreement - will affect, to greater or lesser degrees, the management 

of protected areas. A board member affirmed that "now UFA Chapter I I  [Land Use 

Planningl is beginning to be implemented. planning boundaries are being designated, 

Iinkages are being made. " A YDRR representative surnrnarised the UFA-related revisions 

to the department's field operations: 

nie majoriîy of changes relate to information or education. but there are 
also enforcement-related drfierences. There are nurnerous changes in 
operational policies- for example, h unting licences are not required by a 
First Nation beneficiary ifthey are on their Traditional Terrïtory. or if 
they have permission to h unt on another Traditional Territory 

Several respondents did not feel that adaptable (or 'progressive ") protected area 

management regulations are currently being developed. One board member stated that 

"what Park says and t a k  about is not what actually occurs. It's becorning a Zost 

The introduction of the Scoping Document explicitiy states that its purpose is "to establish the 
parameters of the Kluane National Park (Park) and Kluane National Park Reserve (Park Reserve) 
management plan review program" (Parks Canada, 1995, 1). 



opportunity - nothing new is occum*ng because of downsizing "; a second respondent 

described Parks Canada as "a long-estabiished institution with set ways of doing things. " 

A Parks representative confirmed that in the case of Vuntut National Park, "we haven 't 

startedpark management yet - haven 't yet created the interim management plan. It will be 

a year and a haifuntii things will get going. " 

4.6.2 1s a commitment being demonstrated by federal and territorial govemment 
departments to new structures, processes, and working arrangements? 

A weak majority of responses indicated the existence of a commitment by federal and 

temtorial governments to the new structures and working arrangements. The rating for this 

attribute is, therefore, "somewhat". 

Several Yukon government respondents, particularly those employed by the 

Department of Renewable Resources, stated that the existence of their own job could be 

directly attributed to the UFA. These included the Head of Regionai Biologists ( "my job is 

new. created four years ago in preparationfor the new situation '3; the Habitat Protection 

Coordinator ("my job was virtualiy invented with land claims"); and the Land Claims 

Coordination Manager ("1 coordinate implementation of the agreements - monitor claims. 

ensure that YTG obligations are met ... m a t ' s  negotiated becomes my mandate. '7 A 

respondent fiom the Department of Heritage Resources stated that, as a result of the 

agreements, "we have created a position - Implernentation Coordinator - to enszire that 

obligations are met. and evaluate how much is required to equalisefinding. " Additionally, 

responsibilities associated with YTG positions also now acknowledge the commitment of 

the temtorial government to requirements set out within the UFA. 

Federai respondents also confirmed that the agreements have had impacts upon their 



job descriptions. A Parks Canada representative described his viewpoint on how the 

agreements have aftiected his employrnent duties: 

not evevthing is drïven by the land claim. but it makes for an explicit 
process in the Yukon. I was hired in 1986 as a Historieal Researcher. 
My job description definition harn 't changed so much as my self- 
definition of the job has changed. .. My interpretation of my mandate 
has broadened - more is now seen as being relevant. 

The Government of Yukon appears to be recognising UFA requirements in the 

developrnent of new territorial legislation. For example, the Yukon Historical Resources Act 

calls for the establishment of an advisory Yukon Heritage Resources Board, of which "at 

least half [of the members] shall be chosen fiom people nominated by goveming bodies of 

Yukon First Nations or by the coordinating body for Yukon's First Nations" (Govenunent 

O f Yukon, 1 996,4-5). One respondent wrote that "this dovetails with the Heritage Chapter 

(1 3) of the UFA which also calls for a board of that name [Section 13.5.1]. " 

Other responses focused upon specific examples of how govemment departrnents had 

adapted to the new working arrangements. A respondent from the YTG Department of 

Renewable Resources explained that the YFWMB and the Mayo RRC were formed 

"preemptively " - both had operated as "pre-implementation pilots" (YF WMB, 1 996, 1 5) 

prior to the UFA - and that, as a result, "we started adjuting service delivery four to sir 

yean ago - therefore, we had made most adjustments before the daims were signed. No w 

we are working within the provisions of the agreements. " The respondent added that his 

primary links with the UFA-created boards are through the YFWMB Director and the YDRR 

RegionaI Biologists (who work directly with the RRCs). A representative of the Canadian 

Wildlife SeMce descnbed the following example of the temtorial and federal governrnents 

meeting UFA obligations: 
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The Environmental Protection Board [ E m  hm cooperated with DIAND 
to provide training related to environmental emergency response for most 
of the Yukon First Nations. A two day training course was provided by 
EPB staff in Februav, 199 7. EPB h a  written to all Yukon First Nations 
and met with representatives of some First Nations to discuss their interest 
in becoming involved as a participant in the Letter of Understanding Con- 
cerning Goventment Response to Spills in the Yukon. This hm been done 
as a result of the self-government agreements which provide First Nations 
with environmental management responsibiiities. 

This amibute incorporated a number of responses from representatives of Parks 

Canada. One individual stated simply that "Parks will be at the table until all claims are 

settled. " Other respondents indicated ways in which Parks has been meeting new 

comnitments. For example, in accordance with Chapter 10, Schedule A, Section 9.1 of the 

VGFN Final Agreement, Parks had an Impacts and Benefits Plan (W.J. Klassen and 

Associates Ltd., et al., 1997) prepared relating to the establishment, development, and 

operation of Vuntut National Park, "to show the community what potential impacts will be, 

and how negative impacts might be mitigated. " To illustrate No Harvest Zones within 

Kluane National Park, a poster entitled "Champagne and Aishihik Fint Nations Traditional 

and Subsistence Use in EUuane National Park" has been created and distributed. (A Parks 

respondent admitted that the poster was "seen as communicating Pnrks objectives and 

prionties - but at Ieast it was an atternpt at interaction. ' 3  A representative of the KNPMB 

felt that, originally, the perception of the board by Parks was that "it S not so important, just 

there tu sene Park's purposes and not a strong entity of its own. " This criticism was 

supported by admissions made by a Parks representative: 



Parks didn 't invest enough tirne and energy into the board. One d a n -  
ation is that the Champagne and Aishihik appointees are ex-Parh 
employees, and were therefore not so interested in [receivind basic board 
howledge and training. The board had bad luck and bad timing - there 
hasn 't been a worse time to work with Park Canada [due to organisational 
restructuring/. Northern parks had the most change at the park level. 
because theyfirst went awayfrom site management for economies of scale, 
but now, after the agreement, we are leaning back toward site management. 

The KNPMB member M e r  staîed, however, that "[the original perception of Parksj is 

already changing ": 

First of l  eveyone is simply being more open. more forward with their 
thoughts andpositions - there is more communication as afunction of 
people knowing each other better and where each is coming /rom. 
Specifcally. the Park actually completely rewrote its newsletter 
announcing the Plan revi m... We explained that [the original] was 
completely inappropriate for the local audience and was also much too 
long and buring even for its intended audience. We alsu have argued 
that the [management plan revim] meetings be initially very informai 
and interesting tu get people [tu attend]. We gave a whole Zist of 
suggestions - we will see how much is followed. .. This may seem minor 
but is indicative of a change in their attitude. [Parw realizes that we 
want people to come and say whatever they want. Park staflwould 
prefer not arousing too much potential criticism. They are not afraid 
to talk about this and we are not hesitant about our very open. welcom- 
ing upproach tu the P~blic . '~ 

A number of respondents were of the opinion that in some way (possibly relating 

A request to be provided with both the original unsent newsletter and the rewritten version resulted in 
both being provided by Park staff, as well as the foiiowing ernail explanation: 

The original nerusletter was changed based on the change in approach for the manage- 
ment plan. .. The ftrst navsletter was drafred for an entirely dzflerent target audience 
rhan what we needed. Stafland management board members alike felt that a more in- 
forma1 and short mailout was needed to start. We will still be going with a more formal 
newsletter in January [ I  9981. 
As well, the first [newsletter] draft was completed nvo years ago and then the manage- 
ment plan review stalled out. Several things had changed since then. including the 
members of the board. [Park] superintendent, and the approach we wanted ro rake with 
the review. Su, I mess Ijust add this. as if is not necessarily a matter of the board's 
comments on this one, however. they are injluencing the process in more concrete and 
important ways. 



only to one specific issue or department, for example) a commitment to the new structures 

and processes is not being demonstrated by govemment. Some of these responses were of 

a general nature, as in "the entrenched views of bureuucracy change slowly ", "sometimes 

it is necessary to remind [people and institutions] of the charocter and issues of the other 

interests that are around them and affected by their actions", and "the biggest dtficulty is 

internai [within govemment]. People need to at least make a decision to maintain the 

respect of others - and there needs to be a way to avoid bashing after a wrong decision. " 

More specific difficulties were also cited. For instance, one respondent stated that 

the Canadian Wildlife Senice "has no one who is directly responsible for the daims. " 

Another claimed îhat "governrnent is the obstacle to completing the [temitorial] protected 

areas system ... government daims to be supporting SiUXs. bu? are digging in their heels. 

Certain proposais have gone throligh First Narions but have stalled. "((nie respondent did 

feel, however, that in tems of protected area policy the temtory had recently experienced 

"a refreeshing change" of government; the Protected Areas strategy and the steps taken 

toward designating Tombstone as a temtonal park were cited as positive developments.) A 

board member felt that "Parks is honouring their cornrnitments. but not coming otit with new 

initiatives - being forced to change. rather than doing it willingly. ' " 

One interviewee noted that "the Vuntut Gwitchin [First Nation] are leading the 

charge to ensure that government honours the UFA tenns. " This statement may be 

explained by r e f h g  to a June, 1997 commentary submitted to the Whitehorse Star by the 

V G M  govemment. The piece commented on the approval, by DIAND, of a land use permit 

application submitted by Northem Cross for an area within the VGF'N Traditional Temtory. 

The approval followed an environmental screening report completed under the Canadian 
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Environmental Assessment Act [CEAA]; this report deterrnined it unlikely that "adverse, 

significant, environmental effects" would result from the project (Govemment of VGFN, 

1997, 7). The article noted, however, that concerns raised over the application's approval- 

by resource management boards, RRCs, environmental organizations, and the VGFN 

govemment - were dismissed by the CEPLA screening process as policy issues and 

subsequent ly ignored. 

The article went on to state that the VGFN govemment has rejected the CEAA 

screening process, considering it to be not only ""confusing and ineffective" but also contraiy 

to the VGFN Final Agreement's implementation agreement to create and use the 

Development Assessment process (DAP) outlined in Chapter 12 of the UFA.'~ DIAND was 

able to use the CEAA process for the Northem Cross application because implementation 

of the DAP has yet to occur. However, the VGFN govemment noted that it had passed a 

resolution in 1995 requesting a moratorium on the granting of permits and licences: "until 

the development assessrnent agreement is in operation and the process allows for the Vuntut 

G w i t c h  First Nation to have equal participation in the review process, [it is requested] that 

al1 further exploration and development cease" (Government of VGFN, 1997, 7). The 

newspaper article draws the following conclusion: 

Clearly, this resolution has been ignored outright by the decision-making 
bodies of this country. We have tried to get the federai govenunent to 
understand that we are now self-goveming and must be heard. Yet, our 
words are not listened to (Govemment of VGFN, 1997, 7). 

Among the objectives of this chapter is Section 12.1.1.2: to initiate a D AP process that "provides for 
guaranteed participation by Yukon indian People and utilizes the howledge and experience of Yukon 
indian People in the developrnent assessrnent process" (Govemment of Canada, 19934 10 1 ). 



4.6.3 1s there an abüity to respond quickly to local community or resource concerns, 
conflicts, or crisis situations? 

The responses as a whole did not clearly indicate an increased ability to respond 

quickly to local concerns. As a result, a rating of "no" was assigned to this amibute. 

Respondents' primary concern was the "consultation requirement, [which] means 

increased time considerations. " A nurnber of individuals noted the time required for 

consultation; additional respoiises related to daim negotiation and implementation (which 

requires 'additional resourcing /'jeople], but instead it usually falls to those already there '3, 

and the fact that the W A  'pagments rather than consolidates bureaucracy"- with the 

inevitable result being that "more people involved equates tu a slowing of the decision- 

makingprocess. " A YDRR representative elaborated on his specific situation: 

the governrnent now has more respow ibilities and expectations placed 
upon them, but the same number of people are responsible for solving 
the problems and consulting. The expectation was fur increased standards 
of management, leading, presumabfy, to more resources. But there may 
actually prove to be a decline in resources because of the inordinate 
amount of time required in the consultation phase - it S dzflcult to get 
things done in an q e d i e n t  amount of time due to the nurnber of stnictures 
(although not al2 of them were created through the UFA) ... With consul- 
tation, big issues becorne so horrendously di@kult that no one wants to 
deal with it- there are First Nation rights relating to settied daims. 
Aboriginal rights. federal and territorial rights ... 

Not al1 respondents, however, felt that the increased consultation requirements could 

not be justified. A federal interviewee stated that "the UFA is forcing the public to be 

invoived. The process is cumbersome - it takes more time, but seerns to be worth if." A 

representative of the temtonal govemrnent estimated that "it takes four to seven months to 

implemenf a recommendation"; he then added that "the claims provide for a rigorous 

process of accountability. Although more time is required, the result is a better plan, one 



with increased acceptance by those most affected - so it is a trude ofl " 

A main objective of the UFA is to involve Yukon First Nations and local 

communities in managing the resources on which they depend. For example. the objectives 

of UFA Chapter 16 (Fish and Wildlife) include Section 16.1.1 -4, '20 ensure the equal 

participation of Yukon Indian People with other Yukon residents in Fish and Wildlife 

management processes and decisions", Section 16.1.1.8, "to develop responsibilities for 

renewable resource management at the community lever', and Section 16.1.1.1 1. '20 enhance 

and promote the full participation of Yukon Indian People in renewable resources 

management" (Govenunent of Canada, 1993d, 153). Involvement in management is 

accomplished prïmarily through the creation of public boards, including the YFWMB, the 

KNPMB, and the Renewable Resource Councils. The comprehensive claim is not, however, 

the only process being initiated that is attempting to bring (or retum) the level of 

management closer to af5ected local interests. For example, Parks Canada is now moving 

away, to an extent, from district management - adopted originally "to redzrce the nzrmber of 

management positions and reduce duplication of management structures in every Yukon park 

and site" - by retuming to site level management in areas such as Hex-itage Resources 

Management and Communications. A Parks representative explained: 

in the District mode1 managers had to cover an awful lot of ground. both 
in distance and in range of issues in the areas under their functional con- 
trol. There seemed to be some breakdown at the site level. partiailarly 
in operational areas. Stakeholders also noted that they often had a hard 
time identzjjing whom could speak for Park Canada of a particular 
matter ut a site. î l e  approach that is being implemented now is a hybrid. 



4.6.4 Management Flexibility and Responsiveness Sumrnary 

Responses associated with the attributes within this section revealed that 

development of specific management regulations and procedures is occurring, and in sorne 

cases, implementation has begun. A weaker consensus indicated that cornmitment is being 

demonstrated by the federal and territorial govemments to the new working arrangements. 

Strong government commitment is vital to ensure effective implementation of co- 

management provisions (Robinson Consulting and Associates Ltd. and Gary Schaan 

Consulting, 1995). In the Yukon it is particularly apparent through the creation of new UFA- 

related positions pertaining to development of govemmental mandates, coordination of 

implementation, and monitoring of cornpliance. Finally, respondents as a whole did not feel 

that provisions for protected area CO-management ailow for quick responses to local 

concerns. This negative response was a reflection of both the greater nurnber of government 

structures (resulting in a slowing of information turn-around), and of increased 

responsibilities (in particular, UFA requirements for consultation and public review) which 

now are expected of, in many cases, the same number of individuals. 

Nevertheless, experience elsewhere in planning and establishing protected area 

systerns has indicated the necessity of holding short-term expectations to a realistic level. 

For exarnple, in reflecting on the Protected Areas Strategy being implemented in British 

Columbia, Thompson (1 997, 12) cautioned that "there are numerous tenures, alienations and 

resource uses in many of the new protected areas. These will require a generation to resolve, 

but public expectations are that they can be settled immediateiy." Similarly, a report by the 

WCN Inter-Commission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples concluded that collaborative 

research relationships and decision-making "may require a time fkme longer than 
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conventional approaches" WCN, 1997, 89). 

Table 4.5: Management Flexibility and Responsiveness Ratiags 

Attribute 

1 R. 1s a cornmitment being demonswted by government agencies to new smictures, 1 somewhat 

Rating 

Q. Are adaptable and situation specific management regdations and procedures being 
developed and implemented? 

processes, and working arrangements? 

Yes 

I S. 1s there an ability to respond quickly to local comunity or resource concenis, 
conflicts, or crisis situations? I 

4.7 Conflict Resolution 

4.7.1 1s there a prescribed method of negotiating conflicts among local resource users, 
or between users and govemment representatives? 

Responses indicate that several methods of negotiating conflicts between resource 

users and government are either included within the UFA or have arisen as a result of the 

agreement; the result is a rating of "yes" for this attribute. A respondent stated succinctly 

îhat '>ravisions of the WFA and First Nation agreements have provided a tool to resolve 

land conflcts. " The WCN's Inter-Commission Task Force on Indigenous Peoples 

concluded both that equitable relationships require the establishment of appropriate means 

for managing conflict, and that the initiating ofjoint management institutions for land and 

resource management is one method of conflict resolution (IUCN, 1997). 

As referred to in UFA Section 10.4.3 (stated in Table 2.3), UFA Chapter 26 outlines 

the dispute resolution process. Sections 26.1.1.1 and 26.1.1.2 state that the objectives of the 

chapter are '90 establish a comprehensive dispute resolution process for resolving disputes 

which arise out of the interpretation administration or implementation of Settlement 

Agreements or Settlement Legislation" and "to facilitate the out-of-court resolution of 



disputes under 26.1.1, in a non-adversariai and informal atmosphere" (Govemment of 

Canada, 19934 27 1). A Dispute Resolution Board, " c o ~ s i n g  three persons appointed 

jointly by the Council for Yukon M a n s  and Government" is established through Section 

26.5.1 of the same chapter (Govemment of Canada, 1993d, 273). 

Nevertheless, one interviewee asserted that "f the parties go to court over 

[agreement] tems. the goodwill is already lost, and the agency will not obtain its 

objectives. "A territorial government respondent felt that the UFA has meant that "there c m  

be an attempt tu resolve or rnitigate conflicts outside of formol debates. " Similarly, a First 

Nation govemment representative viewed the agreement as providing "a greater ability to 

reduce conficts, which is the intent. " 

in the opinion of one respondent, SMAs were "generally established IO resolve a 

confict between the FNst Nation, government, and the public over Zan& -joint management 

is called for, that meets both the needr of the public and of the First Nation. " n i e  literature 

supports the contention that protected area conflicts ofien relate to hadequate attention being 

accorded to the process of involving local people in decision-making and management. For 

example, Lewis (1993, 126) concluded that "including people gives hem a sense of 

ownership, which is a precursor to stewardship. When people's interests are unknown and 

ignored, and when they lack any sense of ownership, the predictable outcome is opposition 

and conflict." A YDRR representative illustrated how views on both "wildlge vMewing " and 

"wildlife zue " are being incorporated into the management provisions of SMAs: 



In some protected areas it may be possible to ask the First Nation not to 
exercise their aboriginal right to hunt. In Kluane, zones were negotiated 
prior to completion of the Final Agreement with Champagne and Aishihik 
[ F h t  Nations] which delineate areas for hunting/ no hunting. In Khane 
Wildlife Sanctuary, parts of which will probably become a Yukon Park, 
aboriginal hunting is allowed. This aboriginal right to hunt will remain 
and be a - m e d  by the White River and Kluane First Nations Final Agree- 
ment~.'~ 

The ability of the UFA to mitigate conflict is perhaps manifested most clearly 

throu& provisions for establishment of public boards. A KNPMB member explained: 

In formol comments. rather than fonnal complaints. are passed on 
[ta the board]. The board is a channel for decision-making and 
information from Kluane Park staff to someone who is not rheir 
boss. They [Park employees] are the local knowledge in the park. 

The board mernber added that "conflct has been limited thus far - but most Canndians are 

unaware that hunting and trapping could be occurring in the park. " (Parks respondents 

indicated that "constant meetings help to avoid di@iculties " and acknowledged the 

possibility that "perhaps some day there wiZZ be haniesr regdations within the park, like 

Wood Buffalo National Park, but they are not needed now. '7 

4.7.2 Have the structures created through the agreements fostered increased trust, 
respect, or understanding between government and resource users? 

The rating for thk attribute is "somewhat": a slim majority of responses indicated that 

smictures created through the agreements are fostering greater trust and understanding 

between govemments and local resource users - a "vital prerequisite" to reducing conflict 

(Hough, 199 1,280). As articulated by one respondent, "the UFA defines where we are. It 

is a milestone sho wing that consensus was achieved. " 

The Environmental Evaiuation for the proposed Alsek Pass Project noted that First Nations have 
voluntarily restricted hunting ac tivities in Kluane Wildlife Sanctuary (Axys Environmental Consuking 
Ltd., Inukshuk Planning and Development, 1996). 



Respondents who replied aamiatively offered a number of explanations in 

justification for their opinions. One board member felt that conflict should uitimately be 

reduced "because all parties have to agree zo [protected area] management plans. " Also 

in reference to management pianning, a temtorial govenunent respondent stated that "the 

process is important and shows that the ultimaie aspirations are the same." A 

representative of the CWS predicted that "with the finalization of a management plan ror 

Vuntut National Park], respective roles and expectations should be clearly outlined. " 

Similady, other respondents stated more generally that the agreements 'provide certainty 

as to the ground rules in an area - what can or can 't happen to un area ", and that they will 

"help resolve a number of potential confricts and shouln' c l a n -  the rights of al1 interested 

parties. " A RRC member stated that the board "must always refer back to the mandate. 

which is clearly defined. " 

Several respondents viewed the üFA as conû-ibuting to greater understanding 

because the document "leadr to communication - the most important thing. " One individual 

saw increased opportunities for those concemed with protected area management to "talk 

through issues. not talk against one another - involvement out of a general concern to 

maintain places they care about. " For exarnple, a W M B  member felt that trust "will 

corne. n e  structure of the board is breaking down the reluctance to come fonvard, for First 

Nations. non-First Nations [people], and Parks staff - in small incremenü. " A YTG 

Regional Biologist felt that the agreements' importance could be measured not only in 

"reduced and improved conflct " but also 'Yust in idenizfing conflict. " A Parks Canada 

representative, although sensing that "conflict remains under the surface ", descnbed the 

UFA as "a forum. or tool. for disrussion. Any discussion is reducing conflict. but people 
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don 't live theirpolitics - instead they wait for it to be resolved. But actually. it 's the process 

that 's just ar important. " A second Parks respondent felt that stakeholders were still in "a 

feeling out period ", but that trust would increase "in the long tem.  " 

A significant number of responses, however, indicated that the agreements have not 

contributed to increased trust and understanding between stakeholders, or that "the 

oppomtnity is there, but we haven 't seen [reduced conflict as a result of the UFA] yet ". One 

respondent stated simply that "as n nile. local people don 't t m t  government. " Two 

recurrhg themes which emerged were the fact that the claim "has increased erpeciations " 

and the difficulties associated with "trying IO get a common understanding of agreement 

P P provisions. 

The issue of greatly increased local expectations (arising pnmarily fkom local 

involvement in the management process) was articulated by respondents representing both 

the federal government- "the local cornmunity wants management dominantly in the local 

interest - consultation leads to apectatzons" - and the territorial government: "will the 

increased demandr be achievable? " One respondent commented that "expectations are 

sometimes too high - an agreement is supposed to be a balance. not a 180 degree shrft " 

Achievement of a common understanding of the agreement was cited by several 

in te~ewees  as a difficulty. One territorial respondent elaborated: 



The challenge is to develop an understanding of the agreement by 
Renewable Resources stafl This is not required by many yet; as a 
result, they may not understand how they need to change cuvent 
practices. 
nie  intent of the agreement isn 't what 's being articuIated now. The 
negotiation process wasn 't a broad process - people were hearing 
what they wanted, and now there is considerable misunderstanding 
of the agreement. The misunderstanding may be panially due to the 
fact that the Northwest Territories has dzfferent structures - boards 
with more authority, with government staff on the boards. as opposed 
tu the situation here. 
The government briefed the YFWMB. but not the councils. ï%ey have 
had to come to their own - not alwuys accurate - understanding of the 
agreement. 

A YDRR respondent felt that the temtonal governrnent, First Nations governments and 

RRCs are "still far apart in understanding of the agreement. .. n e r e  is a lot of posturing 

going on now. A deparimental workshop revealed wide dzfferences in interpretation of the 

agreement. " This opinion was shared by a board rnember. The individual stated that 

"keeping the spirit and intent [of the UFA] foremost is a shift in thinking" and later 

explained why she viewed the situation as being in "a state o f f l a  ": 

niings are changing very quickly and sometimes it appears that things 
aren 't changing at all. I would Say that implernentation of agreement 
provisions is moving along. There certainly is a leaming curve for 
everyone. The flux I was taIking about is the ongoing change and the 
newness of legisla tion. There are now six First Nation governments and 
with this comes the sprending of wings and turf dancing. It also means 
that new intergovenimental relationships are being built. As one who is 
watching the process. I see each government working with the UFA and 
Isee three interpretations O C C U ~ ~ ~  on some matfers. 

The possibility that the "agreements might cause more conflict " was mentioned b y 

several respondents. A temtonal government representative expiained that, in tems of 

protected area establishment, "conflict reduction is dependent largely on the leuel of 

protection beingproposed, the type of designation, and the existing knowledge -for erample, 



[existence ofl minml deposits. In his opinion, the more open and public process of 

establishing protected areas such as Vuntut National Park and Tombstone territorial park 

"increnses the potentid for conflcts to su face and become issues. " A second respondent 

speculated that îhere could be "increased conflict with non-First Nations -for example. due 

to [UFA Sections which parantee] preferential treatment. " 

4.7.3 Confiict Resolution Summary 

The UFA and Final Agreements provide for a greater ability to reduce confiicts and 

serve as tools for stimulating discussion. Additionally, a mal1 majority of responses 

indicated that increased trust and understanding - leading, presumably, to a greater ability 

to rnitigate conflicts - is now being exhibited between govemment and resource users. This 

is in large part due to UFA stipulations requiring agreement by al1 affected interests on 

protected area management plans. Differences and misunderstandings continue, however, 

between stakeholders. These difierences are concemed prirnarily with the issues of increased 

expectations resulting fiom the agreements and varying interpretations of the UFA itself. 

Table 4.6: Conflict Resolution Ratings 

Attribute Rating 

T. 1s there a prescnied method of negotiating conflicts arnong Iocal users or between 
users and governent  representatives? 

4.8 Enforcement 

4.8.1 Do the agreements have the necessary legal and community support? 

Responses indicated that the agreements have both legal and community support. 

Legal protection is assured because "the agreements are constitutionally entrenched. 
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Yes 

U. Have the structures created through the agreement fostered increased ûust, respect, or 
understanding b e ~ e e n  government and resource users? 

/ 4 

somewhat 



whereas Iegr'slation is changed more easiiy. " At the 1993 Forum on Northern Protected 

Areas and Wildemess, CAFN Band Councillor Lawrence Joe asserted that "This claim in 

Yukon gives us the security in knowing our rights are constitutiondly entrenched" (Joe, 

1994, 259). Referring specifically to protected areas, Joe articulated the implications of 

abonginal title having never been extinguished: 

This is an issue that must be addressed up fiont, this is not a burden, 
but it can facilitate the process of having protected areas... within 
northern areas where our title is intact, the most effective way to 
establish a park or protected area is as a part of land claim legislation. 
We have seen that happen, be it with North Yukon Dwavik] Park 
back in 1984, Kluane National Park, Vuntut Park, Tatenshini 
Hentage River Nomination, and Bonnet Plume Hentage River 
Nomination. Al1 of these parks or protected areas have gone forward 
strongly supported by the aboriginal people ... These areas are strongly 
supported because we have had an opportunity to reconcile our rights 
with government goals and government objectives (Joe, 1994,262). 

Similariy, a Parks Canada respondent stated that "now. [national parks] are doubiy 

protected: through the Park  Act. and the land claim. There are two cornmunities of support. 

both agree that it is a special place - each hns cultural biases. but still are comrnitted to 

protecting the area. " A second Parks representative, referring specifically to Vuntut National 

Park, noted that the agency's obligation "is for joint developrnent of the national park. 

communicated under both the Parks Act and the [VGFM land daim. " The individual added 

that "[local] people see the park as positive. for increased employment. " 

A nurnber of respondents were convinced of the existence of considerable cornmunity 

support for the agreements; several cited "community acceptance " as a way of ultirnately 

measuring the UFA and Final Agreements' success. One YTG representative surmised that 

"with a negotiated claim. presumably there is both First Nation and govemment acceptance. 



becaure agreements have already gone through tests of public consultation. " " Additional 

interview comments included: "more people are on-side. there $ more support "; "the silent 

majofiîy are pro-heritage "; and "ifyou engage people meaningfully, they are more willing 

to share [protected area] benefis and costs. " A CWS respondent felt that for the 

NRDNWA, a long-term resource cornmitment had clearly been exhibited by the Teslin 

Thgi t  Council. The cornmitment may be seen both in the creation of the protected area, and 

through a wihgness  to share its resource benefits: the communiîy did not take the view that 

this was their private hunting domain, although they could have taken that position. " 

A minority of responses indicated a need for increased support fiom local 

cornmunities. One i n t e ~ e w e e  felt that although the UFA had reduced community polarity, 

"it is hard for many non-Natives to accept First Nations as [resource] managers. " The 

respondent added that now, "Fïrst Nation govern ments are governments. and must sel1 the 

land daim plavorm to their people. " 

4.8.2 Enforcement Summary 

Both legal and community support exist for the agreements. The UFA and Final 

Agreements are constitutionally secured which guarantees that they cannot be altered by 

legislation or eliminated by Cabinet orders-in-council (Peepre, 1995). The current 

implementation of joint management structures through use of a legal framework is 

providing "a basis upon which indigenous peoples can take part in land use management and 

Berkes (1994) felt that CO-management agreements should lead not only to acceptance by both 
government and co~ll~~lunities, but also to benefits for both stakeholders: iower enforcement costs and a 
higher degree of cornpliance with regdations for govemment; an outlet for dculating community 
concems, protecting local economies, and the safeguarding of  rights against threats to the Iand and resource 
base for cornmunities. 



conservation" (Craig, 1992, 140). One respondent felt that "just the fact that there is an 

agreement is a success. It 's legal recognition. " 

Severai int erviewees viewed public acceptance and reaction as being an appropriate 

way of measuring the ultimate success of the agreements. At the 1995 Circumpolar 

Aboriginal People and Co-Management Practice Workshop (held in Inuvik, NWT), concerns 

were raised which related to cornmunity involvement in wildlife management, including the 

existence of adequate community capacity to handle co-management responsibilities, and 

the importance of allowing adequate t h e  for both the establishment of CO-management 

structures and for people to adjust to working within the new structures (Roberts, 1996). 

Table 4.7: Enforcement Rating 

1 V. Do the agreements have the necessary legal and cornmunity nippon? 1 YeS I 
Attribute 

4.9 Governmental Support 

Rating 

4.9.1 1s there provision of adequate financial and technical support resources to 
handle logistics and implement protected area or board mandates and 
agreement provisions? 

The majonty of responses indicated considerable uncertainty regarding whether 

adequate provision of financial and technical support resources exists for implementing 

agreement provisions relating to protected areas. Because CO-management implementation 

c m  be slowed due to government hiring processes and policies related to funding (Robinson 

Consulting and Associates Ltd. and Gary Schaan Consulting, 1995), a rating of "no" has 

been assigned to this attribute. 

Severai territorial goverment interviewees made comments similar to the following: 
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"the assumption war that there would be money to do what was agreed to - but YTG 

received way too linle money. iGpectutions cost money. " One respondent felt that "it wiil 

be a banle to live up to our responsibiiities " for the YTG Department of Heritage Resources; 

he explained that the department is "short on implementationfùnding: with cost sharing 

(between tem-torial and First Nation govemments], it ir consïdered ar. for example. $25 000 

x 2- but we can 't predict what a First Nation will allocate. " Representatives of YDRR 

stated that there is "too linle funding to deliver our land daim obligations" and that 

"operating budgets are being reduced while progroms are becomzng more diverse. " A 

respondent fiom that department elaborated on how the availability of hancial resources for 

agreement implementation affects protected areas: 

Generally, to implement the entire claint S spirit and intent. more resources 
are needed. YTG didn 't get the figure it requested or requiredfrom the 
federal government.. . Irnplem en tution funding is limited, as a result specif c 
obligations of the land daim agreement will be identtfid as a priority 
bared on various factors. In regard to protected areas. the Final Agree- 
ments to date contain obligations that the management plans be developed 
and areas designated as protected areas under applicable legislation. 
These protected areas are identzped in the Final Agreement as "Special 
Management Areas". The specific obligations are subject to defined time- 
frames for example. within 18 months a management plan is to be pre- 
pared. Work is proceeding on many of these SMAs at this time ... 

Federal government representatives were generally more positive with regards to 

their level of fùnding. A Parks Canada respondent stated that the agency is "ok, in terms of 

money "; Parks representatives explained that hir,ding made available for operations in the 

Yukon falls into two categories: stream fimding ("moneyfrom headquarters. in Ottawa - 

they want. foremost, to enhance the ability of Parh to represenf Canadians"), and 

imp lementation funding ( "from Parh and Heritage Sites in Haines Junction - they want. 

foremost. tof;rIf;ll obligations of the land claim. ") Provision of "sufficient budget to sustain 
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a dedicated staff and huid the necessary studies and consultations, as well as to implement 

the area proposals discussed" (McComb, 1997,30) was cited by staff kom Parks Canada's 

Park Establishment Branch as a "Lesson Leamed" in a recent Parks publication. 

Difficulties were, however, expressed by Parks' respondents; these related 

particularly to a need for additional personnel. One individual felt that "Parks needs to hire 

a Vuntut Gwitchin Communications Liaison W c e r .  to be responsible for working to get the 

[Vuntut Ngtional Park) Impact and Benefts Plan ratified ", while a second stated îhat the 

agency "can *t nrment&fiIIpositionrlorpIannet and ecologist. The agency needr to solidzfi 

after this period of down-sizing and reorganising. " (The district ecologist position was later 

filled.) Also referring to the "profound structural modifications" which Parks Canada is 

experiencing due to "integration within pepartment of] Canadian Heritage and the down- 

sinng of the Canadian federal govemment" (Payne, 1997,9 1 ), a Parks respondent explained 

that "as a mle of thumb, Parks Canada 's program was cut by about 25%. In the national 

parkr in Yukon it has translated as a considerable reduction in support stag clerkr. 

rradespersons. and interpretation staff " Responses fkom representatives of the Canadian 

Wildlife Senrice indicated that although the agency is adequately funded, [protected area] 

"management plans are extra work - rnoney is available to creute plans, but not to 

implement them. " 

A respondent representing the Alsek RRC felt that fimding for the board was "ok - 

but the council canot dedicate themselves fully to it. We need someone to do research - an 

intermediary between information coming in and going out. Some issues are compler. " 

Over ernail, the respondent elaborated on this difficulty: 



m e  role the RRCplays is to comment andor recomrnend on issues per- 
taining to Champagne and Aishihik Traditional Tem-tory. Without 
adequate and eas, to read/understand background information it is hard 
to make quality decisions - wefind we don 't comment on some issues 
simply because we don 't have adequate background information. Hunt- 
ing issues are a good erample: when looking for solutions to issues it 
would be nice to look at other areas (provinces or Alaska or what have 
you) for information to see what they have done, however the RRCs don 't 
have the resources to do al1 this. 

Comrnents made at the 1997 A ~ u a l  RRC Workshop indicated that the temtorial 

govemment is now asking boards and cornmittees to have greater involvement in the 

instituting of new strategies than was originally determined in the UFA; the increased 

govemment reliance upon =Cs is resulting in heavy time demands upon RRC mernbers. 

As a consequence, additional resourcing may be required by RRCs (Istchenko, 1 997). 

4.9.2 Covernment Support Surnmary 

Responses indicated that federal government stakeholders involved with protected 

area management in the Yukon are, despite current vacancies in key management positions, 

more adequately funded than territorial govemment departments. Because the YTG did not 

receive the amount of implementation fimding which it requested, departments such as 

Renewable Resources and Hentage Resources must primarily concentrate on meeting 

specific UFA obligations, rather than attempting to fulfill the claim's "spirit and intent. " 

Table 4.8: Governmental Support Rating 

Attribute Ra ting 

1 W. 1s there provision of adequate financial and technical support resources to handle 1 no 1 1 logistics and Ynplement protected area or board mandates i d  agreement provisions? I I 



4.10 Community Economic Development 

4.10.1 Are the agreements crealing new and appropriate economic opporhinities, such 
as economic benefit flows from protected area resources, for iocal communities? 

A strong majority of responses indicated that economic oppomuiities for local 

communities are being created through the agreements. The appropriateness of ensuring the 

existence of such opportunities is obvious, as stated by Davey (1 993,20 1): "Implicit in the 

need to gain the active support of local communities and involve them in planning a 

protected area is the need to ensure that people actually benefit in some way." Several 

respondents cited employment for both agreement beneficiaries and non-First Nation 

residents and "getting involved fonnally in al1 decisions" as being priorities for local 

communities; in tems of priorities, a KNPMB member stated that "the economy is 

uppemost. and also equitable distribution of resources. " Witty (1994,22) viewed resource 

CO-management as an appropriate community development tool because ' M i k e  many other 

community development models, CO-management relies on the traditional association of 

remote communities with their resource base." The economic support which local northem 

economies receive from subsistence harvesting means that, in the Yukon, systems of wildlife 

management and approaches to econornic development are "intimately linked" (Kofinas, 

1993, 9). 

An i n t e ~ e w e e  representing CPAWS contended that "ties betweeji parks and 

cornmuniîy will both benefir the cornmuniîy and increase support for p a r k  Prutected areus 

add $10 million per year to the Yukon S GDP [Gross Domestic Product]. If the ?errilorial 

systern iF completed it will add another $1 7 million. " A CPA WS Research Paper identi fied 

"potentially significant economic impacts and benefits of protected areas in the Yukon": a 



mid-range scenario revealed an annuai increase to Yukon GDP of $12.7 million based only 

on a territorial system of protected areas, in addition to the economic impact resulting fiom 

already existing federal parks, estimated at about $5 million in annuai GDP (Campbell, 1994, 

1)- 

A number of respondents noted the inclusion within the UFA and Final Agreements 

of provisions guaranteeing preferential access and right of fïrst refisal for certain econornic 

activities to Fint Nations; such provisions are intended "to levei the playingfield. " For 

example, Chapter 10, Schedule A (Kluane National Park), Section 9.2 of the CAFN Final 

Agreement states: 

Subject to any commercial horse riding operation existing in the Park at 
the time of the Effective Date of this Agreement, the Champagne and 
Aishihik First Nations shall have the exclusive opportunity to provide 
commercial home riding operations that may be p e d t t e d  within the 
Park (Govermnent of Canada, 1993% 123). 

Section 9.3 of the sarne Schedule guarantees CAFN the right of first refusal "to accept any 

contract offered by the Canadian Parks Service for the use of horses in the Park ..." 

(Govenunent of Canada, 1993% 124). Other Sections of agreements- such as Section 

16.9.1.3 of the CAFN Final Agreement - allow for the Governent of Yukon to establish 

quotas on species' total allowable harvest, in which case the First Nation is guaranteed a 

stated percentage of the harvest. A YDRR representative felt that although such provisions 

"may eventually provide economic benefts ", no clear impacts have resulted from their 

inclusion thus far: 



In t e m  of the clauses for prefrential access. the First Nation 
Final Agreements speczfi a number of economic opportunities on 
a preferential bais. or guaranteed share of permits. The benefis 
fiom such opportunities are not yet identiifioble from a Renewable 
Resources perspective as these benefts&rovisions take effect when 
there is a limitation or quota (i.e. an established limit on the number 
of commercialfreshwater fishing pennils at which time the First 
Nation wotild be grantedfirst right of refual, until the First Nation 
is allocated 25% of the quota). There have been no renewable 
resources related quotas established to date to give effect to these 
opportunities. 

increased First Nation protected area employment and training opportunities which 

have resulted fiom the agreements were cited by several respondents. in Old Crow, two 

Vuntut Gwitchin warden trainees were hired by Parks Canada, while CWS provided 

in formation for the management planning process for the Old Crow Fluts SUA. This activiîy 

involved specialised training for Vuntut Gwitchin band rnernbers. "" A Parks Canada 

respondent noted that "a few jobs makes a big dïfference in a small corn mir ni^ " and added 

that ''service contracts. such as for the puntut National Park] visitor centre. wil2 be mostly 

local hire. 77iere is also the potential need for facilities in Old Crow. " ( A  VGM 

representative revealed that "two bed and breawasts already erist. ") Two interviewees 

explaineci that the agreements will benefit both First Nations and non-First Nations people, 

because "if the First Nation comrnunity can 't do e v e ~ t h  ing there are spin-O ff benefirs to the 

local communiîy. " 

ui tems of the Yukon-wide impact of the agreements on First Nation employment 

in national parks, a Parks respondent wrote that "in a period of reduction of the numbers of 

The 1995- 1996 Annual Review of UFA impiementation States that "two Vuntut Gwitchin band members 
were hired and trained in habitat studies, waterfowl bandhg and waterfowl survey methods" (Goverurnent 
of Canada, 1997, 14). 



overall stafl the number of First Nations employees in the Yubn has increased. At Kluane 

[Park and Park Reserve] it S been stable or possibly a slight decrease. " The respondent 

further noted that a "process of targeting jobs " had arisen as one result of the agreements. 

Through this process of developing "long-term First Nation training plans" - which 

included "worbng with and through " the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations "both in 

designing of the cornpetition and in ranking candidates " - protected positions are behg 

created for First Nations: 

By protected positions I would mean positions resened in the organisation 
for a target group. in this case First Nations, that would be available when 
a candidate is qgualzjied at that level. In some cases we recntit at the tevel 
we can find a qualified candidate. and then classzfi the position upward as 
the individual progresses through a training plan. 

A small rninority of responses indicated a belief that the agreements rnay not create 

economic opportunities for local comrnunities; it was noted that "jor comrnunities. 

predictions [of economic benefits] have never corne to fnrition- there h m  been slow 

progress. " h e  respondent questioned whether Kluane would receive "enough visitors " to 

increase benefits for the local community, while a second had questions about the type of 

development which might be required to generate economic gains: ''1s thepark a wildenzess. 

or a Banff-fype? " 

4.10.2 Community Economic Development Summary 

Respondents as a group felt that the agreements are creating economic opportunities 

for local communities. Specific agreement provisions which guarantee preferential access 

and right of k t  refusal for undertaking economic activities to First Nations were viewed as 

having considerable potential for providing economic benefits. Hiring and training 

initiatives have been undertaken by Parks Canada. These affect both the previously 
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established Kluane National Park and Vunhit National Park, created through the VGFN Final 

Agreement. The establishment of Vuntut aiso has indirectly contributed to local econornic 

benefits through development of facilities and hfkstnicture. Sirnilar econornic impacts may 

result fiom the establishment of temtorial protected areas through Finai Agreements. 

Berkes, et ai. (1991) viewed CO-management as being at the core of community social 

and economic health and self-government. Social and economic needs take precedence in 

the negotiation of Yukon land claims. Support for protected areas, which are "ancillary to 

the negotiations" varies (Peepre, 1995, 157). However, linking protected area management 

with the economic activities of local communiùes is clearly a pnority throughout the 

territory. It is a priority which can be justified based on a simple equity argument: local 

people should neither have to make economic sacrifices to protect areas which have been 

established to provide regional, national, or even global benefits (Wells and Brandon, 1992), 

nor should they be expected to support the cornpletion of protected area systems unless such 

systems M e r  local interests and contribute to local economic development (Fenge, 1994). 

Table 4.9: Community Economic Developrnent Rating 

1 Attribute 1 Rating 1 
X. Are the agreements c t e a ~ g  new and appropriate economic opportunities, such as 

economic benefit flows fiom protected area resources, for local communities? 

Conclusions and Recornmendations are presented in the final chapter of this thesis. 

The chapter opens with a surnmary of the results discussed in this chapter. Chapter 5 then 

suggests contributions of the normative mode1 for protected area CO-management research. 

The thesis conciudes by reviewing research limitations, presenting recornmendations, and 

discussing friture research opportunities. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The final chapter of this thesis has three parts. Section one summarises the results 

obtained through the data analysis. The second section suggests practical and theoretical 

research contributions of the nomative model for protected area CO-management. The 

chapter concludes by reviewing limitations of the research, presenting recommendations for 

CO-managing Yukon protected areas, and discussing future research opportunities. 

5.2 Summary of Results 

Protected area CO-management in the Yukon was evduated by using the normative 

model outlined in Chapter 2 and ratings described in Chapter 3. The model contains nine 

principles representing four broad categories deemed necessary for CO-management 

implementation. Results outlined in Chapter 4 are representative of a partkular sarnple; as 

such, the data were subject to certain spatial and institutional biases. These are discussed in 

more detail in 5.4.1. A strongly positive consensus was achieved for fourteen of the twenty- 

four CO-management attributes. Responses for seven aitributes indicated only a weak positive 

consensus; thus, those attributes were assigned the rating of "somewhat". Consensus was 

not achieved for the remaining three attributes and a rating of "no" was therefore assigned. 

Table 5.1 sumrnarises the Chapter 4 ratings for the twenty-four CO-management attributes 

associated with the nuie principles making up the normative model. 



Table 5.1: Summary of Attribute Raüngs for Protected Area Co-Management 
Principles 

Prhciple 1 Rating 

1. Ecotogical and Cultural Protection 

2. Clearly Defined Boundaries 

3. Shared Information 

7. Enforcement 1 1 1 O 1 O 

Ys 

6 

1 

3 
. - -  . - -  

4. Continuity and Dedication 

5. Management FIexiiility and Responsiveness 

6. Conflict Resolution 

8. Govemmentd Support 1 O 1 O I 1  

O 

1 

1 

9. Community Economic Development I O 

Totals 1 14 1 7 1 3  

Rating the attributes associated with the nine protected area CO-management 

principles reveals the extent to which each principle is deemed to be present in the Yukon. 

Thus, general conclusions may be drawn regarding the probability of protected area CO- 

management goal achievernent. Table 5.1 indicates that of the nine principles, Ecological 

and Cultural Protection, Enforcement, and Community Economic Development are rnost 

satisfactorily addressed by provisions for protected area CO-management, while Clearly 

Defined Boundaries, Shared Information, and Conflict Resolution are being addressed fairly 

satisfactonly. Some concerns pertaining to the principles of Continuity and Dedication and 

Management Flexibility and Responsiveness are evident. The principle with the lowest 

rating is Governmental Support. 

Distribution of protected area CO-management attribute ratings within the four broad 



categories making up the normative model are surnmarised in TabIe 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Distribution of Protected Area Co-management Amibute Ratings by 
Normative Model Categories 

Normative Mode1 Categories 
r 

1 Goverment 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 

Community Development 

Environment 

I 1 
- 

idormation 3 3 I T  

Ratings 

Yes 1 Somewhat 

1 

7 

Table 5.2 shows clearly that attributes exhibithg the highest degree of positive 

response consensus were those included within the normative model categories of 

Cornmunity Development and Environment. As shown in Figure 2.1, three pro tected area 

CO-management principles are incorporated within these categories: Ecological and Cultural 

Protection, Clearly Defined Boundaries, and Cornmunity Econornic Development. The two 

"somewhat" ratings included within this category relate to the principle of Clearly Defined 

Boundaries. Responses associated with this principle revealed a need for both increased 

clarity in the delegating of jurisdictional responsibility and further YTG legislative 

amendrnents in order to eliminate regulatory contradictions. 

Response consensus was considerably weaker for attributes included within the 

normative mode1 categories of Govemment and Information. Six protected area CO- 

management principles are included within these categories: four of these principles are 

associated with the category of Govenunent (Management Flexibility and Responsiveness, 

No 

Totais 1 14 

O 

2 

O 

O 

7 3 



Confiict Resolution, Enforcement, and Govemmental Support), with the remaining t ~ o  

(Shared Information and Conthuity and Dedication) being grouped under the category of 

Information (Figure 2.1). Of the fourteen attributes encompassed by these two normative 

mode1 categories, eight were assigned ratings of either "somewhat" or "no". The three "no" 

attributes - for which no response consensus was achieved - are most indicative of 

respondents' concems. These concerns relate primarily to perceived shortages in support 

resources for the implementation of board mandates and agreement provisions relating to 

protected areas; to the perception that the increased nurnber of structures, and the 

requirernents for consultation with those structures, are reducing the ability of governments 

to respond quickly to community or resource confiicts and concems; and, findly, to the 

perception that continuity of knowledge in key actors has been insufficient in moving f7om 

negotiation of agreements into the current stage of agreement implementation. The five 

amibutes assigned ratings of "somewhat" within the normative mode1 categones of 

Government and Information relate to government agencies' cornmitment to new working 

arrangements, trust and understanding between government and resource users, public 

accessibility to information, networking between structures created through agreements, and 

the existence of a core group applying pressure to advance agreement implementation. 

Overall, results indicate that the initial stages of implementing protected area CO- 

management in the Yukon may be viewed as a tentative success. Caution should be 

exercised, however, in interpreting early success as being indicative of long-tem prospects 

for the implementation of protected area CO-management, of which little is known (Hawkes, 

1995). At the very least, the CO-management initiatives undertaken thus far offer stakeholders 

both valuable lessons in cross-cultural negotiation and land management (Sultan, et al., 
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1997) and "the prospect of new institutions, howledge and a greater cornmitment to 

equitable cross-cultural policy development and land use management" (Craig, 1 992, 1 3 7). 

5.3 Research Contributions of the Normative Mode1 

Analysis of intewiew data was facilitated through use of the nomative mode1 for 

protected area CO-management. The model has a number of me&. Its development resulted 

from the review of literature pertaining primarily to northem protected areas and co- 

management regimes. As a result, the final model is comprehensive, incorporating principles 

and attributes fùndamentai to the achievement of both goals of protected area managers and 

CO-management stakeholders. The "three-pronged" approach of the model (ecological, 

social, and economic measures) corresponds with criteria developed by Wells and Brandon 

(1 992) for evaluating integrated conservation-development projects. It was their contention 

that a project must be judged not only on its contribution to the conservation of biological 

diversity - by "improving the prospects for sunival of the targeted protected area" - but also 

on its effectiveness in "eliciting the participation of local people in project activities and in 

promobng institutions to facilitate local decision-making" (Wells and Brandon, l992,3O). 

For Yukon protected areas to attain these goals requires that they not be viewed as being 

mutually exclusive. 

The model provides a means of evaluating a wide spectrum of attributes required to 

identi@ what facilitates or impedes CO-management structures - which may or rnay not be 

explicitly concerned with protected areas - in the early stages of implementation. Although 

the model was developed to evaluate a CO-management process in the early stages of 

implementation, its utility may be viewed as equally applicable for the evaluation - or 
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cornparison - of CO-management structures at any stage between negotiation of agreements 

and full implementation. Attributes rated poorly rnay be viewed as areas with the greatest 

potential to become increasingly problematic. Thus the normative model provides a means 

of tracking the process of CO-management implementation as it is unfolding. This is 

particularly applicable to the situation in the Yukon, which in al1 probability will become 

considerably more complex once al1 First Nations within the territory have completed Final 

Agreement negotiations and provisions contained within those claims are brought "on-line". 

5.4 Research Limitations, Recommendations, and Opportunities 

5.4.1 Research Limitations 

Certain Limitations to the evaluation of Yukon protected area CO-management are not 

addressed by the model. Three such impediments, identified by Reed (1990) in a study of 

Inuvialuit Final Agreement implementation, apply equally to this study: 

1) The agreements are still recent, and their irnplementation has been slower than was 

onginally anticipated. As a result, al1 observations must be considered to be preliminary and 

indicative only of the study penod; the results do not take into account the ongoing efforts 

of stakeholders to improve implementation procedures. 

2) Time spent by the researcher in the study area was lirnited; this may unwittingly have lent 

bias to the data organisation and interpretation of results. Had additional time in a northem 

setting been feasible, greater familiarity with the region would have resulted. As well, more 

data could have been gathered. The ILnited representation of First Nations' govemments is 

a limitation of the sample. Specificaily, because of the considerable number of respondents 

associated with Kluane National Park and Park Reserve, the study would have benefitted 
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greatly with the inclusion of input frorn representatives of the Champagne and Aishihik First 

Nations. Addition-, temporal and economic constraints lllnited the spatial distribution of 

respondents to individuals based in either Whitehorse or Haines Junction (with the exception 

of one interview which was conducted over telephone). 

3) The potential for bias irnplies that study results may not be replicable. The grouping of 

int eMew responses hto categones (princip les) and sub-categories (attributes) occurred 

through a series of decisions made by the researcher. It is quite possible that in the canying 

out of this analytical process, other individuals would choose to pursue different themes 

through the adoption of different categones. However, it is presumed that the knowledge 

inherent to the responses would remah relatively consistent. 

5.4.2 Research Recommendations 

A nurnber of constraints to effective protected area CO-management have been 

identified by the normative model. The adoption of provisions suggested below might 

facilitate the overcorning of such constraints. 

1) Regulatory contradictions between the UFA and Governrnent of Yukon legislation could 

be eliminated through legislative amendments. Such amendments would aid in providing 

for a more consistent interpretation of UFA provisions by govemment departrnents, boards, 

and councils. As articulated in a DIAND review of government implementation of the 

Inuvialuit Final Agreement, "a certain amount of flexibility is required if irnplementation is 

to be effective, but too much flexibility Ieads to confusion" (KPMG, 1987, 1 1 1.9). 

2) Increases in fhding are needed for Yukon protected area CO-management structures - 

particularly RRCs - created through the UFA and subsequent agreements. Greater budgetary 

allocations for resource management boards would serve as  clear recognition that the 
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structures are now behg relied upon by govemment and becorning more involved in 

decision-making than was originally determined in the UFA - for example, in development 

of the Yukon Protected Areas S trategy (Istchenko, 1997). On a more fundamental level, 

adequate resources are required not only for implementing specific CO-management 

provisions, but also for aboriginal self-government in general - in order to ensure successful 

establishment, financial accountability, and the ability to deliver a full array of effective 

programs. The small populations of Yukon First Nations, combined with the large size of 

most Yukon Traditional Territories, will undoubtedly make efficient program delivery a 

signi ficant challenge. 

3) Because of the nurnber of structures now in place for managing Yukon protected areas, 

the requirements for consultation, the fact that board establishment and claim implementation 

remains in its early stages, with many councils and boards still in the process of developing 

rules and procedures, and the widely differing cultural backgrounds of the various 

stakeholders, the exercising of considerable patience by a11 involved will undoubtedly be 

necessary. As stated by Schneider (1 990,5): 

movement fiom co~onta t ion  to participation can be maintained only if a 
flexible attitude is maintained throughout the initial process of implementing 
the land claims' terms. It is, afler all, a new process which will require the 
inevitable process of tinkering with the system in order to establish a corn- 
fortable fit between the people and their institutions. 

The ability of govemments - federal, First Nations' and territorial - to respond quickly to 

comrnunity concems may decline, at least until greater familiarity exists with the new 

structures and processes. In the case of Parks Canada, difficulties in meeting agreement 

implementation deadlines have been exacerbated by the ongoing organisational resûucturing 

process. 
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The current period shodd be viewed as one which incorporates a relatively steep 

learning curve in the "culture of CO-management" - defined by Nesbitt (1997, 23) as "the 

accepted rules, procedures and behavioural norms by which the parties interact in CO- 

management". hplementation success will be dependent upon not only agreement 

provisions, but also upon less immediately tangible variables, such as whether relationships 

and procedures (regarding verbal interchanges, consensus, confidentiality, conflict of 

interest, etcetera) developed by CO-management boards are able to accommodate the differing 

cultural values of their various members. For example, key actors in Fint Nations' 

govemments may be required to exhibit distinctly different qualities of leadership on the 

"outer stage" - matters involving interaction between the First Nation govemment and non- 

abonginal govemments - than on the "inner stage" - matten intemal to the specific First 

Nation whom they represent. This duality in responsibilities was elaborated upon by 

Cruikshank (1997,57): 

The major challenge facing indigenous leaders as they work out practical 
implications of binding legal obligations is how to move ahead in ways 
that will both satisQ their constituents and facilitate partnerships with non- 
indigenous Yukoners who outnmber First Nations by a ratio of two to 
one. 

The dichotomy in leadership roles for First Nations' govemrnental representatives 

exists primkly because "Abonginal ideals, values, norms and culture are not coincident 

with those of non-Abonguial society" (Wolfe, 1993, 17). First Nations' may have different 

priorities, cultural values, and lifestyles than those expressed by and most familiar to non- 



aboriginal populations. l Because of these di fferences, "cultural and structural bamiers" can 

prevent aboriginal participation in the wage sector economy, which is "organized and 

controlled under forms of management which are alien to a large number of Native people" 

(Schneider, 1 990, 3). In discussing co-management implementation and culture, Nesbitt 

(1997,23) stated that "it is in unquestioned procedural (and cultural) assumptions that co- 

management is most cornrnonly undermined ... At every step, co-management boards must 

examine the cultural assumptions they carry with them". 

4) ui completing the remaining post-UFA claim negotiations, and moving fkom the 

negotiation into a stage of agreement implementation, considerable efforts should be made 

to maintain continuity of knowledge in key actors from al1 parties. This includes actors 

involved with the CO-management settlement structures: for example, until recently the 

KNPMB has been hampered by personnel matters, resulting in it being unable to address 

issues directly related to its mandate. The designation of alternate members should be made 

a priority by al1 boards and councils. 

The agreements make significant demands on Yukon Native people in terms of both 

skills and t h e .  The large number of structures established by the UFA and Final 

Agreements have meant that many local people have had to become involved in joint boards 

and councils. Because of the small population of Yukon cornmunities, some residents serve 

on two or more structures. However, few had prior experience with such structures and 

Similarly, it should not be assumed that Yukon First Nations themselves will - or should - exhibit 
hornogeneity in their priorities and values. For example, Cruikshank (1997,57) noted the "cultural, 
Iinguistic, historical, and rnaterial disparities" of Natives within the temtory ; she fiirtfier explained that 
'Vative Yukoners corne fiom 14 dispersed cornmunities and speak 8 distinct languages belonging to 2 
different language families." 



therefore had not had opporhmities to develop the skills required. As a result, considerable 

efforts are needed in education and training. This training is imperative if, in the fiiture, the 

UFA and Final Agreements are to be managed and administered exclusively by Yukon 

people, rather than (as is currently often the case) by "non-native southemers" (KPMG, 

1987, 1 1 1.7). Presumably, a more educated northem resident population would also result 

in greater continuity of knowledge in key actors. 

5) In order to facilitate the creation of trust between govemments and local cornmunities, al1 

federd and territorial government departments need to exhibit clear cornmitrnents to making 

operating within the new working arrangements a prionty. For example, early, full and 

regular provision of uiformation will serve to maximise public opportunities for 

involvement in creating, influencing, and reviewing protected area management plans. If CO- 

management agreements are to be successfùl, mutual tmst must exist. Ln the Yukon there 

appears to be a high degree of cornmitment to making the agreements work, but, in general, 

tmst between stakeholders appears to be lacking. There did appear, however, to be broad 

consensus among interview respondents that trust is increasing. 

6) Interaction between CO-management structures created through the UFA and Final 

Agreements should occur as fiequently as possible By scheduling frequent forums for 

dialogue, small issues may be promptly addressed, rather than ailowing such conflicts to 

fester, grow larger, and become more complex. 

5.4.3 Research Opportunities 

Because the research was conducted in the early stages of implementing provisions 

for Yukon protected area CO-management, i n t e ~ e w  responses represent only progress made 

as of the study period. Recommendations are thus based only on the data collected. 
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However, the process is continuing to evolve as both negotiations of cornprehensive claims 

for the eight remaining Yukon First Nations proceeds, and implementation of the provisions 

contained within negotiated Final Agreements continues. Future research into the 

achievement of protected area CO-management goals may be warranteci once al1 Yukon First 

Nation claims have been settled and implementation is well underway. It will in al1 

likelihood be a decade or more before a h a 1  verdict can be reached regarding the success 

or failure of CO-managed protected areas in the Yukon. 
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